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ABSTRACT

Historically, there have been large disparities in the degree to which different communities

have access to resources and representation within society. With the increased availability of

the internet and the growth of user-generated content platforms like Twitter and Wikipedia,

there are opportunities to alleviate some these long-standing barriers to access and repre-

sentation. However, there is growing evidence that many of these technologies may instead

be reinforcing some of these long-standing disparities. In the first part of this dissertation,

we examine how different segments of the population are represented in social media and

peer production, with a particular focus on the urban-rural divide. We demonstrate that it

is important to go beyond surveys of participation rates, that online representation must be

evaluated in the context of different consumers of online content. Across three studies, we

find that even with proportionate participation in rural areas, disparities in online represen-

tation can still remain in the quality of content viewed by users, robustness of conclusions in

computational social science about these areas, and precision of algorithms that are trained

from this online data. In the second part of this dissertation, we focus on the domain of

geographic algorithms, evaluating how biases arise in vehicle routing, place recommendation,

and geographic representation learning. We develop a framework for choosing geographic

hyperparameters that affect the performance of these technologies. We provide methods
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for evaluating the fairness of these technologies with regards to these geographic hyperpa-

rameters. Across these studies, we find a complicated relationship between choices made in

designing the algorithms underlying these technologies and the impact of these algorithms

on communities. I conclude with an overview of best practices for working with geographic

data and human-centered algorithms with the goal of developing technologies that are more

equitable and more readily evaluated for disparities in their impact on different communi-

ties.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The research contained within this dissertation proposal is motivated by concerns around

inequality, internet technologies, and how these two intersect. Despite the promises of the

World Wide Web to reduce existing societal inequalities [153, 304, 89, 88, 163, 205],

there are concerns that internet technologies and big data have instead largely mirrored

and, in certain cases, amplified these disparities [19, 72, 234]. Just as the US government

practice of redlining (race-based denial of services to neighborhoods) contributed to racial

inequality [2], there is evidence that analogous discrimination is occurring via “technological

redlining” [232] (data and algorithms that reinforce historical disparities). With this history

in mind, my goals are to 1) better understand how different communities of people are

represented online, especially in the context of research and as data for algorithmic systems,

and, 2) design more responsible algorithms to account for biases in these representations.

In this thesis, the concept of online representation is predicated on the belief that if a

given community puts some amount of effort into an online platform or technology, then

that community should receive the same level of benefits from that technology as any other

community that put in that level of effort. To understand the importance and complexities

of online representation, consider a population such as rural Americans. To what degree

can they access high-quality content about their towns on Wikipedia or OpenStreetMap?

Can computational social science researchers accurately study these communities through

social media trace data? Do place recommendation technologies or language models perform
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as well in these areas as they do in urban regions? And then, for populations that lack

robust representation online, how can we build algorithmic technologies that correct for this

disadvantage?

Inequality, be it in terms of opportunity, income, or political representation, is a funda-

mental problem faced by society [89]. There is hope, though, that the World Wide Web, big

data, and associated technologies would help to address some of these disparities in access

to resources and opportunity [153]. While humans struggle with discrimination and biases,

computational models might be trained to be more “objective”. With internet access, any-

one could contribute to distributed knowledge sources like Wikipedia or social discourse as

with Twitter.

Instead, evidence has been building that participation online varies heavily across demo-

graphic lines—e.g., population density, race, income, education. And while some of these

gaps have been closing in countries like the United States [39], there are still huge gaps in

countries without the same resource advantages [17]. We find across the first half of this

dissertation, however, that achieving equitable online technologies is more complicated than

achieving equal participation or coverage. Just as spatial homophily or gerrymandering can

reduce the value of a populations electoral vote regardless of turnout, it is important to

understand the context around how online data is used when quantifying representation and

designing technologies to mitigate biases in this representation.

Specifically, across Part I of this thesis, I explore how well different online platforms

represent urban and rural populations in the context of users, research, and algorithms.

In Chapters 3 and 4, I discuss two studies that examine multiple social media and peer

production platforms. I demonstrate that bots and non-local contributors often produce a

disproportionate amount of content in rural areas, leading to low-quality content for users
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and misleading research conclusions. Within the context of algorithms, I show in Chapter 5

that correcting for lower online participation rates in rural areas is not always sufficient for

achieving parity in algorithmic performance. Structural factors such as low population den-

sity and differences in online behavior, which cannot be remedied by rebalancing data alone,

pose major obstacles to achieving equitable algorithmic performance for these communities.

The emergence of algorithmic technologies, with their large potential for (disparate) im-

pact [234, 19], brings special urgency to the question of geographic biases in representation.

Part I demonstrates that we cannot simply hope that greater participation will correct for

disparities in the benefits of the technologies. Geographic technologies such as place rec-

ommendation [198], vehicle routing [344], and even games such as Pokémon Go [48] are

widespread and guide important economic activity (see §2.4). Core to ensuring that these

technologies do not simply reproduce or exacerbate existing inequalities is the ability to

audit the impact of these technologies and make explicit their biases so that they might be

addressed.

In Part II of this thesis then, I focus on how we can design more responsible geographic

technologies to account for biases in representation. I focus on evaluating the fairness of

two specific geographic technologies, vehicle routing (§7) and place recommendation (§8),

as well as the more general challenge of understanding what is encoded within large-scale

geographic trace data upon which many algorithms are trained (§9). For each of these

studies, I develop methods for evaluating how different choices in the design of the algorithm

affect what it encodes and the distribution of its impact. I develop metrics that show that

alternative vehicle routing algorithms can substantially redistribute traffic, but that the the

neighborhoods that receive increased or decreased traffic can be difficult to predict a priori

(§7). I demonstrate that embeddings learned by collaborative-filtering algorithms for place
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recommendation strongly encode location but that removing that bias does not lead directly

to more equitable recommendations (§8). Finally, I provide general methods for representing

and evaluating what is encoded by large-scale, unstructured geographic data (§9).

Together, these findings provide valuable insight into the representativeness of geographic

user-generated content, most specifically in how it might be used within the context of

algorithms. This includes best practices for how to more effectively incorporate this content

into geographic technologies as well as guidance for how we might evaluate these technologies

to ensure that their benefits are distributed more evenly. The hope is that the frameworks and

results that I provide might guide algorithm designers and the broader public in discussions

about the impact of these technologies, what they should optimize, and how we might design

them to not merely encode structural inequalities within society.
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CHAPTER 2

Related Work

2.1. A Note on Terminology

User-Generated Content (UGC) is a common term that applies to a wide variety of

content—e.g., posts to social media sites like tweets, photos, or place check-ins, edits to

peer-production platforms like Wikipedia or OpenStreetMap, reviews on platforms like Yelp

or TripAdvisor. This is also called human-generated content; this is an attempt to emphasize

that this data comes from actual people, as opposed to the abstracted “user”. I will retain

UGC, largely because it is still the most common usage. The explicitly spatial subset of

UGC is often called Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI). While this term ignores

that much of this geographic UGC is by no means ”volunteered” (e.g., trace data that many

do not understand is being collected) [132], it conveniently encapsulates both the geographic

component and UGC component. As such, I use both UGC and VGI in several chapters as

concise descriptors.

Regarding user-generated content, “participation” and “coverage” are different measures

of the quantity and distribution of content. “Participation” refers to the proportion of a

given population that contributes to an online platform. This can be determined via surveys

or from empirical studies—e.g., counting the unique number of users who post content in a

given area and normalizing that by the population of that area. “Coverage” refers to the

amount of content about a given topic or area. It can be normalized by the population (e.g.,

tweets per capita), area (e.g., tweets per square kilometer), or some ground-truth metric
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(e.g., proportion of roads with speed limit tags on OpenStreetMap). While it relates to

participation, there is not always a direct connection as it is affected users’ activity levels,

the degree to which there are outside contributors, and, when there is ground truth, the

amount of content to be described.

The phrases “algorithm”, “computational model”, and “intelligent technology” are used

somewhat interchangeably throughout this work. Though the terms do not all have the same

meaning, there is a fair bit of overlap. Most importantly, they refer to a process that has been

automated and therefore can have major consequences because of the scale at which they

can can operate [234] and authority that it is granted [282]. Whether or not this algorithm

is a series of if-else statements or a machine-learned model with all of its complexity adds

additional subtleties to the problem, but does not change the potential impact.

The phrases “representativeness”, “bias”, and “fairness” are not synonyms but reflect

this general question of how close to some desired state is data or the outputs of an al-

gorithm or platform. That is, are the benefits of these technologies evenly distributed or

reflecting structural inequalities that exist in the world. Bias and fairness in particular can

refer to many different aspects [171, 296]. For instance, in Chapter 8, the term “locality

bias” is used to refer to the degree to which a place recommendation algorithm encodes a

restaurant’s location. This term assumes that a place recommendation model might encode

information solely about aspects of the restaurants like cuisine or ambiance without learning

any information about the restaurant’s location. Thus, to the degree that the algorithm

encodes location, it is biased. We examine the degree to which the outputs of place rec-

ommendation models are uniformly distributed across neighborhoods, with deviation from

this uniform distribution being a measure of how “(un)fair” the algorithm’s outputs are
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(also known as algorithmic bias). And finally, “representativeness” or “equal representa-

tion” would ask whether the benefits of place recommendation algorithms are reflective of

the amount of effort that a given community put into the platform. When I use these terms,

I seek to define this proposed state against which I am comparing the data or algorithmic

output.

2.2. Geography of Inequality

This dissertation focus on inequalities in online data and algorithmic systems, but these

systematic disparities in representation have arisen, in part, due to a long history of offline

discrimination and unequal access to resources. While any summarization of this long history

will be incredibly reductive, it would be wrong to ignore this aspect. A few pertinent general

points are discussed below then that pertain to the spatial nature of these inequalities.

If society was well-integrated and evenly-distributed with respect to race, class, and other

demographics, then there would be no connection between physical location and inequality.

An individuals zip code would carry no more information than where to route their mail.

We might expect that all areas of the country would have plenty of content on Wikipedia

and users on Foursquare.

Society is not spatially well-integrated though. Strong geographic patterns have arisen

due to a history of residential segregation compounded by further self-sorting via spatial

homophily. In the United States, the government enforced residential segregation through

a wide variety of mechanisms—e.g., programs that provided insurance solely for housing

developments that were white-only, preservation of residential segregation in public housing,

allowing racially-restrictive housing covenants, a lack of protection from the police from

violence and scare tactics intended to keep black homeowners out of white housing areas,
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and the building of physical barriers that separated white and black communities. Within

Chicago alone, there is substantial evidence of these policies: segregation and depressed

housing values today can be attributed in part to federal redlining maps from the 1930s [2],

the Chicago Housing Authority illegally reinforced segregation through the building of public

housing solely in minority neighborhoods into the 1970s [262], the path followed by the Dan

Ryan Expressway appears to have been relocated to serve as a physical barrier separating

the predominantly white neighborhood of Bridgeport (home to the then mayor’s family)

and predominantly black neighborhoods to the east [290], racial covenants prevented black

individuals from purchasing homes, famously in Hyde Park and Washington Park with the

support of the University of Chicago [95], and rioters were allowed to attack homes and

individuals perceived to be bringing black individuals into white neighborhoods [131].

Beyond cities, inequalities and differences have also arisen along the urban-rural divide

(a common lens of analysis in this work). While urban and rural refer strictly to popu-

lation density, the “divide” is an acknowledgement of the many differences between these

two regions—e.g., cultural [61], political [14], access to healthcare [94], adoption of technol-

ogy [240].

We examine differences in representation along the urban-rural divide (Part I) and with

respect to race and income (Part II) in part because these populations are spatially distinct

(and so easier to study through the lens of geography) but also because of these differences

in culture and access to resources, which provide insight as to whether internet technologies

are reducing inequalities as originally hoped [153] or amplifying them [89].
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2.3. Online Representation

A core concept in this thesis is that of online representation, which I center around the

idea that equal effort should lead to equal benefits. For example, if a certain proportion

of a rural community edits Wikipedia, they should be able to achieve a level of quality of

content that is equal to that of any other population who participates at the same rate. Or

said another way, it should not be systematically more difficult for a given population to

receive a given level of benefits from a given technology. This concept of “representation”

is difficult to quantify when it comes to online platforms though. For comparison, in a

political sphere, fair or equal representation might be quantified as each individual having

an equally-weighted vote in an election [67]. What constitutes a vote or equal weight in an

online setting is less clear.

Participation or coverage, as discussed below, are certainly important facets of repre-

sentation online, but as I show in the first part of this thesis, there are many other factors

that affect whether an online platform is representative. Measuring bias in representation

in terms of unequal participation rates or coverage makes the implicit assumption that pro-

portionate participation or coverage will lead to equal benefits and is the desired end-state.

However, representation is more complicated than that in the online sphere. An area of the

world could have no Wikipedia editors and yet outsiders could cull together sources and write

very high-quality articles about the region—e.g., see [274] for some of these patterns. As I

show in Section 5, having training data proportional to population is not always sufficient

for equal algorithmic performance. On the other hand, Black Twitter was able to achieve a

lot of visibility, despite black users being a minority on Twitter, due to their successful use

of hashtags and resultant visibility via trending topics [31].
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Together, these examples highlight the importance of not just measuring quantities (e.g.,

participation rates or coverage) but understanding the value of the content in the context of

who or what is consuming it—i.e. does a population have a voice through their aggregate

content in the context of users of the system or research and algorithms that learn from the

data? These are not straightforward metrics to calculate, but the emphasis on not just the

contributions but what is done with those contributions hopefully brings us closer to a more

actionable understanding of online representation.

I consider three main consumers of user-generated content across my research—users (§4,

research (§3, and algorithms (§5—but focus mainly on algorithms and research, as described

below.

2.3.1. Participation in Online Platforms

While critiques of the appropriateness of studying human behavior or building algorithms

from online data have focused on many challenges [30, 265, 307], studies that seek to

quantify biases in this data often focus on participation and coverage. Surveys have helped

to establish that different demographics—e.g., by race, age, education, income, popula-

tion density—participate in social media [130, 39] and peer production [144, 293] at

systematically different rates. Analyses of the content that exists on these platforms has

also consistently shown population biases in participation and coverage biases in content

(e.g., [117, 140, 181, 187, 207, 222]).

There is evidence that certain structural barriers to participation are lowering, but that

plenty of obstacles remain that hinder equality of participation and coverage in online plat-

forms. While gaps in access—e.g., broadband access in the United States [39]—have de-

creased in many areas, Graham et al. [112] have further shown that broadband access is a
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necessary but not sufficient condition for participation on Wikipedia. The degree to which

platform norms or design discourage use by certain populations has shown up in many other

contexts—e.g., women on OpenStreetMap [293], Wikipedia [217], and mobile crowdsourc-

ing platform Taskrabbit [301], rural users and location-based social networks [129]. There is

some evidence that even without an explicit racial structure to the internet, offline patterns

of segregation have arisen—e.g., [213].

2.3.2. UGC and Research

The field of computational social science has explored how UGC (predominantly social me-

dia) might be used as a means of conducting observational studies of people. As noted in

Science [265] and the subject of workshops (e.g., [7]), this lens has been quite powerful when

it comes to the study of many of these processes. The common procedure taken by these stud-

ies is to first filter, generally via heuristics, social media posts into buckets that are associated

with specific populations—e.g., geographically filter Flickr photos based on geotags to those

associated with residents of a given city, demographically filter tweets for those from college

students based on self-identification in a profile, topically filter posts based on hashtags for

those associated with a given social movement. These posts are then analyzed so as to reach

conclusions about that general population, such as the happiness of a given population or

common trajectory of a movement. This approach has been taken by researchers in HCI

(e.g., [3, 56, 306, 338, 178]), the social sciences (e.g., [58, 97, 146, 271, 308, 348], and

even the natural sciences (e.g., [298, 324, 266]. They have explored phenomena of interest

ranging from social unrest and emergencies [51, 175] to disease tracking [147, 182, 284].

Importantly, if these computational social science studies are to reach the correct con-

clusions about not just people who use a platform in a given manner that matches their
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heuristics, but a population of people more generally, then they must account for biases in

this content. This challenge has been raised by many (e.g., [265, 307, 57]), but detailing

where UGC fails in this regard and how to adapt methods for this is less common. The

research detailed in Chapter 3 seeks to provide insight into how well UGC represents rural

populations, specifically by examining what proportion of content in these areas is “local”

and how that impacts research conclusions about those areas.

2.3.3. UGC and Algorithms

User-generated content has also served as a rich source of training data for algorithms.

Even without crowdsourcing labels, this data underlies many AI technologies—e.g., conversa-

tional agents (Reddit and Alexa [71]), entity disambiguation (Wikipedia and OpenAI [253]),

knowledge graphs (Wikipedia and Google [289]), word embeddings (Wikipedia, Twitter,

and Common Crawl in GloVe embeddings [238]), object detection (Instagram hashtags and

Facebook [292])—and adding supervision has allowed for training of even more specific

computational models—e.g., harassment detection (Wikipedia comments [325]), image seg-

mentation and captioning (Flickr photos [195]), discussion labeling (Reddit threads [339]),

reading comprehension (Wikipedia articles [254]).

Research has established that coverage biases are tied to algorithmic bias for models

that are trained on this data. Still lacking though is a deeper understanding of which types

of algorithmic biases can be corrected via greater coverage alone and which types require

interventions such as different types of algorithms.

For instance, Culotta and colleagues found that adjusting for who was contributing con-

tent on Twitter improved performance in predicting public health metrics [57] and text-based

geolocation [183]. In contrast, Pavalanathan and Eisenstein [237] did not see improvements
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to text-based geolocation when adjusting for population imbalances in Twitter data. They

found that algorithmic bias along age and gender lines was not driven by undercoverage.

Buolamwini and Gebru [34] found algorithmic bias in facial analysis algorithms with respect

to skin color and gender and that more balanced training data largely fixed the issue. Blod-

gett et al. [27] found that language identification algorithms consistently misidentify tweets

from African-American individuals at higher rates than tweets from White individuals and

built an ensemble classifier that incorporates additional demographic inference to address

these disparities.

There are many more examples of these algorithmic biases that make it abundantly

clear that there is no one, simple fix. Greater transparency and an understanding of the

mechanisms by which algorithmic bias arise and might be addressed are important to moving

forward, though just one part of achieving more accountable algorithms [62]). The second

part of this dissertation focuses on how we might address biases within geographic algorithms,

especially those that are not addressed through simple increases in coverage. I do not

examine the design of online platforms or social interventions to elicit more representative

content—e.g., NextDoor [142], Uber [260], Wikipedia [119]—which aim for long-term (and

incredibly important) fixes to these challenges. Instead, I consider how to improve our ability

to evaluate existing algorithms as well as transformations or algorithmic designs that can

be applied given the current, biased nature of this data. This is not undertaken with the

belief that fixing the algorithm will fix the problem (or even improve the situation) but with

the desire to start a more robust conversation around the design of these algorithms and

choices that affect their outcomes as well as identification of more human-centered metrics

that capture some of the impact of these technologies on communities and might be used to

evaluate these algorithms.
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2.4. Geographic Algorithms

The second half of this thesis focuses specifically on the domain of geographic algorithms

and how they might be designed more responsibly given the challenges surfaced in the first

half of the dissertation. In the context of preventing “technological redlining” [232], we

consider a geographic algorithm to be one that might have systematically differential per-

formance (and impacts) across different geographic regions. Based on this criteria, a few

algorithmic technologies stand out due to their ubiquity and potential for impact: vehicle

routing (e.g., Google Maps driving directions), place recommendation (e.g., Yelp), location-

based games (e.g., Pokémon GO), predictive policing (e.g., PredPol). Other classes of algo-

rithms certainly have geographic components and would warrant further study—e.g., many

language models have geographic aspects to them [74] and can see deteriorated performance

for certain populations [27], there is increasing recognition that geography matters for objec-

tion detection algorithms [66], there are many geographic biases associated with the sharing

economy [301] though the connections to the algorithmic components of those platforms

is less well studied. The final chapter in this dissertation (§9) takes a step towards more

general evaluations, in the realm of geographic representation learning as a core component

of many classification algorithms.

2.4.1. Impact of Geographic Algorithms

A major motivation for focusing on geographic algorithms is that many of the platforms they

support have large social and economic implications. For example, Pokémon Go reached

more daily users than Twitter [81] and many of these users traveled to new neighborhoods

and businesses in search of in-game elements while playing [48]. Yelp has close to 100
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million monthly active users [1] and Luca [198] has demonstrated that a one-star increase in

a restaurant’s Yelp ratings could lead to 5-9% more revenue for that restaurant. Predictive

policing algorithms have been shown to be susceptible to runaway feedback loops that can

distort the true geographic distribution of crimes [80]. Pedestrian and vehicle traffic is

linked to restaurant revenue [344] and algorithmic adjustments made by Waze have had

quite salient impacts on neighborhoods in terms of traffic [337, 208].

This social and economic importance of geographic algorithms motivates the need to eval-

uate whether they are also fair. In line with the well-documented “spatial is special” [141],

however, evaluating geographic algorithms for whether they are fair is often not straightfor-

ward. There are at least two pertinent challenges that make this undertaking substantially

different from much of the adjacent fairness literature (e.g., [72, 5, 54]): the consumer is

not the key constituent with regards to fairness and the outcomes are neither binary nor

directly tied to race or other sensitive attributes.

2.4.2. Fairness of Geographic Algorithms

Many algorithms considered in the fairness literature are evaluated from the consumer per-

spective (C-fairness per [37]) and have binary outcomes that can then be explicitly tied to

race or other attributes—e.g., are black and white individuals treated equally by algorithms

that determine recidivism risk [54, 171] or school admissions [180, 5]. This focus on the

consumer means that if you have a representative group of individuals from each group—

e.g., where race determines group—then you can evaluate factors such as false-positive rate

or calibration to determine whether the algorithm is “fair”. While there are challenges in
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how to define fairness and the inherent tension between fairness metrics [171, 54], the cal-

culation of these statistics for each sensitive attribute once a metric is chosen is generally

straightforward.

The impact of the geographic algorithms like place recommendation or vehicle routing,

however, is most salient in terms of the items being recommended—e.g., does a street receive

traffic, is a restaurant recommended to diners, does a neighborhood see an increased police

presence? This focus on the items, as opposed to the consumer, is known as provider

fairness or P-fairness [37]. The goal is to ensure that the benefits of being recommended are

distributed equitably. Because fairness in this case is calculated as a function of all of the

outputs, and not just e.g., the false-positive rate for a given group, the inputs themselves must

be representative of the relative distribution. That is, if you want to make a statement about

whether vehicle routing algorithms are unfairly favoring certain types of neighborhoods, you

have to have a good idea of where people start and end their routes so you can determine

where in the city the algorithm might have an impact. Public datasets that provide a

good proxy for the distribution of these inputs can be difficult to impossible to attain for

geographic algorithms because this data is often highly sensitive at the granularity that is

needed. Additionally, because the items being recommended are not directly tied to sensitive

attributes but instead are often regions, additional choices have to be made about how to

connect an entity like a street or restaurant to key attributes such as race.

2.5. Geographic in Computational Models

The final study of this dissertation (§9) and to some degree the evaluation of place rec-

ommendation (§8) are examinations of geographic representation learning, a core component
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of many geographic algorithms. The following related work is intended to provide a frame-

work and motivation for these studies, as well as an indication of how well they and other

studies of bias in user-generated content might generalize (or require complementary studies

to study algorithms that have encoded different choices). It is a survey of the many ways in

which geography is represented within statistical models. It covers four core aspects of this

representation: how do we represent a given spatial data point, how do we determine the

relatedness between two points, how do we aggregate points, and how do we evaluate the

resulting model. I refer to the following as geographic hyperparameters—i.e. choices that are

made in statistical models of spatial processes—to make clear that even though some have

very established default practices, choosing the default is still a choice with implications.

Notably, whereas for situations such as laying the infrastructure for internet connectivity,

we do not have the choice of defining distance by anything other than Euclidean distance,

in the design of algorithms or research, we do have alternative choices that might often be

more equitable and effective.

2.5.1. Representing a Point

Consider a data point that corresponds to a location in the physical world (e.g., a city

block and how safe that location is perceived to be). In order for a predictive model to

effectively generalize what it learns about that data point to other potential locations, it

must represent geography in such a way that similar places have similar representations.

A model can then calculate the similarity (or distance) between two given locations (and

therefore how pertinent this data point is predictions made for those other locations).

2.5.1.1. Physical Location. Many approaches to determining the similarity between two

locations rely on physical distance, thereby operationalizing the literal interpretation of
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Tobler’s First Law [303] and accounting for what is often called distance decay [301]. This

approach represents geography as a two-dimensional vector—i.e. one dimension for latitude

and one dimension for longitude.

2.5.1.2. Regions. There is a long history to regional geography and types of regions such

as higher-order administrative units are known to be important for understanding many

processes in human geography [25]. To capture these similarities, a given point can be said

to be contained within several higher-order administrative units (e.g., cities, counties, states,

countries). To reduce computational complexity, various grid systems have also been intro-

duced to serve as replacement regions—e.g., S2 cells [321] or researcher-defined grids [251].

Little attempt is made to align these grids with existing boundaries, but, with a suitably

small grid-size, misalignment between the grid and administratively-defined regions can be

made minimal.

This effectively operationalizes geography as a one-hot encoding in which a given location

can be one of many classes. The one-hot encoding is sparse though and misses the many

dependencies between spatial data that span borders. This independence means that regions

alone also provide limited predictive value within models in that they do not help with

extrapolating data to new regions.

2.5.1.3. Attributes. A further step in enriching a geographic model is the incorporation

of attributes about a given area. For example, this may take the form of structured census

data as a proxy for place (e.g. household median income, race, how urban an area is). This

can extend the dimensionality of a given place’s representation from a few dimensions to

almost arbitrarily more (i.e. an additional dimension for each census variable). This helps

a model to understand similarities between areas that are not monotonic with distance and

that arise from more complicated interactions of characteristics that describe a place. For
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instance, FiveThirtyEight’s election models incorporate race and religion variables [287],

Clewlow and Mishra [47] incorporate gender, race, age, education, income, and population

density into modeling of ride-share platform adoption, and Culotta [56] explores the value

of race, age, gender, and income (as well as signals from Twitter) in predicting the health

indicators for a given county.

While powerful, census variables (or other population metrics) also bring substantial

constraints though that limit these models. Census data is not generally consistent in how

it is collected or represented across different countries, making it difficult to include census

data in geographic prediction models that span multiple countries. The data is also generally

aggregated to specific predetermined administrative areas (e.g., census tracts, counties),

which leads to substantial ecological validity challenges if these administrative units are not

an appropriate scale for studying the problem at hand. Finally, joining the census data with

data not collected at the same scale can be computationally-intensive (e.g. point-in-polygon

operations).

2.5.1.4. Trace Data. More recently, in order to overcome some of the limitations men-

tioned above of traditional geographic representations, researchers have begun to explore

how to incorporate geographic user-generated content and sensor data into geographic mod-

eling and prediction algorithms. Some of these approaches are listed below and cover a wide

variety of datasets and tasks. Researchers have built models to predict population demo-

graphics through image processing techniques applied to Google Street View imagery [100],

satellite imagery [152, 297], photos in geotagged tweets [4], aggregate check-in behavior on

Foursquare along with business information from OpenStreetMap [309], and linguistic anal-

ysis of geotagged tweets [56]. Prediction of the perception and character of places (e.g., how

safe a place feels) has been done through Flickr tags [162, 251, 252], Google Street View
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Table 2.1. Geographic data sources.

Framework for categorizing geographic data by type of media and type of source.

Data Format
Possible Representation

Learning Method

Data Sources (i.e. what is being encoding)

Social Media Peer Production Sensor / Collected
Data

Point sequences Skip-gram modeling

(e.g. word2vec), ma-

trix factorization of
co-occurrence data

LBSN traces (e.g.

Foursquare), con-

secutive geotagged
contributions (e.g. lo-

cations of Yelp reviews

or Flickr photos taken
by a given user)

OpenStreetMap

geometries (e.g.

roads), links between
Wikipedia articles

Mobile phone traces,

migration data,

Wikipedia navigation
data (e.g. consecutive

pageviews by a given

user to geographic
articles)

Text Paragraph-vector (e.g.

doc2vec), topic model-

ing (e.g., LDA)

Geolocated microblogs

(e.g. Twitter), photo

tags/comments (e.g.
Flickr)

OpenStreetMap

tags (e.g.

amenity:restaurant),
Wikipedia articles

(e.g. about the Wash-

ington Monument)

Survey data, text in-

puts (e.g. search query

logs)

Imagery Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG),

Pre-trained CNN

Photos (e.g. Flickr, In-
stagram)

Mapillary street view
imagery, Wikimedia

Commons

Satellite imagery,
Google Street View

imagery

imagery [69, 226], OpenStreetMap places [212], and Foursquare images, ratings, and check-

ins [55, 185, 270, 340]. Geographic similarity algorithms have been learned from Wikipedia

articles [272] and migration patterns modeled through Flickr photo sequences [22].

As illustrated by this long list of papers that have used online trace data in geographic

models, there are many possible ways of representing a location through media associated

with that place. Different types of media (e.g., text, images) require different representation

learning algorithms to make them compatible with an algorithmic system, and different

sources of geographic data (e.g., social media, peer production) emphasize different types of

signals and therefore what is encoded. Table 2.1 provides a summary and examples of some

of these options below.

The data sources fall on a spectrum with regard to whether they represent more individ-

ual experiences of place or objective recordings of what exists there. For example, geographic

social media (e.g. tweets) are quite noisy, unevenly representative, and unstructured but pro-

vide potentially rich insight into the nature of different places while sensor data (e.g. satellite
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imagery) can be much more structured and representative but potentially far more limited

in reflecting how individuals use and feel about the space. While there are exceptions (e.g.,

Facebook has a very broad user base), social media generally has the greatest coverage biases

while sensor data the least ([136, 140] as well as §4). Point sequences are generally the sim-

plest data representation and a major form of trace data, making them more representative

and easier to process. As I show in Chapter 8, they also can encode strong biases around

location though. Text and imagery can be quite complex due to a shifting (visual) language,

but also potentially can bridge biases from segregation that human mobility patterns encode.

2.5.2. Relatedness of Two Points

For a model to generalize what it learns about one place to another, it must have some

way of relating different places that is independent of what is being measured. Within a

geographic prediction model, physical distance has generally been used to extrapolate data

to new areas—e.g. the value for a new location can be estimated as the weighted average of

the values from nearby locations. The exact approaches to converting distance to similarity

vary greatly though: continuous function of distance [84, 230, 247, 328, 331], step function

where only locations within a certain range are considered to be similar [10, 33, 83], ordinal

distance [233, 272] that measures the number of entities such as POIs between two locations

to better capture variation in population density. While distance does effectively capture

many similarities between places, it only takes advantage of two dimensions and becomes

much less useful across much larger regions—e.g., it provides very little information about

the relative similarity of cities that are thousands of miles away from each other [190].
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Each of the other point representations mentioned above—regions, attributes, trace

data—has corresponding methods for computing distance as well. Regions might use con-

tainment: are two regions, such as cities, contained within an even larger region, such as a

state. Models that use attributes or trace data generally rely on general metrics that mea-

sure the similarity of vectors like Jaccard similarity or cosine similarity. The challenge for

these models is how to weight or represent the attributes or trace data such that the most

important components are what determines similarity.

2.5.3. Aggregating Points

A closely-related decision to the choice of how to operationalize distance is the scale and

shape at which the data will be represented—i.e. as points or aggregated to areas such as

grid cells or administratively-defined units like states or countries. The choice of scale can

determine the conclusions one reaches about a given region, which is known as the Modifiable

Areal Unit Problem [87]. For instance, spatial processes such as segregation often occur at

the scale of neighborhoods, which second-order units such as counties would fail to capture.

Chicago can be viewed as both one of the most integrated and most segregated cities in the

United States depending on whether you calculate segregation at the neighborhood- or city-

scale [286]. To ensure robustness, spatial modeling is occasionally done at multiple scales—

e.g. studying political polarization in the United States at the level of census divisions,

states, and counties [159]—but the availability of data and complexity of spatial modeling

often precludes this from occurring. Some of the choices for aggregation are described below.
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2.5.3.1. Administrative Units. Administrative units are designed by governments, gen-

erally to capture regions with apparent boundaries and maximum demographic homogene-

ity1. While administrative units often exist at many scales (e.g., census tracts, zip codes,

cities, counties, states, countries), it can be computationally- and human-intensive to gather

all of these boundaries and join them to the data. Openly-available administrative bound-

aries (e.g., GADM’s database) are often not available any finer than “second-level” units

for most countries. This is the equivalent of counties in the United States, which contain

anywhere from 88 people in Kalawao County, Hawaii to over 10 million people in Los Angeles

County, California. Furthermore, it can be very computationally intensive to compute the

point-in-polygon operations necessary to link a given data point (e.g. image taken at a given

location) with all of the regions that it is determined to be contained within (e.g., census

tract, city, state).

Table 2.2 details various common choices for administrative units and their distribution

of populations and areas, and Table 2.3 shows how these different choices would change

the representation of a specific location in Chicago. Notably, certain units have much more

consistent population or area, so, depending on the process that is being modeled, different

choices might impose differential burdens of generating data on regions. Grid cells often

have an approximately fixed area, though aggregating them smartly can create variation

that leads to consistent population counts.

2.5.3.2. Grid Systems. Grid systems offer a more practical and scalable alternative to

administrative boundaries as the unit of aggregation, but their effectiveness at capturing

human geography is less clear. Grid systems generally are simple to represent, rely on

1https://www2.census.gov/geo/pdfs/reference/GARM/Ch10GARM.pdf
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Table 2.2. Descriptive statistics for various administrative spatial units.

Common choices of administrative units in the United States and their number of units,
range of area, and range of population.

Administrative Area Total Units Population Range Area Range (kmˆ2)

States 50 + 1 (DC) 580,00 - 39,000,000 177 - 1,700,000

Counties 3,144 88 - 10,100,000 31 - 52,000
Census Tracts 73,056 1,200 - 8,000 0.02 - 234,600

Zip Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs) 32,989 0 - 115,104 0.005 - 34,900

Congressional Districts 435 528,000 - 995,000 26.55 - 1,481,350

Table 2.3. Administrative units in Chicago.

The range of ways that a specific point—the Children’s Museum of Art and Social Justice,
located at 2007 S Halsted St, Chicago, IL 60608, or, alternatively the latitude/longitude
point of 41.8550, -87.6464—can be represented as part of a broader administrative unit.

The percent of the population that is non-white in each administrative unit is also given to
show how that variable changes based on aggregation.

Name Area (sq. miles) Population Percent Non-White

State of Illinois 55,517 12,801,539 38%
Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, IL-IN-WI Core Based Statistical Area 7,197 9,512,968 47%

Cook County 945 5,203,499 58%

City of Chicago 227 2,704,965 67%
Congressional District 4 52 737,025 42%

Zip Code 60608 6.3 78,072 83%

Census Tract 3102 0.1 1,521 66%
Census Block Group 2 0.049 686 67%

Census Block 2021 0.003 10 10%

hashing or other constant-time functions to determine which cell contains a given latitude-

longitude point, and have natural hierarchies (i.e. nested scales such that any given cell

can be evenly divided into a predetermined number of smaller cells). For instance, Weyand

et al. [321] used S2 cells for flexibly geolocating photos around the world, and Quercia et

al. [251] used a 200m-by-200m grid for consistently computing the beauty of a given location

from Flickr photo tags in the cities of Boston (USA) and London (UK).

2.5.4. Model Evaluation

Finally, the choice of geographic context for validating a given model can greatly impact

its performance, fairness, and what the model learns is important. For instance, researchers

have also documented decreased precision predicting human perceptions of urban landscapes
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and object detection in a city when images and labels from a more distant city were used to

train the model [226, 66], different levels of anonymity in location-based social networks in

different regions [261], and varying effectiveness of the sharing economy depending on the

socioeconomic status of a given area [301]. The Inclusive Images Challenge by Google [66]

documents this challenge with regard to image object detection. Together, these examples

highlight the importance of geographic context for evaluating models, something that is

explored in more depth in Chapters 7–9.
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CHAPTER 3

Localness and Social Media

In this chapter, we consider how “local” various forms of social media content are in

urban and rural areas. We look at the impact of non-local content on the conclusions of

observational research that compares the characteristics of these regions.1

3.1. Introduction

Social media volunteered geographic information (VGI) such as geotagged tweets, geo-

tagged photos, and “check-ins” provides an unprecedented real-time lens into many impor-

tant spatiotemporal processes. As detailed in Section 2.3.2, there is a large body of HCI

research that has conducted observational studies using social media. A common thread in

these studies of social media VGI is the reliance on a simple assumption we call the Localness

Assumption. Under this assumption, which is almost always adopted implicitly, a unit of so-

cial media VGI always represents the perspective or experience of a person who is local to the

region of the corresponding geotag. Put more simply, the localness assumption presumes that

social media users can be considered locals from everywhere they post geotagged content.

For example, adopting the localness assumption, one can assume that a person who posts a

geotagged tweet about a political candidate is doing so from her or his home voting district,

thereby affording applications like election forecasting and political preference monitoring.

1The work presented in this chapter was originally published in: Johnson, I., Sengupta, S., Schning, J.,
and Hecht, B. The Geography and Importance of Localness in Geotagged Social Media. ACM Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems 2016.
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Human mobility is the major potential confound to the localness assumption. Studies

that adopt the localness assumption implicitly argue that people who post geotagged social

media while on business trips, vacations, and other forms of travel are not a significant

factor across large datasets of social media VGI. This consideration of human mobility and

the localness assumption more generally dates back to the origins of the term “volunteered

geographic information”: in the foundational paper on VGI, well-known geographer Michael

Goodchild argued that the core value of VGI is that it tends to come from locals [109].

However, Goodchild was writing in a time largely before smartphones and social media, a

time when it might be reasonable to assume that human mobility may be dampened in VGI

datasets.

In this chapter, we present the first systematic examination of the validity of the localness

assumption in social media VGI. Analyzing four datasets across three distinct types of social

media VGI, we find that, due to human mobility, the localness assumption does not hold

for approximately 25% of social media VGI. Additionally, we identify extensive geographic

variation in the localness of social media VGI. In other words, while Goodchild’s “localness

ideal” – in which VGI contains high-quality local information – holds somewhat true in

certain areas, there are other areas where the connection between the population contributing

social media VGI and local population is much more tenuous. Of particular concern, we find

that the degree of localness in an area tends to compound previously identified population

biases in social media VGI [140, 187, 222], with rural and older areas not only having a

diminished voice overall in social media VGI, but (as our results show) that voice is diluted

by outsiders at a disproportionate rate.

Through a case study focusing on recent work that assesses the “geography of happiness”

in the U.S. through geotagged tweets [223], we explore the direct effect of the localness
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assumption on social media VGI-based studies. We replicated the approach employed in

([223]) and compared its output to that of several versions of the approach that explicitly

filter out non-local tweets (thereby accounting for human mobility and not adopting the

localness assumption). We found this filtering process resulted in small shifts in the happiness

geography of the United States overall, but that there were significant shifts in certain key

types of regions, highlighting the importance of filtering out non-local content when doing

social media VGI-based research.

This chapter also makes an important methodological contribution: this chapter is the

first to aggregate and compare the various methods for determining VGI localness in the

small literature that has explicitly considered localness, finding important differences between

these methods. We discuss the implications of these results and outline best practices for

filtering out non-local content in studies that use social media VGI.

To summarize, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• We characterize the amount of non-local content in multiple social media VGI repos-

itories, finding that approximately 25% of geotagged content on average is non-local

to an area.

• We find that the geographic contours of localness follow important sociodemographic

properties, with, for example, more urban and younger areas having consistently

greater proportions of local content.

• We examine the impact of non-local VGI in one of the many studies that adopts the

localness assumption. We show that the presence of non-local VGI can significantly

alter algorithmic determination of regional properties (e.g., “happiness” retrieved

from tweets) for certain areas.
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• We also make an important methodological contribution: we characterize the various

definitions of localness in use by the research community, find clear differences in

their results, and outline a series of corresponding best practices for social media

VGI studies.

Below, we first cover related work and detail the social media VGI datasets we con-

sider. We then present our methods and results, with this discussion structured around four

research questions. Each of these questions corresponds to one of the contributions listed

above. We close by highlighting the broader implications of our work, a discussion that

includes a series of localness best practices for social media VGI researchers.

3.2. Related Work

This research is primarily motivated by three areas of prior work: (1) research on localness

in VGI, (2) research on population biases in social media, and (3) studies that use social

media VGI.

3.2.1. Localness in VGI

Key inspiration for this work came from the work of Sen et al. [274] that demonstrated

that, at a country-to-country scale, there is extensive geographic variation in the localness of

geographic content in Wikipedia (peer production VGI) and that this variation corresponds

to global socioeconomic contours. This work can very broadly be thought of as an extension

of Sen et al.’s work to the social media VGI domain. Social media VGI has a fundamentally

different “spatial content production model” [136] than peer production VGI, which suggests

that its localness dynamics will be substantially different (i.e. to post a geotagged tweet,

one has to be at the location of the geotag, but one can write a Wikipedia article about
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anywhere in the world from anywhere in the world). This work also addresses the call in

Sen et al. for localness work that considers localness at a spatial scale more granular than

that of the country (we study localness at the U.S. county scale).

Sen et al. is not the only work to consider localness in a peer production VGI context.

Other, more peripherally related research includes work establishing that local peer-produced

VGI is of higher quality than non-local contributions [73, 354], modeling Wikipedia contri-

butions as a spatial process [128], and examining global core/periphery dynamics between

Wikipedia editors and the geographic articles that they edit [113].

Additional core motivation for this work is derived from Hecht and Gergle [136], which

examined the distance between content contributors and the subjects of their contributions

in Wikipedia and Flickr. To our knowledge, this is the only other research to directly consider

localness in a social media VGI context, finding that while the computer vision community

had often assumed that that Flickr photos primarily came from tourists (the opposite of the

localness assumption that is pervasive in social media VGI research), many Flickr photos

come from locals (a dynamic beautifully visualized in the maps created by Fischer [86]). This

research builds on that of Hecht and Gergle by directly targeting the localness assumption

that is central to so many studies that utilize social media VGI, characterizing the degree

of localness across three separate types of social media VGI, its geographic and sociodemo-

graphic variation, and its effects on studies. Moreover, this is the first work to problematize

the operationalizations of localness that have appeared in the literature (including that in

the work of Hecht and Gergle [136]) and identify corresponding best practices.
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3.2.2. Population Bias in Social Media

Section 2.3.1 provides a high-level overview of population bias in social media, but a few

examples are useful for framing this work. For instance, Li et al. [187] found that the

density of tweets per capita and geotagged Flickr photos per capita are positively corre-

lated with sociodemographic factors like income, youth, and education (when comparing

county-aggregated values in California). Similar work with Twitter was done by Malik et

al. [201], but across the United States. Hecht and Stephens [140] focused specifically on

the rural/urban divide, finding that in Foursquare, Twitter, and Flickr, there was far more

content per capita in urban areas than rural areas. As we will see below, when it comes to

geographic variations in localness, the same types of areas that tend to be advantaged when

it comes to raw quantity of social media VGI (e.g., urban areas) also tend to be advantaged

in terms of the their VGI’s localness.

3.2.3. Social Media VGI Based Studies

Section 2.3.2 provides an overview of social media VGI-based studies. Below, we show

through a case study on the work of Mitchell et al. [223] what can occur if non-local VGI

is filtered out of these studies. Notably, localness likely does not pertain to most studies

that use geotagged social media for sensing natural events such as earthquakes or disasters

(e.g., [175, 266]).

Several studies have made intentional efforts to filter out non-local tweets, thus explicitly

eschewing the localness assumption. For instance, the work of Li et al. [187] and Hecht and

Stephens [140] fall into this class of research. However, as we will see below, these studies

and others that have separated local and non-local tweets take unique approaches to doing
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so, with each approach operationalizing very different understandings of what it means to

be a local.

Finally, it is important to note that a much larger body of work unintentionally works

around the localness assumption by using data from the location fields of social media users’

profiles rather than geotags [21, 225, 177]. While this data source has serious problems that

geotags do not (e.g., [138, 314]), when valid, associating a user’s social media with their

self-described home location rather than the locations of its geotags is one technique to filter

out non-local social media. As such, when comparing approaches to quantifying localness in

social media VGI, we consider the use of the location field as one such technique.

3.3. Datasets

In order to gain a broad, ecologically valid understanding of localness phenomena in social

media VGI, we look at VGI from three different types of popular social media communities:

a microblogging platform (Twitter), a photo-sharing community (Flickr), and a check-in

based location-based social network (Swarm). In this section, we describe our data from

each of these communities (and other sources) in more detail.

3.3.1. Twitter

We analyze two datasets of geotagged tweets: both were gathered through the public Stream-

ing API and were restricted only to tweets with geotags (latitude and longitude coordinates).

The first dataset, which we shall refer to as T-51M, was gathered from October 19, 2014,

through November 19, 2014. It contains 51.2 million tweets in the contiguous United States

from 1.6 million users. The second dataset, T-11M, was gathered from May 27, 2015 through

August 19, 2015. It contains 10.8 million tweets from 964,000 users in the contiguous United
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States2. We combine these two datasets for our study of happiness to improve robustness

and incorporate data from different times of the year. The combined dataset has 61.9 mil-

lion tweets from 2.2 million unique users. For all Twitter datasets, we remove organizational

accounts per best practices for social media research [265] prior to analysis through use of

the classifier described by McCorriston et al. [209]. Organizational tweets comprised 6.3%

of the total dataset.

3.3.2. Flickr

For Flickr, we analyze the YFCC100M dataset, which we shall refer to as F-15M. It contains

15.4 million geotagged Creative-Commons-Licensed photos from 73,797 thousand users in

the contiguous United States. The YFCC100M dataset [302] was publicly released by Yahoo

Labs and Flickr in June 2014.

3.3.3. Swarm

Swarm (formerly Foursquare) is a location-based social network in which users check in to

locations and broadcast this information to their social network. The Swarm API does not

allow public access to check-in data, but some users choose to publicly tweet their check-ins.

Swarm check-ins shared via Twitter have been used extensively in the past (e.g. [96, 233]).

We analyze the dataset collected by Cheng et al. [45] from September 2010 through January

2011 consisting of 7.8 million check-ins from 89 thousand users for the United States, which

we shall call S-8M.

2The size difference in these datasets arises from using a contiguous United States and global bounding box
respectively.
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3.3.4. Sociodemographic Statistics

Several of our analyses involve comparing sociodemographic information to the percentage

of VGI in a U.S. county that is local (U.S. counties are second-order administrative districts,

right below states). All of the sociodemographic variables we examine relate to population

biases that have been detected in prior work with social media VGI: from the 2010 US

Census, we examine urban/rural (% Urban) [140, 201, 222], race (% White, Non-Latino or

%WNL) [187, 222], and age (median age or MedAge) [187, 201]. From the 2009-2013 Amer-

ican Communities Survey, we examine income (household median income or HMI ) [187, 201]

and % Management, Business, Science, and Art occupations (% MBSA) [187].

Because these data are limited to the United States, we focus in this chapter on social

media with geotags that fall within U.S. borders. Additionally, due to the requirements

and assumptions of our spatial modeling approaches, analyses are limited to the contiguous

United States (i.e. the “lower 48”).

3.4. Research Questions

In this research, we posed four separate research questions, each of which corresponds to

one of the contributions enumerated above. Specifically, we asked:

• RQ0: What precisely does it mean for a unit of social media VGI to be local to a

given region?

• RQ1: What percent of social media VGI is local? In other words, to what extent

is the localness assumption true for social media VGI?

• RQ2: What is the geography of localness within social media VGI? Does variation

in localness follow the same socioeconomic contours that are seen in other types of

volunteered geographic information?
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• RQ3: How does the inclusion of non-local contributions impact the results of re-

search and algorithms that leverage social media VGI?

In the following sections, we present our methods and results associated with each re-

search question. This is followed by a holistic discussion of the implications of our results.

3.5. RQ0: What is Local?

3.5.1. Methods

To address the challenge of defining localness (and what it means for geotagged social media

to be local), we turned to the limited social media VGI literature that has made efforts

to separate local and non-local information. Conducting the first survey of techniques for

distinguishing local from non-local content based on geotags, we identified four approaches

in this literature, with each quantifying a different definition of localness. We implemented

all four of these approaches, and use all four throughout this chapter.

In order to gain a better understanding of each localness approach and how it relates to

the others, we classified every unit of social media in all four repositories as either local or

non-local according to each approach and compared and contrasted the results. Below, we

first describe the four localness approaches in more detail (as well as cover the key role that

spatial scale plays in all of them). Following that, we discuss the results of our comparative

analysis.

3.5.1.1. “n-days” Localness Metric. The n-days localness metric [140, 187] takes all

of a user’s contributions (e.g., tweets, photos, check-ins) and assigns the user as local to a

given region (e.g., county, city) if they made contributions in that region at least n days

apart. In order to be considered a local, this metric thus requires a person to demonstrate

that they have either spent at least n days in a particular region or returned there at a later
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date at least n days after they initially contributed. A sufficiently large choice of n must be

used to filter out people who are just traveling through a region. The choice of n has varied,

but both Hecht and Stephens [140] and Li et al. [187] use 10 days as the minimum length of

time. We follow suit and set n equal to 10 days. Note that the n-days metric operationalizes

an idea of localness in which a person can be local to between 0 and m regions, where m is

the number of regions being studied – e.g., the number of counties in the U.S. – although in

practice the number of local regions tends to be low.

3.5.1.2. “Plurality” Localness Metric. The plurality metric [140, 224] assigns a user as

local to the region in which they contributed the most social media VGI in a given repository.

Uniquely, this algorithm ensures that even users that do not make frequent contributions

(e.g., who for example might be filtered out by the n-days algorithm for sheer lack of content)

will still be included in the analysis. Plurality assigns each user as local to exactly one place,

except in ties in which case all regions at that level of contribution are local.

3.5.1.3. “Geometric Median” Localness Metric. The geometric median metric [161]

has been most commonly used in the geolocation inference literature to assign a home lo-

cation to users. We implement the multivariate L1-median definition used, for example, by

Jurgens et al. [161] and Compton et al. [52], which defines the median of a set of points as

the point in space that minimizes the distance between it and all of the points in the set.

We further require, per Jurgens et al. [161], that users have a minimum of five VGI points

and that the median absolute deviation of the user’s points to their geometric median be

no greater than 30 km (i.e. half of the user’s points must be within 30 km of the geometric

median).
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3.5.1.4. “Location Field” Localness Metric. The location field metric [138, 161, 243]

has been used heavily for expanding social media VGI datasets beyond just explicitly geo-

tagged social media, which often make up a small overall percentage of these datasets [21,

177, 225]. As noted above, this approach uses the self-reported location information in

the “Location” field in users’ social media profiles, which exists for all three social media

communities considered here. The accuracy and completeness of location field data has been

problematized by Hecht et al. [138], but its use continues as location field data is one of the

only ways to geolocate the large percentages of social media users who do not geotag their

content.

In order to turn a textual location into a machine-readable latitude/longitude coordinate,

a geocoder is necessary. We used Jurgens et al.’s Geonames-based geocoder [161], which

builds on the Creative-Commons-Licensed Geonames places dataset and handles noisy text

through a series of regular expressions and common replacements (e.g., St. and Saint). We

further validated the implementation by comparing our results to those achieved by use of

Wikipedia redirects as implemented in the WikiBrain library [273] and described in [138].

For location field entries that both tools could geocode (˜54% of the Geonames results),

there was 90% agreement.

3.5.1.5. Choosing the Correct Spatial Scale. A final source of variation in how local-

ness has been operationalized in the literature occurs in the spatial scale of the localness

definition. For example, Sen et al. [274] define a local Wikipedia editor as someone who

edits an article about a place in the editor’s home country, whereas Li et al. [187] define

local at the U.S. county scale. In this chapter, we focus on the county-scale for two reasons:

(1) it is a common scale at which social media VGI research is done (e.g., [56, 140, 187])
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and (2) it is a scale at which the sociodemographic information we need to address RQ2 is

available.

Because our definition of localness is at the U.S. county-scale, this means that the “re-

gions” operated on by n-days and plurality are U.S. counties. For instance, if a person tweets

predominately from places within Cobb County, GA, under plurality, all tweets from this

person with geotags within Cobb County will be considered local, and those outside Cobb

County will be considered non-local. Unlike n-days and plurality, the geometric median and

location field metrics map users to a point. In these cases, we use simple point-in-polygon

operations to assign the user as local to the county that contains the point.

3.5.1.6. Putting It All Together: Calculating Localness. To make the process of

calculating localness more concrete, let us consider the case of a tweet whose geotag refers

to a point in Philadelphia County, PA. This tweet would be classified either as local or non-

local depending on whether or not the user who posted the tweet is considered to be a local

of Philadelphia County. More specifically, this is how each metric would make its localness

assessment:

• n-day : If the user tweets multiple times in Philadelphia County over a span of at

least 10 days, the tweet would be considered local.

• plurality : If the user had posted more (or equal) tweets in Philadelphia County than

any other county, the tweet would be considered local.

• geometric median: If the user had posted at least five tweets and enough of them

were centered in the Philadelphia area for the median to be in Philadelphia County

and within 30km of half of the user’s points, the tweet would be considered local.
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Table 3.1. Localness metric recall.

The recall of each metric, or the percentage of users who were assigned as local to at least

one county.

Repo n-days (10) Plurality Geo. Med. Loc. Field
T-51M 60.10% 100.00% 49.50% 34.40%
T-11M 65.90% 100.00% 24.70% 37.30%
F-15M 67.90% 100.00% 33.90% 31.10%
S-8M 88.30% 100.00% 69.10% 15.90%

• location field : If the user had written in her Twitter location field “Philadelphia” or

“Philly” (or a similar variant) and that text was successfully geocoded to a lat/lon

in Philadelphia County, the tweet would be considered local.

3.5.2. Results: Comparing Localness Definitions

Running all four localness metrics against the same datasets affords us a unique ability to

compare and contrast the definition of localness each metric encodes. Overall, three trends

emerge: (1) some localness metrics fail to identify a single local county for many users, (2)

though we see substantial agreement in localness determinations for the users bridging our

two Twitter datasets, there is a large minority for whom results vary, and (3) although there

is not strong agreement between any of the metrics, n-days, plurality, and geometric median

agree far more often with each other than any of the three do with location field.

3.5.2.1. Highly-varied Recall. With regard to the first theme, efforts to filter out non-

local geotagged social media have not considered recall as an issue. However, Table 3.1,

which shows the percentage of users for which each metric was able to find at least one local

county, suggests that this is an important factor to consider. If a localness metric is not able

to find a local region (e.g., county) for a given user, that user can have no local social media,

thereby removing him/her from social media VGI studies that filter for localness (a practice
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strongly supported by other results in this chapter). In cases when data is not plentiful (e.g.,

for analyses at very granular spatial scales), limited recall could be a major problem.

Looking at Table 3.1 in more detail, we see that while plurality, by definition, succeeds

for all users, location field sits at the opposite end of the spectrum, failing to identify a

local country for well over half of all users in every case. Location field ’s low recall is most

likely attributable to two factors: (1) not all users fill out their location fields (especially on

Swarm) and (2) location field entries are often non-geographic in nature, which will result

in the geocoder returning no value (in the ideal case) [138].

3.5.2.2. Varying Longitudinal Consistency. Examining the set of tweets from the

389,635 users who appeared in both our T-51M and T-11M datasets, we found a very high

consistency for the location field metric (91%) as well as geometric median metric (74%). In

other words, for users we could identify in both datasets, the counties for which they were

considered local were frequently the same using location field and geometric median, even

though there is a 7-month gap between the data collection periods. However, the same is

not true for plurality (54%) and n-days (48%), suggesting that there is a trade-off between

recall (plurality and n-days both have high recall) and longitudinal consistency. This is a

point to which we return in the discussion section.

3.5.2.3. Different Localness Definitions, Different Results. Each localness metric

operationalizes a different idea of localness, and, as such, it is not a surprise that they

frequently disagree as to whether an individual piece of VGI can be considered a local to

a county. Plurality, n-days and geometric median agreed the most, but for instance, their

output agreed that a given tweet was local only 76.9% of the time for T-51M, and that is

the highest agreement of any of the four repositories. Location field rarely came to the same

conclusions as any of the other three metrics, and, as such, the repository for which there
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Table 3.2. Percentage of social media content that is local.

Relative percentage of social media VGI classified as local. Geotagged social media from
users for whom no local county could be identified are excluded from these figures

Repo. n-days (10) Plurality Geo. Med. Loc. Field
T-51M 84.00% 90.10% 91.20% 57.90%
T-11M 77.10% 76.90% 85.00% 51.10%
F-15M 78.40% 52.90% 70.70% 40.70%
S-8M 88.20% 70.10% 73.00% 1.10%

was the most agreement across all four metrics (F-15M ) still had only 16.3% agreement

(with agreement defined the same way as above).

Because of the diversity in localness operationalization across the four metrics, the re-

mainder of our studies below use at least two metrics, and usually use all four so as to

establish robustness across varying definitions of localness. In the discussion section, we out-

line how this approach is likely a best practice for social media VGI research more generally.

3.6. RQ1: How Local is Social Media VGI?

In this section, we discuss our research on assessing the degree to which social media

VGI is local. In other words, in asking this question, we are inquiring whether the localness

assumption is valid.

3.6.1. Methods

Once we had completed our work for RQ0, addressing RQ1 was very straightforward: we

simply calculated the percentage of overall social media units that are local according to

each algorithm.
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3.6.2. Results

Table 3.2 shows the localness of each social media VGI repository according to each of the

localness metrics. The picture of social media VGI localness that emerges from Table 3.2

is that while the majority of VGI appears to be local according to most metrics, a large

minority is non-local. For instance, we see that according to n-days, the localness of our

four repositories ranges from 77.1% (T-11M ) to 88.2% (S-8M ), with the T-51M and F-15M

repositories’ localness between these two values. With the median localness percentage across

all four datasets and all four metrics being only 75%, it is difficult to make the argument

that the localness assumption holds true in social media VGI.

3.7. RQ2: Does Localness Vary Geographically?

In this section, we describe how we addressed our research question related to potential

geographic variation in the localness results we reported above. We focus this investigation

on whether any variation corresponds to important sociodemographic contours.

3.7.1. Methods

As the first step in addressing RQ2, we calculated the percent of social media VGI in each

county that is local to that county. This is analogous to our approach outlined above for

RQ1, but instead of identifying the share of social media that is local in entire repositories,

we did so on a county-by-county basis. We then analyzed the localness ratio in each county

(for each repository) in the context of key sociodemographic statistics of the county (see

§3.3).

This analysis was conducted using a multivariate regression with percent local as the

dependent variable and the sociodemographic statistics as independent variables. We first
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Table 3.3. Localness sociodemographic regression results.

Summary of % Localness Multivariate Regressions for n-day (10) localness filter. *** is
p<0.001, ** is p<0.01, and * is p<0.05.

Repo. % Urban MedAge HMI %WNL %MBSA
T-51M 0.29*** -0.18*** -0.06** 0.15*** -0.05**
T-11M 0.40*** -0.14*** -0.04 0.02 -0.04*
F-15M 0.28*** -0.06** -0.01 0.14*** 0.07***
S-8M 0.39*** -0.18*** 0.01 0.16*** 0.02

test for spatial autocorrelation (if none is found, traditional OLS would be appropriate) and

then adjust for the presence of spatial autocorrelation as discussed in [56, 201] by running

either a spatial error or lag model from the R library package spdep [24]. We make the

specific choice of model based on Lagrangian Multiplier measures of fit, which is considered

a best practice in the field of spatial econometrics [11]. The dependent and independent

variables are log-transformed as necessary to achieve normality and all variables are Z-score

standardized so that we can relate all coefficients to changes in standard deviations and

compare relative effect sizes accordingly.

3.7.2. Results

Though we see, on average, that approximately 75% of content is local, the standard de-

viation for most metrics and datasets is around 20%, suggesting that there is noticeable

geographic variation in the degree to which content is local. The results of our spatial re-

gressions, which describe the percentage of local content in a county as a function of its

sociodemographic factors, can be seen in Table 3.3. We report only the results for n-day

calculations, but we ran the spatial regressions for each localness algorithm and found that

all four algorithms had very similar results within each repository3.

3The sole exception was location field for Swarm, which had mostly insignificant coefficients for the regression
due to low recall.
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Figure 3.1. Map of Percent Local Content in T-11M according to the geometric
median metric.

Table 3.3 reveals that the county-level variation in localness percentages is certainly not

random; we see significant and consistent effects for a number of our independent variables.

Across the board, there appear to be moderate increases in localness with increases in %WNL

and increased youth (i.e. decreased median age) and much larger increases in localness with

increased % Urban Pop.

Examining the effect sizes from our regression, we see that with all else held equal, for

every standard deviation increase in the percent of the population that is urban (+31.6%),

there is a 15-40% absolute increase in the localness of social media. This relationship results

in social media VGI of substantially different character at opposite ends of the % Urban

Pop spectrum. For instance, for counties with a % Urban Pop > 90% (e.g., San Francisco
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County, CA; Cook County, IL), 82% of T-51M tweets whose geotag is in the county come

from a local user according to n-day. The corresponding value for counties with % Urban

Pop < 10% (e.g., Twin Falls County, ID) is only 63%. Figure 3.1 shows a similar trend

occurring with geometric median across the T-11M dataset, with the very rural Great Plains

region containing much lower proportions of local content than more heavily populated areas.

A similar trend occurs with Median Age, but with a smaller magnitude. Unpacking the

normalized effect sizes in Table 3.3, there is a 6% decrease in localness in T-51M as the

median age shifts from 32 (e.g., Newport News, VA) to 47 (e.g., Hernando County, FL).

A striking trend in Table 3.3 is the extent to which the table largely mirrors known

findings about overall population bias in our three social media communities. It appears

that not only is there more social media VGI per capita in urban areas [140, 201], but our

results suggest that urban social media is also far more local. The same is true with regard

to population biases in age; older areas have less social media VGI per capita, and it is less

local. This result is a point to which return in the discussion section below.

The results in Table 3.3 also suggest that the importance of filtering for localness is not

geographically uniform. It appears that adopting the localness assumption will reduce the

accuracy of studies that use social media VGI in rural areas more than it will reduce the

accuracy in urban areas. The same is true of older areas vs. younger areas, areas with a

smaller WNL population vs. a larger one (see §3.9), and so on.

3.8. RQ3: Impact of Non-Local VGI

While RQ1 and RQ2 sought to characterize localness in social media VGI, RQ3 seeks to

directly understand its effects on social media VGI-based research. To do so, we adopt a case

study approach, focusing on an analysis performed by Mitchell et al. [223]. This analysis
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used their algorithm from [64] applied to geotagged tweets to calculate the geography of

happiness in the United States.

3.8.1. Methods

Using the data and code for their algorithm provided by Dodds et al.4 and a combined

version of our two Twitter datasets (T-51M + T-11M ), we computed the geography of

happiness in the United States at both the state-level and the county-level. We performed

this computation three times: once under the localness assumption (in which we did no

filtering for non-local tweets), once filtering out non-local tweets using n-days and once

doing the same with plurality5. By comparing the results of these three computations, we

can gain an understanding of the effects of the localness assumption (as well as effects of

filtering by each localness metric).

We include the 48 contiguous states as well as Washington D.C. in our states calculation

but limit the counties results to only those counties containing at least 3000 total tweets to

ensure a sufficient sample size of tweets for the happiness algorithm.

3.8.2. Results

At the scale of states (e.g., n-days and plurality would group contributions from Los Angeles

together with those from Yosemite National Park), we see no major shifts in the rankings of

happiest states when filtering on n-days or plurality (i.e. when filtering out non-local tweets

according to those metrics). The top three happiest and top three saddest states for each

4https://github.com/andyreagan/labMT-simple
5Following the approach implemented by Hecht and Stephens, instead of removing non-local tweets as we
have in RQ0 through RQ2, we instead assign them to their local counties/states.
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Table 3.4. States ranked by happiness.

The happiest and saddest states using an unfiltered dataset (i.e. no localness metric
applied), n-day, and plurality.

Ranking Unfiltered n-day Plurality
1 Montana Montana Montana
2 Vermont Vermont Maine
3 Maine Maine Vermont
· · · · · ·
47 Delaware Mississippi Mississippi
48 Maryland Maryland Louisiana
49 Louisiana Louisiana Maryland

Table 3.5. Counties most affected by localness.

Counties with some of the largest shifts in happiness ranking after filtering out non-local
tweets.

County Unfiltered n-day Change
St. Louis County, Missouri 162 657 -495
Baltimore County, Maryland 983 1251 -268
San Francisco, California 139 309 -170
Mercer County, West Virginia 475 296 179
Iroquois, Illinois 479 289 190

implementation are shown in Table 3.4. The one notable shift that we see is that tourism-

heavy Nevada moves from a relatively happy rank 15 out of 49 in the unfiltered dataset all

the way down to middle-of-the-road rank 25 when non-local tweets are filtered out, by far

the largest shift of any state.

At the scale of counties, the difference in ranks between the unfiltered computation and

those using n-days and plurality is larger, but not tremendously so. For n-days, the median

absolute change in ranking from the unfiltered rankings is 32, but there are 105 counties that

see shifts of more than 10% (126 rankings) up or down the list. Plurality had very similar

results (median change 32; 96 moved by 10%).

The high-level results, however, obscure an interesting phenomenon in which several

counties experienced very large jumps up and down the ranks when localness filtering was
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introduced. Examples of some of these counties are shown in Table 3.5. These are counties

where the signal coming from the local populace is being overwhelmed by a very different

signal from the non-local population. The greatest single change occurs in St. Louis County,

Missouri, with a drop of 495 rankings when non-locals were filtered out. Baltimore County,

Maryland, also moved substantially (10th most) with a drop of 268 rankings. During the data

collection periods, these two counties were experiencing fallout from the deaths of Michael

Brown and Freddie Gray, respectively. In both cases, it appears that while local sentiment

declined precipitously, this decline was obscured in the unfiltered dataset by travelers (non-

locals), a group that did not experience the drop in sentiment.

The reverse appears to be happening in Mercer County, Arkansas, and Iroquois County,

IL, which are both rural areas that happen to lie on major interstate highways. In both

instances, non-locals who were driving through likely caused the drop in happiness in the

unfiltered dataset relative to the filtered one.

3.9. Discussion and Implications

3.9.1. Best Practices for Social Media VGI Research

Ruths and Pfeffer [265] recently called for “higher methodological standards” for “large-scale

studies of human behavior in social media.” In doing so, they laid out a framework of best

practices for working with social media, e.g., accounting for population biases, filtering for

nonhuman accounts, and showing results from multiple platforms or temporally-separated

datasets6.

6We implement most of these suggestions in this work (i.e. removing non-human accounts in Twitter, testing
on multiple repositories and datasets, and not relying on a single algorithm).
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The research presented above points to an extension of Ruths and Pfeffer’s framework

that is specific to geotagged social media. Specifically, our results suggest the following five

best practices:

Best Practice #1: As we found that a large minority of geotagged social media is not

local, studies that utilize geotagged social media should not adopt the localness assumption.

Doing so will result in significant and sociodemographically-biased side effects that, as we

saw in our work related to RQ3, can alter study results.

Best Practice #2: We revealed clear differences between the localness metrics that have

been used in the literature, indicating that researchers need to think carefully about how to

best operationalize localness for their research questions. The decision of how to operational-

ize localness should involve both semantic and practical considerations, considerations that

we unpack below.

Best Practice #3: With regard to semantic considerations, researchers should carefully

examine which localness metric best fits the needs of their study. Each metric we identified

in the literature defines localness differently, with metrics like n-days assuming a user can

be local to many counties and metrics like geometric median assigning users to a single

lat/lon coordinate. These definitional differences were likely a major cause of the deviations

between the outputs of each localness metric, indicating that choosing an incorrect definition

of localness may be costly.

Best Practice #4: With regard to practical considerations, according to the needs of

a given study, researchers must negotiate the trade-off of the consistency of metrics such

as geometric median with the recall of metrics like plurality. While geotagged social media

occurs at massive scales at a high-level, if one is trying to study phenomena that occur in

rural areas or at very granular spatial scales (or using a repository that does not make its
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data as available as Twitter, e.g., Swarm), a 56% (geometric median) or 70% (location field)

reduction in the amount of data that can be considered (let alone that can be assured to be

local) is highly problematic.

Best Practice #5: Wherever possible and appropriate, researchers should consider

multiple definitions of localness in parallel, as we have done here. Given the differences in

what is considered local and non-local by each metric, using multiple metrics can ensure

that findings are robust against different definitions of localness. To ease this burden, future

work could explore whether a single ensemble metric, such as a combination of n-days and

plurality, is more robust to dataset variation.

While there are geotagged social media best practices outside the localness domain that

also likely need to be encoded (e.g., guidelines for geocoding location field information as

in [138], our results make clear that a smart and intentional approach to handling localness

is an important step towards a robust social media VGI study.

To promote these best practices and provide full access to our study, we have released

our implementation of the localness metrics, R code for spatial regressions, additional maps,

and full results7.

3.9.2. Localness Compounds Population Bias

Population bias is a known concern with social media research. As we have shown, localness

also tends to be lower in these areas already known to be disadvantaged in social media

representation (e.g., older and more rural), compounding the existing population biases. In

particular, this indicates that there are further barriers to robust research on rural areas or

other underrepresented populations using geotagged social media. There is an established

7https://github.com/joh12041/chi-2016-localness
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thread of geolocation inference research that seeks to locate social media without explicit

location information. Our work motivates the need to develop these tools specifically with

the goal of translating the non-geotagged social media of these underrepresented populations

into VGI.

3.10. Limitations and Future Work

3.10.1. Scale- and Time-Dependence

While this is the first research to survey the localness metrics in use within the literature and

directly compare their results, similar studies should be conducted varying the spatial scale

at which localness is defined instead of the metric. It has long been known in geography

that processes that operate one way at one scale may not operate in the same way at a

different scale. It is possible that localness has a scale-dependent component. We began

to explore this question with our Happiness case study, where we saw that the inclusion of

non-local content at the state scale impacted the rankings to a lesser degree than at the

county scale. Along with spatial scale, future work should look at the relationship between

time and localness. Localness is not a time-invariant measure – that is, the degree to which

one is local to an area degrades not only with distance, but also with time.

3.10.2. New Demographic Contours Should be Considered

While doing early work on the relationship between gender and localness, we noticed an

interesting new difference between our localness metrics: Leveraging well-known gender in-

ference approaches [56, 222], we saw a consistent-but-small female skew in the users for

whom n-days, plurality, and geometric median were able to assign at least one local county.

However, this skew flipped and strengthened significantly for location field, to the point that
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location field is 23% more likely to be able to assign a local county to a male user than

a female user. This result has potentially important implications for localness research, as

well as for use of the location field on Twitter more generally (e.g., Does the use of this field

induce a population bias?), implications that need to be explored in future work.

3.10.3. Establishing a Ground Truth

Finally, although we explored in detail the four major families of localness metrics in the

literature, one metric that has yet to be considered but could lead to important innova-

tion in this area is that which involves a traditional ground truth. By asking social media

users where they believe they are local (outside the social context of the location field and

without its particular constraints as outlined by Hecht et al. [138], it should be possible to

construct a learned model (that uses the four localness metrics as features) of more robust

self-reported localness. Moreover, adopting ground truth approaches could enable models

that operationalize highly diverse understandings of localness, including those that take

time into account (in a weighted or an unweighted fashion), implement a fuzzy definition of

localness, and so on.

3.11. Conclusion

In this chapter, we performed the first focused exploration of the extent to which geo-

tagged social media can be considered to be from a local to the region of its geotag, an

assumption that underlies many studies that utilize geotagged social media. We find that

this assumption does not hold for about 25% of geotagged social media, although the exact

percentage varies from social media community to social media community. We also saw

that the degree of localness varies extensively geographically, and it does so in a fashion that
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mirrors existing sociodemographic contours (e.g., more rural areas are less local). Through

a case study, we demonstrated that including non-local social media in research studies can

lead to incorrect conclusions in certain cases, and we outlined a series of best practices to

help researchers avoid this outcome and further strengthen their work.
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CHAPTER 4

Peer Production and the Urban-Rural Divide

In this chapter, we consider Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap content in urban and rural

areas. We compare the relative quantity of this content across these regions, how it was

produced, and the resultant quality.1

4.1. Introduction

Peer-produced content has been a game-changer in the tremendously important domain

of geographic information. We now learn about places near and far by reading peer-produced

Wikipedia articles, and many of the maps we use on a daily basis leverage peer-produced

data from OpenStreetMap (OSM), the “Wikipedia of maps” [90, 91, 150, 319]. Behind

the scenes, many important intelligent algorithms utilize data from Wikipedia and OSM to

make geographic inferences about the world (e.g., [114, 215]).

The importance of geographically-referenced peer-produced content, also known as peer

production volunteered geographic information or peer production VGI [139, 274], has led

some researchers to inquire as to whether the peer production content generation model

works equally well in describing all types of geographies (e.g., [113, 135, 207, 250]). How-

ever, missing from this literature is a robust analysis of the effectiveness and character of

peer production across the urban-to-rural spectrum. Researchers in HCI have shown that

urban/rural dynamics can play prominent roles in a variety of online social systems ranging

1The work presented in this chapter was originally published in: Johnson, I., Lin, Y., Li, T., Hall, A.,
Halfaker, A., Schning, J., and Hecht, B. Not at Home on the Range: Peer Production and the Urban/Rural
Divide. ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 2016.
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from social networks [105] to photo-sharing sites [140] to check-in platforms [140]. These

results echo decades of research in the social sciences that chronicles differences in how urban

and rural areas have adopted and used technology (e.g., [49, 173]). The previous chapter

(3) further demonstrated that not only is their less participation on social media in rural

areas, but also a lower proportion of the content that does exist is “local”. This was shown

to be particularly important in the context of research, where filtering explicitly for localness

changes the conclusions that one might reach about an area based on its associated social

media content.

The goal of this chapter is to examine peer production’s relative ability to represent urban

and rural areas. We focus not just on quantity of content, but also on who generates this

content and its quality to users. Because our goal is to understand urban/rural dynamics

in peer production generally rather than in a single type of peer production community,

we consider both Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap. These are two of the largest and most

impactful peer production communities and are communities with substantially different

approaches to peer production. For the same reason, we also examine content about countries

with two very different human geographies: the United States and China, which are often

the focus of cross-cultural analyses (e.g., [330]). Studying urban/rural content generation

in diverse online and offline communities allows us to gain a richer understanding of the

phenomena of interest [12].

We find that regardless of the peer production community or country, content about rural

areas is of substantially lower quality than urban areas. For instance, Wikipedia articles about

rural places are much more likely to be assessed as low quality by Wikipedia contributors than

articles about urban places, rural OpenStreetMap entities (e.g., buildings, roads, etc.) have

fewer tags than urban entities, and Wikipedia articles about rural areas have substantially
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more content written by editors who have not specialized in the local area. Indeed, our

results show that Wikipedia articles about very rural places in the U.S. have less than 5% of

their content (on average) written by specialized editors, whereas this number is over 37%

in urban areas.

Our results also highlight the important role of “bots” (i.e. automated software agents)

and automation-assisted batch editors in creating content about rural areas. For instance,

whereas 4.5% (median) of content in Wikipedia articles about urban places is bot- or batch

editor-generated, the corresponding proportion for rural places is over 23%. Although these

automated solutions generate low-quality content, we show how they are critical to peer

production’s ability to provide a baseline level of coverage in rural areas.

Rural areas have significantly different sociodemographic characteristics than urban ar-

eas, and the models we use in this research control for these potential confounds. Through

these modeling efforts, this research also tangentially uncovers new findings about systemic

peer production biases in our control variables. For instance, we find that English Wikipedia

articles about places with a higher percentage of Democratic votes are of higher quality, and

the same is true of more educated places in the Chinese Wikipedia.

As we will detail below, these results have highly tangible implications for (1) human

consumers of peer-produced content (e.g., Wikipedia readers, users of OSM-based maps)

and (2) the many systems and algorithms that rely on peer-produced content to understand

the world’s geography. With regard to humans, our results mean that articles about rural

areas and OSM-based maps about rural areas are of substantially lower quality (on average)

than those about urban places. With regard to systems and algorithms, our results suggest

that, to many peer production-based geographic technologies, rural areas frequently “look

the same” and are defined only by their topology and government census data.
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This research is also the first to characterize and quantify the fundamental challenge

facing peer production communities’ efforts to map and describe rural phenomena: in rural

areas, the ratio of entities of interest (e.g., incorporated towns) to potential local editors can

be orders of magnitude higher than in urban areas. Since many contributors of geographic

peer-produced information contribute about places local to them (e.g., [128, 136]) and local

contributions are generally of higher quality (e.g., [73], our coding study below), rural areas

are systemically disadvantaged in the peer production content generation model. We show

how this disadvantage manifests itself in the results we identify in this chapter. Fortunately,

our results also point to potential partial solutions to this issue, and we expand on these

implications for design below.

To summarize, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• We establish that peer-produced content about urban areas is of higher quality

than that about rural areas, demonstrating that this difference persists across two

prominent peer production communities (Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap) with very

different communication and collaboration structures and two countries with very

different human geographies.

• We highlight the critical role that bots and batch editing tools play in ensuring that

there is any content at all about some rural areas.

• We discuss how our results reveal systemic challenges facing peer production projects

in describing and mapping rural phenomena and highlight how our results can inform

the design of potential sociotechnical solutions.

• Finally, through controlling for sociodemographic factors, we identify new content

biases in peer-production related to politics, education, and profession.
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4.2. Related Work

This chapter draws motivation from work in three areas: (1) coverage biases in peer

production, (2) urban/rural dynamics in online social systems, and (3) content localness in

peer production. Below, we discuss each of these areas in more detail, with other related

work discussed in context in later sections.

4.2.1. Coverage Biases in Peer Production

This research is informed by a thread of related work that looks at systemic variations in

peer-produced content along dimensions other than the urban/rural spectrum (see §2.3.1

for an overview). A major recent thrust of this work relates to gender dynamics, with

several studies showing that both OSM and the English Wikipedia have more content about

and for men than about and for women (e.g., [140, 181, 217, 312, 256]). Language

has been shown to be a particularly strong factor in Wikipedia coverage biases, with each

language edition having much better coverage of places where the corresponding language

is spoken [135, 274]. Other factors behind systemic variations in content include national

culture [250, 249, 241], and politics [115].

4.2.2. Urban/Rural Dynamics in Online Social Systems

The vast majority of work that considers issues associated with online social systems and

population density has focused exclusively on urban areas [105, 140]. The small body

of online social systems research that has looked at differences between urban and rural

areas has largely focused on social media, which has significantly different collaboration and

contribution characteristics than peer production. For instance, Gilbert et al. [105] found
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that rural MySpace users had significantly fewer friends than urban users. Similarly, Hecht

and Stephens [140] identified that rural areas have fewer tweets, check-ins, and geotagged

Flickr photos per capita than urban areas.

In work that provided key motivation for the research in this chapter, several researchers

have observed that OpenStreetMap data seems to display different characteristics in rural

and urban areas. For instance, Zielstra et al. [356] identified that OSM coverage was more

extensive closer to a selection of German cities, and a similar finding was identified in the

London area by Mashhadi et al. [207]. One goal of this chapter is to build on these findings,

most importantly by examining OSM and Wikipedia in a consistent, robust analytical frame-

work so as to gain an understanding of peer production in rural areas as a whole, but also

by focusing specifically on urban/rural dynamics and doing so across entire countries. This

allows us to incorporate important control variables, use more sophisticated urban/rural so-

ciodemographic statistics, and introduce other targeted approaches and metrics, ultimately

resulting in the series of contributions with important implications outlined above.

4.2.3. Localness and Peer Production

Important context for this work also comes from the small literature on the localness of peer-

produced content. This literature has shown that, in general, edits to geographic Wikipedia

articles tend to come from people who are located (and likely live) near the subject of

the article. For instance, Hecht and Gergle [136] found that over 25% of edits to Wikipedia

articles about places in the English Wikipedia comes from within 100km and a similar finding

was identified by Hardy et al. [128]. Related research on OpenStreetMap has shown that

local editors tend to do higher quality work (something we confirm in our studies below).

For example, Zielstra et al. [354] found that OSM editors contributed a higher diversity of
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edits in their home region and Eckle [73] found that familiarity with an area led to more

accurate OSM mapping in a controlled experiment.

Recent work by Sen et al. [274] examined the geographic variability in these overall local-

ness results, finding that Wikipedia articles about places in poorer countries and countries

with a less healthy publishing industry have fewer local editors and reference fewer local

sources. A portion of our research extends the work of Sen et al. to a more granular scale,

looking at whether localness also varies across the urban/rural spectrum and finding that

rural places have less local content, even on a per capita basis.

4.3. Data and Metrics

This research involves a number of different datasets and a variety of metrics, with

many of these datasets and metrics being the output of somewhat complex processes. We

first describe basic information about our Wikipedia and OSM datasets. Next, we discuss

each of our other datasets and metrics in detail, grouped by whether they help us quantify

(1) rural/urban dynamics, (2) peer-production quality, (3) peer-production quantity, or (4)

control sociodemographic variables.

4.3.1. Peer Production Datasets

Most of our Wikipedia data was extracted from the static XML dumps of the English and

Chinese language editions of Wikipedia using the WikiBrain API [273]. We analyzed the

English Wikipedia when considering the United States and the Chinese Wikipedia when

considering China. Like nearly all prior geographic Wikipedia work (e.g., [113, 135, 136,

193]), we focus on “geotagged articles”, or articles that have been tagged with a latitude and

longitude location by Wikipedia editors. In total, we identified 218,709 English geotagged
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articles about places in the contiguous United States and 46,124 Chinese geotagged articles

about places in China. Note that because of the requirements of our geographic modeling

techniques (see next section), we only consider the contiguous 48 states when examining the

United States.

Our OpenStreetMap data comes from the static Planet.osm dump from February 2014

for the United States and July 2015 for China. For the contiguous US, the dump contains

494 million nodes, 32.8 million ways, and 263 million tags. In China, there are 22.6 million

nodes, 1.6 million ways, and 5.5 million tags.

We aggregate all Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap metrics to the county level in the con-

tiguous United States (3,109 counties) and the prefecture level in China (344 prefectures).

The census data necessary to perform our analyses at a more local scale in China is not avail-

able from the Chinese government (see below). We filter out geotagged Wikipedia articles

about entities with footprints larger than a county/prefecture (e.g., articles about states,

countries, continents) to avoid assigning their content to the single county/prefecture that

contains the lat/lon of their geotag. It is important to point out that this aggregation allows

us to make claims about all data about places in a country/prefecture, rather than the spe-

cific Wikipedia article about a county/prefecture or the specific OSM geometry describing

the county/prefecture. This aggregative approach has often been shown to be effective in

related work (e.g., [113, 135, 207, 249]).

4.3.2. Urban/Rural Datasets

We obtained data about geographic variation in urbanness from government sources. In

the United States, we make use of a statistic from the 2010 U.S. Census that describes

the percentage of the population in a given county that lives in an urban area (% Pop
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Urban). This percentage is calculated using the U.S. Census’ definition of urban areas,

which includes both significant cities as well as urbanizations of 2,500 or more people [35].

When our analyses require discrete classifications along the urban/rural spectrum, we utilize

the National Center for Health Statistics’ (NCHS) urban-rural classifications [151], which

assign each U.S. county an ordinal code from “1” (core urban) to “6” (entirely rural). New

York County is assigned a “1”, for example, and Loving County, Texas (the lowest-population

county in the United States) is assigned a “6”. In China, our % Pop Urban statistic comes

from the Chinese government’s 2010 Population Census. Urban areas are defined based on

administrative districts and mainly include highly commercialized and populous districts.

4.3.3. Content Quality Data and Metrics

There are many definitions of content quality in peer-produced datasets, with each definition

serving an important constituency and providing a unique view into the effectiveness of the

content. In order to gain as deep an understanding as possible of quality variation across

the urban/rural divide, we sought to examine both repositories using a variety of quality

definitions aimed at uncovering different dimensions of peer production quality. Many quality

metrics are country- or repository-specific due to the requirements of the methods by which

they are calculated.

4.3.3.1. WikiProject Quality Assessments. In the English Wikipedia, most articles

are assessed by members of the Wikipedia community with a quality score from an ordinal

seven-point scale that ranges from “stub” class (“provides very little meaningful content”)

to “featured article” class (“a definitive source for encyclopedic information”) [322]. These

assessments have been used in a number of research projects as a holistic measure of the

multifaceted notion that is Wikipedia article quality (e.g., [317, 316, 318, 169]). We
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evaluate the quality differences between urban and rural areas using this rich quality metric

by measuring the percentage of articles about places in a U.S. county that are assessed at

C-class or higher (% C-class or higher). We use C-class as the threshold as Wikipedia’s

documentation describes it as the lowest quality class in which articles are still “useful to

a casual reader” [322]. While the Chinese Wikipedia does have an analogous quality scale,

it has not been validated in the literature to our knowledge, and, as such, we restrict this

metric to the English Wikipedia/United States.

4.3.3.2. Tag Richness. In addition to describing the geometries of geospatial entities,

OpenStreetMap also contains a large dataset of tags corresponding to these entities. Open-

StreetMap tags are how humans and computers understand the semantics of the underlying

geometries. Without them, maps (and algorithms) based on OSM data would not be able to,

for instance, distinguish a hospital from a bar or a highway from a dirt road [293]. Tags also

support OSM-based location-based services by providing them with venue opening hours

information, cuisine type, and many other attributes. In general, the more tags an entity

has, the more useful it is to humans and computers. To operationalize this notion of quality,

we use a metric called “Tag Richness”, which is defined simply as the average number of

tags per entity in a county/prefecture.

4.3.3.3. Content Diversity. One quality metric that plays an important role in the value

both humans and computers gain from peer-produced content is the amount of unique infor-

mation available about a specific place. For instance, boilerplate Wikipedia articles about

a town that merely describe the town’s neighboring towns and basic census statistics are

less useful to readers and algorithms/systems than articles that have rich descriptions of the

town’s unique history and character.
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While the value of diverse content to readers is obvious, the value for systems/algorithms

is more complex (but equally important). Systems/algorithms that use peer-produced knowl-

edge typically use data models derived from article/region content (e.g., “bag of links” models

for Wikipedia [221]), leveraging these data models to answer queries, assess the similarity of

concepts, and support many other applications (e.g., [323, 93]). If articles all have roughly

the same content, the power of these systems/algorithms to discriminate between different

places will be adversely affected, likely reducing application effectiveness in rural areas in

some cases.

To operationalize content diversity, we use a metric we call Outlink Entropy, which has

the advantage of being directly linked to the diversity of commonly-used “bag of links”

models as well as capturing a human-visible notion of content diversity. A straightforward

application of information entropy, outlink entropy measures the extent to which the links

on pages about places in a county/prefecture all point to the same small set of articles, or

whether they point to a diverse group of articles. For instance, if a large proportion of links

in a county’s geotagged articles point to the “United States Census” article (because a large

proportion of the articles’ content amounts to basic census statistics), this would result in

low outlink entropy. In a higher entropy county, articles’ links would point to a diverse set

of other articles relevant to the county’s history, current events, and so on.

4.3.3.4. Ratio of Human-generated Content. As has been described in prior work by

Geiger and others (e.g., [101, 102, 122]), peer production communities are often complex

ecosystems that consist of human editors and automated and partially-automated software

agents. These agents “promote consistency in the content, structure, and presentation”

of articles [295], and, in some cases, generate content. Much of this automated content

generation usually amounts to the importing of pre-existing data or statistics into the genre
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and format of the peer production community. For example, many geotagged Wikipedia

articles have text that a bot generated from census statistics, e.g., in the “Clayton, Missouri”

article, there is bot-produced text that reads “As of the census of 2010, there were 15,939

people, 5,322 households, and 2,921 families residing in the city.” Similarly, in OSM, large

quantities data have been imported from the U.S. government’s TIGER/Line street dataset.

The content generated by automated and partially-automated agents is often considered

by members of peer production communities to be of substantially lower quality than that

generated by humans. Indeed, in both OSM and Wikipedia, extensive debates have taken

place as to whether automated content generation should continue, and, if so, whether and

how it should be constrained [194, 355]. To capture this notion of quality, we measured

the amount of content contributed in each county/prefecture by human editors versus that

contributed by automated or partially-automated agents.

Following prior work on identifying bots in Wikipedia [316], we distinguished human

Wikipedia editors from bot editors by comparing the editor’s username to usernames in the

“bot” user group as well as by searching the username for the word “bot”. Batch editors

are identified by doing a case-insensitive search for the names of two very common editors,

“AWB” and “WPCleaner”, an approach that has been used successfully in prior work [167].

In OpenStreetMap, a feature was identified as bulk uploaded if its most recent edit was

from a changeset in which edits occurred at a rate of faster than one per second and at a

volume greater than 1000 edits. This approach is similar to prior work [355, 354]. We

report values from this classification but also tested our data with more relaxed criteria,

which produced very similar results. Notably, using this metric, features that were initially

uploaded in bulk but have since been edited in a sufficiently small or slow changeset are

classified as human-edited.
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Measuring the amount of content attributable to a specific editor or class of editors (e.g.,

bots vs. humans) in Wikipedia is non-trivial. Most past work has used the number or ratio

of edits, but edits can be of different sizes, can be of malicious intent (e.g., vandalism), and so

on. This is a known issue in the literature, and, to address it, we turn to the work of Halfaker

et al. [121] in tracking the persistence of words through revisions of Wikipedia pages. We

process the entire edit history for each geotagged article and compute the percentage of

tokens (i.e. words, numbers) in the final version of the page that were contributed by each

type of contributor (bots, batch editors, and humans).

4.3.3.5. Content Contributed by “Local Experts”. An important recent thread of

Wikipedia research has adopted as a quality metric the extent to which the content in

geotagged articles is coming from local experts (e.g., [113, 274]). This research is motivated

by recent studies (e.g., [73, 354]) and by prominent geographer Michael Goodchild’s claim

in his formative article on VGI that “the most important value of volunteered geographic

information may lie in what it can tell us about local activities” [111].

All prior localness work in the Wikipedia domain has relied heavily on IP geolocation,

and nearly all of this work has examined localness at the country-to-country scale (i.e. a

contributor is “local” if she is from the same country as the entity she is editing/contributing).

Because the accuracy of IP geolocation declines tremendously when attempting to position

IP addresses to their state, county, city, etc. rather than their country [244], the approaches

for quantifying local expertise in prior work cannot be used for our more granular analyses

(analyses that have been called for by some of this prior work, e.g., [274]).

To address this problem, we instead assess the percentage of Wikipedia article tokens

about a given U.S. county that come from contributors who have exhibited some degree

of local focus on that county. This has the benefit of allowing an editor to be considered a
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“local expert” in more than one county (e.g., their home county and the county in which they

attend university), while at the same time filtering out edits by “fly-by” editors (we compare

“local focus” and “fly-by” edits below). Specifically, as our definition of local expertise, we

measure the percentage of tokens about a county that come from editors who have focused

10% or more of their effort on that county (as measured by edits to geotagged articles).

This more multifaceted definition of localness is similar to the “n-days” metric that has

been used when studying urban/rural dynamics in social media VGI [140, 187]. However,

because this definition is not directly comparable with past definitions of local expertise, we

do not describe this quality metric as a “local expertise” metric, but rather a metric that

measures the degree of “local spatial focus”.

To confirm that editors who display local focus contribute different types of information

than fly-by editors and to better understand the nature of each group’s contributions more

generally, we performed a small qualitative coding exercise. Two coders examined all tokens

contributed by editors with local spatial focus and fly-by editors on 25 randomly selected

articles about places in NCHS = “6” counties. The coders classified these tokens into four

categories: (1) bot-like structured data (i.e. tokens that describe data from large, well-known

external repositories like the U.S. Census), (2) structured data from local sources (i.e. tokens

that describe data from a very local government agency), (3) administrative edits (e.g., typo

fixes, syntax fixes), and (4) rich local information (e.g., information about the area’s history,

culture, or well-known persons).

The coders overlapped on tokens for five articles and achieved a relatively good Cohen’s

κ = 0.69. As expected, the proportion of tokens that contained rich local information was

much higher for editors with a local focus (61.3%) than for fly-by editors (24.0%) (z = 5.65,
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p < 0.001). Moreover, over 39% of fly-by editors’ tokens were bot-like in nature compared

to just 16% in those with a local focus (z = 3.39, p < 0.001).

4.3.4. Content Quantity

In addition to assessing variations in quality across the rural/urban spectrum, we also ex-

amine variations in the raw amount of content across this spectrum. We do so for several

reasons. First and foremost, by examining the number of entities in urban and rural areas,

we can assess the per capita “burden” in rural areas relative to that in urban areas. Secondly,

the vast majority of existing work on biases in peer production repositories – especially those

in the Wikipedia domain – has looked exclusively at quantity metrics (e.g., number of edits

per capita in sub-Saharan African countries vs. Europe [113], length of articles about women

vs. length of articles about men [256]. As such, analyzing the variation of these metrics

in rural and urban areas has two additional benefits: (1) it affords comparability with this

existing work and (2) as we will see, our results will reveal flaws in using raw content quantity

alone as a metric in peer production bias research.

We selected our specific content quantity metrics by identifying metrics that are com-

monly used in the peer production bias literature (e.g., [113, 181]). In Wikipedia, we look

at number of articles per capita, number of outlinks per capita, and article bytes (length)

per capita. In OSM, we examine nodes (points) per capita, ways (lines and polygons) per

capita, and total tags per capita.

4.3.5. Sociodemographic Control Variables

In both the U.S. and China, the human geography of rural and urban areas has sociode-

mographic differences that go well beyond population density. For instance, in the U.S.,
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rural areas tend to be older, poorer, and vote more Republican [173]. In China, rural areas

are poorer, less educated, and have a higher proportion of males [283]. In this research,

we adopt two parallel perspectives on these associations. The first attempts to control for

these factors, teasing out a purer effect for rural and urban (using multivariate models).

The second considers rural areas as they are today (e.g., on average poorer, older, more

Republican), incorporating their entire human geography in our assessment of variation in

peer production content across the urban and rural spectrum (using univariate models).

The specific sociodemographic controls we consider in the U.S. are household median

income (HMI ), median age (Median Age), the percent of the population that is White and

non-Latino (% WNL, a commonly used statistic in race and ethnicity work), the 2012 vote

rate for Obama (% Democratic), and the percent of the population employed in management,

business, science, or the arts (% White Collar). These data come from the 2010 U.S. Census

(% WNL, Median Age), the 2009-2013 U.S. Census American Community Survey (HMI, %

White Collar), and The Guardian (% Democratic). The controls we included for China

are gender ratio (% Male), the percent of the population that is not of Han ethnicity (%

Non-Han), the percent of the population that is 15-64 years old (% Age 15-64 ), and the

percent of the population that is college-educated (% College or More). All these data come

from the 2010 Sixth National Population Census.

Other potential confounds (e.g., education in the U.S.) were not possible to include be-

cause of excessive collinearity with existing variables that would have destabilized the model

coefficients or caused excessive positive skew, as with the very high broadband penetration

rates in the United States. We also note that we included a dummy variable reflecting the

presence of land managed by the National Park Service initially as a control (e.g., national

parks). We anticipated that this information would help to distinguish between rural areas
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of two significantly different functions and characters. However, we found including this

control only minimally changed the effects of the other variables and therefore removed it

from the analysis framework.

4.4. Methods

Once the metrics described above had been calculated or collected, the remainder of our

methodological approach consisted of a relatively straightforward univariate and multivariate

regression-based modeling exercise (with the exception that our models need to account for

spatial autocorrelation; see below). Our peer production quality and quantity metrics are

our dependent variables and % Pop Urban and the other sociodemographic variables are our

independent variables. We ran a separate regression for each dependent variable.

We log-transform variables as necessary to achieve normality. We then z-score scale all

variables so that the resulting beta coefficients as produced by the regressions are directly

related to unit standard deviation changes in the dependent variable. This approach allows

for comparison of relative effect sizes between different variables. We test for spatial auto-

correlation and run spatial regressions using the spdep package in R [24] according to spatial

statistics best practices, which call for selecting one of two spatial regression models (error

or lag) with fit test statistics [11].

4.5. Results

Table 4.1 contain the results of our spatial autoregressive models. Each row in Table 4.1

corresponds to one of the quality and quantity metrics defined above, and the cells of the

table are populated with normalized effect sizes for the independent variables.
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Table 4.1. OSM and Wikipedia regression results.

The results of our univariate and multivariate regressions for Wikipedia and OSM in both
the United States and China. Each cell value represents the corresponding normalized beta

coefficient. *** is p < 0.001, ** is p < 0.01, and * is p < 0.05. Abbreviations: “WNL” is
“White, Non-Latino”; “W.C.” is “White Color”; “pc” is “per capita”; “QL” is Quality;

“QN” is Quantity.
United States

Dataset / Metric Univariate Multivariate

Platform Attribute Type %Urban %Urban HMI MedAge %Dem %WNL %W.C.

Wikipedia Outlink Entropy QL 0.34*** 0.29*** -0.07*** -0.01 -0.10*** -0.12*** 0.10***

Wikipedia % ≥ C-Class Articles QL 0.31*** 0.27*** 0.00 0.00 0.15*** 0.03 0.13***

Wikipedia ≥ C-Class Articles pc QL 0.13*** 0.12*** -0.03 0.03 0.20*** 0.10** 0.09***
Wikipedia % Local Focus Tokens QL 0.29*** 0.24*** -0.04* -0.02 0.10*** 0.06*** 0.15***

Wikipedia Local Focus Tokens pc QL 0.11*** 0.09*** 0.03 0.04* 0.13*** 0.09*** 0.06***
Wikipedia % Human Tokens QL 0.31*** 0.26*** -0.02 -0.01 0.08** -0.03 0.12***

Wikipedia Human Tokens pc QL -0.42*** -0.37*** -0.17*** 0.17*** 0.20*** 0.08** 0.15***

OSM Tags per Feature QL 0.20*** 0.18*** -0.07*** -0.05** -0.01 0.05** -0.01
OSM % Human Nodes QL 0.32*** 0.26*** 0.10*** -0.05* 0.15*** 0.12*** 0.13***

OSM % Human Ways QL 0.30*** 0.21*** 0.09*** -0.09*** 0.17*** 0.10** 0.05**

Wikipedia Articles pc QN -0.51*** -0.42*** -0.16*** 0.19*** 0.14*** 0.06* 0.07***
Wikipedia Length (Bytes) pc QN -0.47*** -0.41*** -0.18*** 0.17*** 0.19*** 0.09*** 0.13***

Wikipedia Outlinks pc QN -0.45*** -0.37*** -0.14*** 0.19*** 0.17*** 0.07** 0.10***

OSM Nodes pc QN -0.50*** -0.41*** -0.04* 0.15*** -0.06** -0.05* 0.01
OSM Ways pc QN -0.51*** -0.41*** -0.07*** 0.18*** -0.04 -0.05* 0.03*

OSM Tags (Nodes/Ways) pc QN -0.54*** -0.43*** -0.08*** 0.19*** -0.05* -0.05* 0.01

China

Dataset / Metric Univariate Multivariate

Platform Attribute Type %Urban %Urban %Male %Non-Han %Age15-64 %College+

Wikipedia Outlink Entropy QL 0.28*** 0.00 0.04 0.25** -0.08 0.38***

OSM Tags per Feature QL 0.20*** 0.10 -0.08 -0.13 0.14 0.04
OSM % Human Nodes QL 0.22*** -0.13 -0.10 0.05 0.22** 0.09

OSM % Human Ways QL 0.12* 0.10 -0.06 0.13* 0.15 -0.06
Wikipedia Articles pc QN -0.19*** -0.34*** 0.16*** 0.30*** -0.17* 0.19**

Wikipedia Length (Bytes) pc QN -0.14*** -0.11 0.18*** 0.33*** -0.18* 0.36***

Wikipedia Outlinks pc QN -0.13*** -0.29*** 0.10** 0.16*** 0.04 0.15**
OSM Nodes pc QN 0.07 -0.12* 0.17*** 0.16*** 0.02 0.19***

OSM Ways pc QN 0.28*** -0.04 0.14*** 0.15*** 0.03 0.31***
OSM Tags (Nodes/Ways) pc QN 0.17*** -0.09 0.17*** 0.15*** 0.03 0.26***

Table 4.1 tells a striking high-level story: examining the % Pop Urban columns (columns

4 and 5), we see that nearly across the board, content in peer production repositories about

urban areas is significantly different than content about rural areas. With the exception of the

multivariate results for China (a point to which return later), % Pop Urban is significant for

almost all attributes (quantity and quality) in both repositories and both countries, and its
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normalized effect size is often very high. Overall, it appears that peer-produced information

about urban and rural areas is of substantially different character.

Below this high-level story there are a number of critical themes that emerge from Ta-

ble 4.1. The remainder of this section is dedicated to highlighting these themes.

4.5.1. Theme 1: Urban Advantage in Quality

Table 4.1 reveals a strong and pervasive pro-urban bias when it comes to our quality metrics

(for which the “Type” column = “Quality”). Whether we define quality by manually-assessed

Wikipedia quality ratings, content diversity metrics, tag richness, local focus, or human

production, urban peer-produced content appears to be of significantly and substantially higher

quality than rural content. Aside from a few outliers, this result holds for both the univariate

and multivariate regressions, across both countries, and across both repositories.

Unpacking the normalized effect sizes into their absolute values, the strength of the

urban quality advantage becomes clearer. For instance, for every standard deviation (31.4%

absolute) increase in % Pop Urban, our univariate regressions indicate that there is a 47.6%

relative increase in the percentage of articles in that county that are assessed as C-class or

better (41.2% when controlling for sociodemographics through our multivariate regressions).

When considering the percentage of content that comes from editors with a local spatial

focus on a given U.S. county (as defined above), we see equally large effects. In purely rural

counties (NCHS classification = “6”), only 4% of all tokens on Wikipedia pages come from

these focused editors, who, as we saw above, contribute nuanced, local information at a much

higher rate than “fly-by” editors (and of course bots and batch edits). The equivalent figure

for core urban counties (NCHS classification = “1”) is over nine times higher at 37.6%. Along

the same lines, whereas 4.5% (median) of the tokens in articles about core urban counties
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are contributed by bots or batch editors, the equivalent number for entirely rural counties

(NCHS code = “6”) is 23.4%. In many of these counties, bots and batch editors generated

over 60% of their content.

Table 4.1 also reveals a strong urban bias when it comes to content diversity, which is

an important metric for both human and machine consumers of peer-produced content. It

appears that rural counties have less unique content and more boilerplate information (e.g.,

census data), limiting the ability of people and machines to determine the unique character

of places in these counties.

Interestingly, in many cases the urban bias in quality even persists when controlling for

population. For instance, there are far more C-class or better articles per capita in urban

areas. In other words, there are far more articles that are “useful [at least] to a casual reader”

on a per capita basis in urban areas than in rural areas. Our univariate results indicate that

with every standard deviation increase in % Pop Urban (31.6%), there is a corresponding

24.2% increase in the number of C-class or better articles per capita. We see a similar effect

for local tokens: locally-focused editors are contributing fewer tokens on a per-capita basis

in rural areas than their urban counterparts, which is likely one cause of the per-capita

deficiency of C-class articles. These results point to a systemic underrepresentation of rural

editors in Wikipedia, a point to which we return in the discussion section.

It is important to point out the quality deficiencies in rural content are experienced di-

rectly by enormous numbers of people (and indirectly experienced through peer-production-

based intelligent systems). According to the Wikimedia Foundation’s page view statistics

(collected via WikiBrain), every month, millions of people visit Wikipedia articles about

places in very rural, U.S. counties (and this does not include the people who look at OSM-

based maps about these places). Indeed, we aggregated all pages views to all articles about
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places in each county over a one-month period, and found that the median, very rural county

(NCHS classification = “6”) received over 6923 page views (NCHS = “5” counties had a me-

dian of 15600). These figures are not a surprise: in the United States, over 46.2 million

people live in rural areas [276], and many others need information about these areas.

4.5.2. Theme 2: Rural Advantage in Per Capita Quantity

Whereas nearly all of our quality results point to a strong urban advantage, Table 4.1 shows

that the opposite is true of the quantity of this content. Nearly all of the quantity attributes

(Type = “Quantity”) in Table 4.1 show a strong and significant negative effect for % Pop

Urban, indicating a substantial rural advantage in the per capita quantity of peer-produced

information.

Examining the Articles per Capita, Nodes per Capita, and Ways per Capita figures,

we see that there are indeed many more features of interest in rural areas than in urban

areas. For instance, in core urban counties, there is an average of 2,238 potential local

editors per article, whereas in purely rural counties this number drops to 467. Given that

a miniscule percentage of the populace edits Wikipedia or contributes to OSM [118], this

places a tremendous burden on local contributors in purely rural counties.

Much of the past work (e.g., [113, 181]) that examines content biases implicitly or explic-

itly assumes that the distribution of content should be roughly equal on a per capita basis,

e.g., that a city of, say, 100,000 in sub-Saharan Africa should be described by roughly the

same number of articles with roughly the same total length as a city of 100,000 in California.

Another important trend in Table 4.1 problematizes this assumption. For instance, consider

the United States Length (Bytes) per Capita and Tags (Nodes + Ways) per Capita rows.

Under the “equal per capita” assumption, we would assume that Wikipedia is tremendously
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biased towards rural areas, and perhaps that dramatic effort is needed by the community to

reduce this bias. However, considering these quantity results in context of the quality results,

we see that much of this content is generated by bots, batch editors, and fly-by editors who

do not focus in the local area and contribute far less rich local content. Indeed, the end result

is that there is actually less content from locally focused editors and the overall proportion of

quality articles is less, even on a per capita basis. While raw content is certainly important

from some perspectives, this work suggests that it may not tell the whole story.

It is important to note that there is a significant outlier to the general rural advantage in

quantity: OSM in China. In China, there are more ways and tags per capita in urban areas

than in rural areas. A quick examination of the raw data revealed the cause of this outlier:

the OSM tools that import massive amounts of spatial data about rural areas in the United

States cannot function in China due to government restrictions on the datasets required by

these tools. Chinese state law stipulates that geographic data of a certain level of accuracy

and scale should be kept secret for national security reasons [228]. As such, OSM in China

provides a window into urban/rural peer production dynamics when bots and batch editing

(e.g., that help to upload government data) do not exist. Without bots and batch editors,

not only is the quality of peer-produced content worse in rural areas, but also, in many cases,

this content simply does not exist. We return to this issue in the discussion section.

4.5.3. Theme 3: Trends in the Control Variables

In addition to revealing strong, significant, and persistent effects for urban/rural dynamics,

our modeling efforts also unexpectedly revealed similar effects for some control variables.

Most notably, in the United States, Table 4.1 shows that more Democratic counties and

counties with a higher % White Collar tend to have higher-quality content. For instance,
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unpacking the effect sizes in Table 4.1, we see that for every standard deviation (14.7%) in-

crease in the Obama 2012 vote rate, there is a corresponding 20.6% increase in the percentage

of articles that are C-class or better (multivariate model). The control variable results in

Table 4.1 provides important motivation for future work that can focus on the corresponding

phenomena in more detail.

4.6. Discussion and Implications

The results in this chapter have important implications for peer production communities’

efforts to describe rural phenomena, as well as the peer production content generation model

more generally.

4.6.1. Systemic Challenges in Describing Rural Areas

Our results point to two distinct challenges for efforts to generate high-quality content about

rural phenomena in peer production communities. The first is that rural participation in

these communities seems to be lower than urban participation, at least when it comes to

contributing content about their home areas. In particular, we observed that there are fewer

tokens from locally-focused editors per capita in articles about rural areas, with these tokens

much more likely to be rich local information than tokens from non-locally focused editors.

Reduced participation and its corresponding effects on quality are likely one reason why

rural areas have fewer C-class and above articles on a per capita basis than urban areas.

Uneven participation in peer production communities and the corresponding deficiencies

in content have been observed in a number of domains, in particular gender. By adapting

some of the techniques that have been used to bring women and other underrepresented
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groups into peer production editor communities (e.g., [218]), this rural participation problem

could possibly be partially mitigated.

The second systemic challenge facing peer production communities in describing rural

phenomena, however, is much harder to address. Put simply, our results suggest that (1) it

is far more difficult to describe many rural phenomena using peer production than it is urban

phenomena and (2) the increased difficulty systematically leads to lower quality peer-produced

content about rural areas.

Let us examine this challenge in more detail. Consider, for example, the task of generat-

ing a quality article about every incorporated place (e.g., city, town) in the United States.

This is a task that Wikipedia has taken on, as the community has determined that all in-

corporated places are sufficiently notable so as to deserve an article. We know from prior

work that a large percentage of contributions to peer production repositories come from

locals [128, 136], and we also know from prior work [73, 354] and the coding study above

that local contributions tend to be of higher quality than those of non-locals. As such, for

some incorporated places – e.g., New York City – there are literally millions of potential

local experts who can help create a high-quality article about the incorporated place. How-

ever, for other incorporated places – e.g., Orrtanna, PA (pop. 173) – this number is much

smaller. Indeed, we saw above that while there are over 2,200 potential local editors for

every Wikipedia article about core urban areas, there are less than 500 in very rural areas.

Given this systemic challenge, it is not a surprise that we found that peer-produced

content about rural areas tends to be of much lower quality. Stated more formally, our results

suggest the following general property of current models of geographic peer production:
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Peer-produced data about rural areas will be of lower quality when the ratio

of entities of interest to the size of the local population is much higher in

rural areas than in urban areas.

In addition to incorporated places, countless geographic phenomena have more entities-

per-capita in rural areas than in cities, and many of these phenomena are being mapped or

described in Wikipedia and OSM: e.g., roads, counties, schools, natural phenomena (e.g.,

creeks, rivers). While not all geographic phenomena display this property – U.S. congres-

sional districts, for instance, are population-controlled – many do. It is reasonable to expect

that if rural areas can increase participation rates, they may be able to compete with urban

areas on phenomena like congressional districts. However, rural participation rates would

have to be orders of magnitude higher than that of urban areas to generate widespread

quality content about phenomena for which the number of entities of interest per capita is

substantially higher in rural areas (e.g., as with incorporated places).

It is important to note that the basic principle behind the general property of rural peer

production stated above is not a new idea. Indeed, in some ways, the general property is an

instance of Linus’ Law (“Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” [255], which has been

explored and characterized in peer production in other contexts (e.g., [79, 117]). However,

our results highlight the fact that, due to the inherent, low-population-density nature of

rural areas, peer production communities will in general find themselves on the wrong end

of Linus’ Law when trying to describe or map rural phenomena.

4.6.2. Different Model of Peer Production for Rural Areas

Automated and partially-automated software agents that generate content can be quite con-

troversial in peer production communities [194, 355]. However, our China OpenStreetMap
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results show what happens to rural peer-produced content without these agents: not only

is content of lower quality, but also, in many cases, it simply does not exist. While rely-

ing solely on high-quality manual edits may be possible for content about urban areas, our

research demonstrates that this is not true for rural areas.

More generally, our results point to descriptions of rural areas benefiting from a different

model of peer production than exists in cities. In this model, bots and batch editing play a

more central role to partially account for the reduced amount of local expertise per entity

of interest. By embracing this peer production model and developing new technologies to

support it, it may be possible to increase the quality of content about rural areas, especially

as automated content generation technologies become more effective.

For example, new tools (e.g., Reasonator [204]) are becoming available that attempt

to turn information from Wikidata, Wikipedia’s structured data sister project, into natural

language Wikipedia articles. Wikidata supports information well beyond that available in

government sources like a census, allowing Reasonator tools to generate text that more

resembles that contributed by editors with a local focus (e.g., information about a town’s

mayor or its prominent citizens). The Wikipedia community has been heavily critical of

incorporating content from Reasonator and related technologies, but content about rural

areas may benefit significantly from this content in the future. Additionally, because quality

in rural areas is already low, rural articles provide a useful do-no-harm (or do-little-harm)

testing ground for these technologies.

Similar approaches in OSM are also possible. For example, automated approaches could

be developed to extract semantic information (e.g., opening hours) from business’ websites

and assign this information as tags to the corresponding OSM entity. Computer vision

operating on satellite imagery may also help increase rural data quality.
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4.7. Limitations and Future Work

The research presented above presents a number of opportunities for follow-on work:

(1) While this research examined an Eastern country and a Western country, our results

should be confirmed in a variety of other cultural contexts as well. Moreover, a more

qualitative investigation of the complex rural/urban editing choices being made in

each online community and in each cultural context would be quite informative.

(2) It may be useful to consider our findings in the context of long-standing discussions

about whether a particular class of entity is sufficiently notable for Wikipedia arti-

cles. When the entity class under consideration is geographic in nature, tools based

on our work can inform this debate by predicting expected quality in urban and

rural areas.

(3) An exciting area of future work arises out of the possibility of encouraging urban

contributors to “adopt” a rural region, learn about that region, and become lo-

cal specialist editors in that region, even if they do not live there (although the

effectiveness of this approach would have to be measured carefully).

4.8. Conclusion

Examining both Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap in both China and the United States,

this research showed that peer production faces systemic challenges in describing rural phe-

nomena, challenges that will persist even if the observed participation issues are addressed.

More generally, this work adds to a growing body of literature that suggests that urban/rural

dynamics play a key role in geographically-referenced content that is produced in online so-

cial systems. We hope our results encourage further investigation of these dynamics, as well

as the development of tools and strategies to help mitigate the identified problems.
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CHAPTER 5

Geolocation and Algorithmic Bias

In this chapter, we explore how population bias in Twitter affects geolocation inference

algorithms trained from this data. Specifically, we focus on the urban-rural divide and

consider whether rebalancing of training data is sufficient to build “fairer” algorithms.1

5.1. Introduction

As social media adoption has increased dramatically, research that takes advantage of

this publicly-available, real-time stream of information has also become quite prevalent. In

addition to facilitating new discoveries about human behavior in the social sciences and

related fields (e.g., [4, 55, 56]), social media has also been a major catalyst in the de-

velopment of new intelligent algorithms. For instance, researchers have used social media

to develop new recommender systems (e.g., [185, 285]), summarize the character of cities

(e.g., [45, 346]), and infer the location of Internet users (e.g., [161, 191, 211]). The ability

to leverage this content as training data for algorithms stands apart from its quality for users

or appropriateness for research (as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4).

Recently, concerns about population bias in social media have been the subject of much

discussion (see §2.3.1). Social media population bias, or the notion that different demo-

graphic groups may participate in social media platforms at different rates, has been found

1The work presented in this chapter was originally published in: Johnson, I., McMahon, C., Schning, J.,
and Hecht, B. The Effect of Population and ”Structural” Biases on Social Media-based Algorithms – A Case
Study in Geolocation Inference Across the Urban-Rural Spectrum. ACM Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems 2017.
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to be endemic to most social media datasets. Much work has gone into quantifying and un-

derstanding these biases, with significant biases being found along gender (e.g., [239]), age

(e.g., [187]), race (e.g., [222]), income (e.g., [201]), education (e.g., [187]), and urban/rural

lines (e.g., [140]).

Many researchers who use social media to understand human behavior have recognized

the importance of correcting for social media population biases in their studies (e.g., [57,

265]). They have also begun the critical work of developing best practices for doing so

(e.g., [265]). However, the same is not true in literature on social media-based algorithms:

even though it has been hypothesized for several years that population bias would affect

social media-based algorithms (e.g., [140, 222]), little research has been done to investigate

this hypothesis (let alone identify remediating measures).

The goal of this chapter is to help address this gap in the literature. Since the space of

social media-based algorithms and social media population biases is extensive, we initiated

our exploration with a focused but important case study: examining the performance of

Twitter geolocation inference algorithms across the U.S. urban-rural spectrum. Due to the

rising import of geographic information, geolocation inference algorithms – usually focusing

on Twitter data – have attracted widespread interest across computer science and related

fields (e.g., [68, 125, 160, 211, 247, 50]). The aim of these algorithms is to predict

the location of a Twitter user or her tweets using implicit signals. This is typically done

by examining the content of the user’s tweets and/or the geographic configuration of her

explicitly encoded social ties.

Similarly, U.S. rural-urban biases in social media have also attracted a growing amount

of attention in the literature (e.g., [105, 140, 157, 351]). This is likely in part due to

the relatively large effect sizes involved: people who live in rural areas often participate in
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social media at a fraction of the rate of their urban counterparts and contribute orders of

magnitude less content. Twitter is no exception to this trend (e.g., [157, 293, 351]). The

urban-rural population-bias effect sizes are of particular interest given the significant size of

the rural population: over 46 million people live in rural counties in the United States (close

to double the population of 18-24 year-olds) [179].

Rather than focusing on a single geolocation algorithm to assess the effect of urban/rural

population bias on algorithm effectiveness, we study two well-known geolocation inference

algorithms: that of Priedhorsky et al. [247] and that of Jurgens [160]. We chose these two

algorithms because they span the range geolocation inference algorithm design, allowing us

to more robustly evaluate the effect of population bias. Priedhorsky et al.’s and Jurgens’

algorithms fundamentally differ in two key ways: methodological paradigm and problem

definition. With respect to paradigm, Priedhorsky et al.’s algorithm is representative of text-

based approaches to geolocation inference (e.g., [40, 138, 183, 200, 258]) while Jurgens’ is

representative of network-based approaches (e.g., [13, 50, 211]). Similarly, Priedhorsky et

al.’s algorithm seeks to solve the “geolocate a tweet” version of the problem, while Jurgens’

algorithm addresses the “geolocate a user” version of the problem.

As we will describe below, we find that regardless of methodological paradigm or problem

definition, geolocation algorithms underperform for rural users. In some cases, the effect sizes

are dramatic. For instance, the text-based algorithm is able to geolocate urban tweets within

100km of their true location at a rate 2.3x greater than is the case for rural tweets.

However, a major result in this chapter is that population bias is not the only driver

of population-variable accuracy in social media-based algorithms. Rather, we find evidence

that design choices in social media-based algorithms can also have a powerful biasing effect.

That is, our results suggest that algorithmic bias is a function to a large degree of both
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population bias in the underlying social media dataset and structural bias that arises from

algorithmic design choices. We also observe early evidence that text-based algorithms may

be more liable to structural bias than network-based algorithms. In particular, we found

that when population bias was removed through balanced resampling and oversampling, our

network-based algorithm showed much improved performance on rural users, but the same

methods were less effective in our text-based algorithm.

This chapter has several implications for those who develop and study social media-

based algorithms. For instance, our research provides additional weight to calls (e.g., [267])

to consider the design of algorithms rather than just the output of these algorithms when

evaluating intelligent technologies for bias. In other words, our results directly motivate

further research on algorithmic design decisions that avoid structural bias. Moreover, as

we will discuss, our results point to specific solutions to structural bias in the geographic

algorithm domain. Similarly, our results also highlight the dangers of global evaluation

metrics for social media-based algorithms, providing a data point that shows that these

metrics can hide poor performance for certain populations and establish perverse incentives

to reduce performance for these populations even further when they are minorities.

In addition to showing that both population and structural bias can result in uneven

performance by social media algorithms, this research also makes more specific contributions

to the large body of research on geolocation inference algorithms. Namely, by demonstrating

that these algorithms’ performance is geographically variable in a systemic fashion, we show

that it is likely that these algorithms have introduced additional bias into the studies and

systems that have used their output. This raises the stakes for quickly identifying solutions

and establishing best practices. It also suggests that researchers who use these algorithms
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should be careful to audit their output as we have done here prior to incorporating them

into their larger systems.

Finally, it is important to note before continuing that while we find important biases

that are robust across two separate algorithms, this is a case study on Twitter geolocation

inference rather than an exhaustive survey of population bias’s effect on all social media-

based algorithms. Given their import, identifying potential biases in social media-based

algorithms is a serious matter, as is developing means of addressing them. However, because

our findings our limited to a single algorithm family (albeit an important one), our findings

should be interpreted as an important preliminary step in these directions rather than the

definitive answer to the associated questions.

5.2. Related Work

This work builds on research in three main areas: 1) characterization of population

bias in social media, 2) social media-based geolocation algorithms, and 3) the literature on

algorithmic accountability. We discuss these areas and their relationship to our work below.

5.2.1. Population Bias in Social Media

Population bias is a well-studied issue in social media. Since 2005, the Pew Research Center

has conducted annual surveys of social media usage in the United States. These surveys [239]

show that social media participation rates vary extensively across gender, race, education,

socioeconomic status, and urban-rural lines.

Augmenting the Pew findings, many researchers have investigated this problem by ana-

lyzing the geographic distribution of posts across social media sites and making demographic
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inferences from census data or from users’ self-reported information. The demographic di-

mension of analysis we choose for our study – the urban-rural spectrum – has been the focus

of some of this work. For instance, Hecht and Stephens [140] studied Foursquare, Flickr, and

Twitter and found a consistent pro-urban bias (e.g., there are 3.5 times more Twitter users

per capita in urban areas than rural areas). Similarly, Malik et al. [201] demonstrated that

there are higher densities of tweets in urban, young, and rich areas. Gilbert, Karahalios, and

Sandvig [105] found substantial differences in behavior between urban and rural users in

Myspace. Many other papers have studied population bias issues across other geographies,

platforms, and demographics, and, to our best knowledge, some form of population bias has

consistently appeared in all of this work.

A few researchers have attempted to explicitly account for population bias in their own

studies. Culotta [57] demonstrated that tweet-based models of public health indicators saw

improved performance when their Twitter dataset was balanced for race and gender by

county. Landeiro and Culotta [183] examined how to control for shifts in the magnitude of

population bias within input data to classification algorithms. Finally, Pavalanathan and

Eisenstein [237] have explored how people of different ages and genders tweet differently

and how this relates to performance in geolinguistic algorithms. They balanced their tweet

samples based on the total population by county but did not find that this significantly

impacted their algorithm.

We are motivated by the above work and the questions that it raises. While Culotta

saw improved precision when controlling for specific population biases, Pavalanathan and

Eisenstein did not when controlling for more general population density, but still found

vast disparities in performance of the algorithm across age and gender. These divergent
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results raise the question of how algorithmic bias arises and is manifest in social media-

based algorithms as well as the relationship between algorithmic bias and population bias

in social media. Our results explain the conflicting findings in this motivating work by

delineating the concept of structural bias and showing how it can counteract or exacerbate

population bias. Moreover, by also examining network-based algorithms in our research, we

are able to speak more broadly to social media-based algorithms in general and not just a

single class of algorithms.

5.2.2. Geolocation Inference Algorithms

A large portion of the research and applications associated with Twitter data has a geo-

graphic component. However, this research is limited by the fact that only 1-2% of tweets

are geolocated [50]. As a result, geolocation inference algorithms for Twitter, which attempt

to uncover tweet and user locations that have not been explicitly disclosed, have become a

very common direction of study.

There are two main classes of Twitter geolocation inference algorithm (see [161] for

an overview): text-based, which predict the location of a tweet based on its content, and

network-based, which predict a home location for a user based on their connections to other

users.

Text-based geolocation algorithms rely on the tendency for language usage to vary as a

function of geography (e.g., [74]). By extracting lexical features and concepts local to an

area from the text during a training phase (e.g., sports teams, regional vernacular, a town

name), these algorithms can build models that predict the geographic location of a new tweet

based on its content. These algorithms generally either attempt to model text features as
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an explicitly spatial process (e.g., [247, 258, 323]) or treat the geolocation problem as a

classification problem among administrative units (e.g., cities) (e.g., [44, 125, 200]).

Network-based geolocation algorithms rely on the social network in which social media

posts are typically embedded. In these algorithms, explicitly encoded network ties or user

interactions are used to build an egocentric social network for the user whose location is

desired. Any known locations of the user’s neighbors are combined to predict the location of

the user [161]. This approach leverages a fundamental principle in human geography that,

in general, interaction decreases with distance (e.g., [116]), meaning that connected users

are likely close geographically [13].

Though our goal is to probe algorithmic bias within social media-based algorithms in

general, selecting geolocation algorithms as our case study has two additional benefits: both

text-based (e.g., [40, 138, 183, 200, 247, 258]) and network-based (e.g., [13, 50, 160,

211]) geolocation inference have been a major area of interest in the past few years, and our

work can help lead to more equal and effective approaches in the future. Second, because of

this robust literature on both text- and network-based approaches, we are able to explore bias

in social-media based algorithms that draw on two of the most prominent methodological

paradigms, improving generalizability and affording cross-paradigmatic comparisons.

5.2.3. Algorithmic Accountability

Our research builds on the growing literature on algorithmic accountability (e.g., [9, 268,

267]), in which algorithms are probed for discrimination or other societally undesirable

outcomes. Our work extends the accountability literature to include well-known geolocation

inference algorithms (and the rural-urban divide). Additionally, much of the algorithmic
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accountability literature has focused on detecting algorithmic bias when faced with a black-

box system (e.g. [41, 301, 166, 291]). Our research focuses on algorithms with a published

description, open-source code, and accessible data, enabling us to investigate biases at a

more detailed level, determine the potential causes of these biases with more certainty, and

begin to learn how to mitigate these biases. In the discussion section, we highlight how

our findings related to structural bias emphasize the importance of lower-level analyses (as

per Sandvig et al. [267]) and open-source implementations in understanding and reducing

algorithmic bias.

5.3. Methods and Data

In this section, we describe our two focus geolocation inference algorithms and the

datasets they use in more detail. In general, our approach to working with these algo-

rithms was to replicate the choices and approach taken in the corresponding papers. In the

few cases when this was not possible, we deferred to other best practices in the geolocation

literature as is explained below.

5.3.1. Text-based Algorithm

We selected the text-based algorithm from Priedhorsky et al. [247] for our analysis. We

chose this algorithm because it is representative of many text-based algorithms in its general

approach (e.g., it calculates a geographic layer for each term and utilizes a standard set of

Twitter text and metadata fields), has made an impact since it was published (e.g., [125]),

and its source code has been made available by its authors2, which minimizes the risk of

implementation error and provides us with full control over the algorithm and its inputs.

2https://github.com/reidpr/QUAC
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The algorithm is trained on a set number of tweets with known locations and builds

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) for tokens in the text of the tweet, its user’s time-zone,

self-reported location field, and specified language. The GMMs capture the probability that

a given token originated from an area based on the training data. A prediction for a given

tweet is made by tokenizing it, weighting and combining the individual GMMs for each token

in the tweet, and making a prediction based on the highest probability area in the resulting

GMM.

5.3.2. Network-based Algorithm

We selected the algorithm by Jurgens [160] for our network-based algorithm. We chose this

algorithm because its performance is in line with other state-of-the-art approaches [161]. Ad-

ditionally, like Priedhorsky et al.’s algorithm, code for Jurgens’ algorithm has been provided

by the author3, minimizing implementation risk and allowing for direct manipulation.

Jurgens’ algorithm builds a bi-directional mention network by generating an edge between

two users only when both users have mentioned each other in a tweet. A mention occurs when

a user includes another user’s username in a tweet using the “@” notation (e.g., “President

@barackobama will be speaking tonight”). Starting with a training set of users with known

locations, Jurgens’ algorithm iteratively propagates the location of the known users to any

of their neighbors who have not been successfully located, inferring the location of a newly

located user in each iteration as the median of their previously located neighbors. Jurgens

repeats this process for five iterations and we do the same in our analyses.

3https://github.com/networkdynamics/geoinference
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5.3.3. Social Media Datasets

We built our tweet dataset for our text-based algorithm following standard practices in

the text-based geolocation inference community (e.g. [40, 74, 183]). More specifically, we

utilized the Twitter Streaming API with a bounding box configured to the contiguous United

States, which, like many geographic studies of geotagged content in the U.S. (e.g. [187,

223])4, was the geographic extent of our analyses. In line with prior work (e.g. [40, 74,

183]), we left open our tweet collector for one month. Only tweets with coordinates in the

contiguous United States were retained, resulting in a dataset of 51.2 million tweets from 1.6

million unique users from October 2014. All of these tweets are explicitly geotagged with

the latitude-longitude coordinates from where the tweet originated, which is necessary to

provide ground truth of the algorithm. One important exception to our approach relative to

that of Priedhorksy et al. was that we used geographically bounded version of the Streaming

API rather than the random Streaming API. We made this exception for a simple reason:

we required a much larger dataset in our study region in order to have sufficient data in rural

areas for our experiments.

Network-based approaches utilize different techniques to collect data than text models

and, as such, it was important to collect a separate dataset to be in accordance with standard

practices in the network-based domain. To gather data for our network model, we adopted

the methodology used by Jurgens et al. [161], which involved building a mention network

from a dataset of randomly collected tweets (our dataset started with 99 million tweets from

26 million users from August and September 2015). We further restricted this dataset to

only consider tweets from users we could geolocate to the United States, which narrowed our

4Geographic methods often assume a contiguous region, and this is the case for the methods we employ here.
Moreover, given their populations, it is highly unlikely that the inclusion of Alaska and Hawaii would have
significant altered our results.
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dataset down to 3.2 million tweets from 1.2 million users as described below, of which 113K

comprised the ground truth of our final mention network (see below for more information

about ground truth development). Though this is smaller than that used by Jurgens et al.,

it is in line with other network-based algorithm studies [161].

5.3.4. Ground Truth Data

As noted above, we selected the urban-rural divide as our focus demographic dimension

because it corresponds to a well-studied population bias that exists in most forms of social

media [140]. To categorize locations along the urban/rural spectrum for our second de-

mographic variable, we follow standard practice in the literature that looks at urban/rural

issues in online communities [140]. Specifically, we utilize the U.S. National Center for

Health Statistics’ Urban-Rural Classification Scheme for Counties [151], which assigns each

county in the United States an ordinal code from 1 (most urban) to 6 (most rural).

Using these codes, it is straightforward to obtain urban/rural data for our text-based

algorithm’s ground-truth dataset. Namely, since this dataset consists entirely of geotagged

tweets in the contiguous United States, we simply perform a reverse geocoding operation

that labels each tweet with the county in which it is located. We then assign each county’s

urban/rural code to the tweet.

While text-based algorithms predict the location of each tweet individually, as noted

above, network-based approaches typically seek to locate a given user (and assign all of that

user’s tweets to that “home” location). There are two methods used in the literature for

determining a user’s home location for use as ground truth in these algorithms (see Johnson

et al. [157] for a complete overview of ground truth identification techniques). Jurgens [160]

and McGee, Caverlee, and Cheng [211] respectively define a user’s home location as the
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geometric median of their tweets given a minimum of five (three) geotagged tweets within

30 kilometers (50 miles) of each other. The other method takes advantage of the user’s

self-reported location field. This method has the drawback of being quite noisy [138] and

though Jurgens et al. [161] found the location field to lead to lower overall precision, it is a

method that has been used routinely in the literature [188].

We first evaluated the geometric median method for our dataset but found the resul-

tant dataset to be prohibitively small, with only 20,000 users and a miniscule number of

rural users. As such, we turned instead to geocoding the location field through an ap-

proach that has been shown to significant reduce the noise in this data source (albeit with

reduced recall) [137]: using a Wikipedia-based geocoder. We leveraged the geocoder in

WikiBrain [273], which resulted in a much larger dataset of 1.2 million users from which we

built our mention network.

In line with previous results on population bias, we found that, relative to our census

data, the most urban users (NCHS class 1) were highly overrepresented in our datasets

(130% and 210% relative to their proportion in the overall population for the text-based and

network-based datasets respectively). The most rural users (NCHS class 6) were accordingly

underrepresented (45% and 24% relative proportion for the text-based and network-based

datasets respectively). Lastly, it is important to note that rural/urban labels were used for

evaluation purposes only and are not provided to the algorithm with training or testing data.

5.3.5. Evaluation Framework

When evaluating the two algorithms, we followed the procedure outlined by the two corre-

sponding papers as closely as possible to measure the bias present in typical performance.

We use five-fold validation for each network-based model. For the text model, we build and
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test five models for each condition. We constrain the test tweets in each text-based model to

those from the days following the dates of the tweets that comprise the training data, ensure

no overlap in users between training and testing phases, and use training set sizes (30,000)

equal to those used by Priedhorsky et al. However, because we were limited to the Streaming

API rather than the higher-volume “gardenhose” API for collecting our Twitter data, we

limited the size of our network model training datasets to 24,000 users (selected anew for

each fold out of the 113,000 who comprised our ground truth data), which is smaller than

that used by Jurgens. We examined training datasets up to 40,000 for our baseline model

though and found similar trends.

In all cases, we define algorithm precision as the percentage of predictions within 100km

of the actual location. We tested different values for the distance (20km, 50km, 200km,

500km) as well as defining a true positive as a prediction lying within the same county as

the ground truth (much research aggregates tweets to counties in order to leverage census

data). All of these definitions led to similar patterns of results. We also tested the text-

based algorithm with a similar dataset of tweets from June 2015 and saw similar trends. We

only report recall (the percentage of users or tweets for which an algorithm could provide a

location) for the network-based models because the recall was consistently around 100% for

the text-based models.

In line with the NCHS classifications [151], we combine data from counties with NCHS

codes of 1 and 2 (“large metropolitan counties”) into one “urban” class and counties from

NCHS codes of 5 and 6 (“nonmetropolitan counties”) into one “rural” class. We use these

definitions of urban and rural for the rest of the chapter. We restrict our reporting and

discussion to just these urban and rural classes, though the results for NCHS categories 3

and 4 generally fell between those for the urban and rural classes.
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5.4. Results

We structured our exploration of the effect of population bias on social media-based

algorithms by asking three cascading research questions. Our first question was whether the

two geolocation algorithms exhibit biased performance in favor of urban areas (RQ1: Is

there an algorithmic bias in the direction of the population bias?). Our next step

was to inquire whether any identified bias was due to population bias (RQ2: Is any bias

due to population bias?). We did this by examining the change in algorithmic bias when

we adjusted the training dataset so that it contained a representative urban/rural sample of

the general population.

Finally, given a positive answer to RQ2, we planned a third research question whose ob-

jective was to investigate whether any remaining bias could be eliminated by training solely

on the algorithmically disadvantaged population (RQ3: Can any remaining underper-

formance for a specific population be fixed by training solely on data from that

population?). This is equivalent to building a separate algorithm customized (trained)

specifically for rural users and tweets and another for urban users and tweets. The goal

of RQ3 was to identify whether any bias that remained after adjusting for any population

imbalances was inherent to the algorithm.

Below, we use our three research questions to structure our discussion of our results. To

determine the significance of changes in precision of the algorithm, we adopt the methods

used by Compton et al. [50], which set confidence intervals as the average precision ±1.5

times the interquartile range for the folds. Comparisons are only made when confidence

intervals do not overlap unless otherwise noted.
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Table 5.1. Geolocation precision by urban / rural.

Results for typical training data as well as various population bias manipulations.
Precision: confidence intervals for percentage of predictions within 100 km of true location.

Recall: values in parentheses; the text-based models had recall always around 100%.
*The network-based rural-boosted model was trained on 6000 tweets due to lack of data.

% of Training Data Precision (Recall)

Text-Based Models Urban Rural Urban Rural Overall

Typical (Baseline) 63.80% 9.00% 23.0 ± 3.0% 9.9 ± 0.4% 20.6 ± 1.9%
Population Bias Balanced 55.30% 15.00% 22.1 ± 1.5% 10.5 ± 0.6% 20.4 ± 1.1%

Urban Boosted 100% 0% 27.6 ± 3.0% 4.9 ± 0.3% 19.5 ± 2.0%

Rural Boosted 0% 100% 5.0 ± 0.5% 17.9 ± 1.5% 6.8 ± 0.6%

Network-Based Models Urban Rural Urban Rural Overall

Typical (Baseline) 75.00% 5.20% 25.7 ± 0.4% (13.1%) 20.6 ± 1.7% (8.1%) 25.0 ± 0.4% (12.3%)

Population Bias Balanced 55.30% 15.00% 20.6 ± 0.8% (12.4%) 39.2 ± 5.2% (9.5%) 22.2 ± 0.8% (11.9%)
Urban Boosted 100% 0% 27.0 ± 3.9% (13.3%) 5.0 ± 1.9% (9.0%) 22.3 ± 3.2% (11.6%)

Rural Boosted* 0% 100% 1.0 ± 0.3% (4.6%) 59.2 ± 5.3% (8.4%) 3.8 ± 0.4% (4.5%)

5.4.1. RQ1: Is there algorithmic bias?

Examining the precision of each algorithm in urban and rural contexts (Table 5.1, rows

labeled “Typical (Baseline)”), a clear pattern of bias emerges. Both algorithms perform

worse for rural users than for urban users, with the magnitude of the bias being greatest

in the text-based algorithm: this algorithm is able to accurately locate urban users within

100km at a rate approximately 2.3 times greater than that for rural users. The equivalent

precision number for the network model is 1.3x, and recall is 1.6x better for urban users than

rural users in the network model as well.

Figure 5.1 shows the precision of the text-based algorithm by county in the contiguous

United States. It demonstrates the depth of this bias – almost all high precision clusters

center in urban areas around cities.

In addition to motivating further inquiry as to whether this algorithmic bias arises from

population bias in the underlying dataset or other factors (i.e. our RQ2 and RQ3), this

result has important implications in and of itself. Namely, geolocation inference algorithms

have served as inputs to systems and studies and our results establish for the first time that
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Figure 5.1. Map of text-based geolocation precision.
Text-based geolocation baseline precision by county (percentage of tweets originating from

each county correctly geolocated to within 100km of each tweets true location).

the use of these well-known geolocation inference algorithms from the literature will inject

further population bias into any geographically referenced dataset of Twitter users. For

instance, in the case of the text-based algorithm, 2.3x more urban users than rural users will

be “put on the map” correctly. We return to this point in the discussion section.

5.4.2. RQ2: Is the observed bias due to population bias?

The cells in the “Typical (Baseline)” rows and “% of Training Data” column in Table 5.1

indicate that, as noted above and in line with a number of previous studies on Twitter, our

unadjusted training data has significant underlying population biases. For instance, we can

see that 63.8% of our text-based urban/rural ground-truth dataset can be classified as urban
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according to our definition, but only 9.0% of our dataset can be classified as rural. The

actual census proportions would be 55.3% and 15.0% respectively, indicating a strong urban

bias in our dataset.

Our goal with this research question was to determine whether correcting for this popu-

lation bias in the training datasets is the primary cause of the biases we observed in our RQ1

analyses. As pointed out by Pavalanathan and Eisenstein [237] and Burger et al. [36], more

data about a group in prediction tasks generally improves accuracy of the algorithm. There-

fore, we expect that by adjusting for population bias, we can induce greater and perhaps

equal performance for underrepresented populations (i.e. rural populations). Though rural

areas still would have a much lower number of tweets even within a population-balanced

dataset, maintaining a consistent number of tweets per person in an area as training data

should capture an equal percentage of an area’s location-indicative words (to use Han, Cook,

and Baldwin’s [125] vocabulary).

To answer our second research question, we performed a simple modification of the

datasets on which we trained each algorithm: instead of resampling the datasets at ran-

dom for each fold of training the algorithm as we did in RQ1, we resampled them such that

they were representative of the demographics of the general population with respect to the

rural/urban divide. In other words, we generated training datasets without population bias.

We did not adjust how we sampled data for testing each fold (i.e. it remained random).

The results of the evaluation of each algorithm under this population-balanced condition

can be found in Table 5.1 in the rows labeled “Population Bias Balanced”. These rows

tell a relatively straightforward story: while using a representative sample of the general

population significantly changed the results for the network-based model with respect to
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the urban/rural divide, balancing the population had only a negligible effect on the text-

based model. In other words, the text-based model remained significantly urban-biased, even

when using a training set that removes population bias in the underlying Twitter dataset.

On the other hand, the network-based model was significantly less biased when trained on

a population-balanced dataset.

Like was the case for RQ1, this result both motivates the investigation of our subsequent

research question (RQ3) and has implications on its own. Whereas there is evidence that

addressing the effects of demographic bias in social media-based social science research can

be done by simply resampling the underlying dataset [57], our findings suggest the same

cannot be said for social media-based algorithms, at least in the case of our text-based

model. This is another subject to which we attend below.

5.4.3. RQ3: Can we fix biases through oversampling?

Even when the representation of rural Twitter users has been boosted to match that of

the general population, rural users still make up a much smaller relative proportion of the

training set and therefore have a much smaller corresponding absolute number of training

samples. In this experiment, we sought to see if this imbalance in absolute number of tweets

can explain the algorithmic bias we observed above.

We did this by training and testing on each demographic group separately (i.e. separate

models for rural and for urban). If separate models perform equally well (e.g., rural precision

is as high as urban precision), then we would know that the algorithmic bias in our algorithm

arises solely from population characteristics of the input dataset. If bias still exists even in

separate models, then we would know that there are structural biases within the algorithms
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that prevent equal performance for these demographics, no matter their representation in

the training dataset.

The results of this experiment can be seen in the rows labeled “Urban Boosted” and

“Rural Boosted” in Table 5.1. Of particular note is the performance of the text-based

algorithm. Even when training and testing solely on tweets from rural users, the text-based

model cannot geolocate these tweets as well as it can for tweets from urban users when using

a simple random sample or population-adjusted training set (let alone using an only-urban

model). While we do see a large and significant improvement in the rural case, performance

still falls short of that of urban tweets for all of our models that contained any urban training

data at all. We also note that we tried boosting the absolute number of training samples by

up to two times the number used in Priedhorsky et al., and the results were consistent: the

rural-only model still had a precision less than the random and population-adjusted urban

precision. In other words, no matter the training data, there appears to be something in

the design of the text-based algorithm that prevents it from performing well for rural users

relative to urban users.

The story for the network-based model is different, with it appearing to also suffer from

structural biases, but not to the same degree as the text-based model. With respect to

precision, the model trained only on rural users actually outperforms the model trained only

on urban users. However, the recall remains lower than any of the urban models.

These results have important implications for the design and application of social media-

based algorithms. We begin our Discussion section below by highlighting these implications.
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5.5. Discussion

5.5.1. Algorithmic Bias = Population Bias + Structural Bias + ε

The results to our second and third research questions suggest a nuanced understanding

of the mechanisms behind algorithmic bias. Namely, while we saw that some algorithmic

bias could be explained by population bias in the underlying training sets (e.g., the gap in

performance between urban and rural users in the network-based algorithm), not all of it

could. In fact, in the case of the text-based algorithm, even dramatically overcorrecting for

population bias by training solely on rural users did not make the algorithm perform as well

as it typically does for urban users.

These findings support the notion that algorithmic bias must be understood as a function

of both population bias and structural bias inherent to the algorithm’s design (as well as

other factors that have yet to be discovered). In other words, there is something about the

nature of some algorithms that inherently biases them towards lower performance for certain

populations.

5.5.2. A Closer Look at Structural Bias

Examining the structure of the two algorithm families under consideration, a number of

hypotheses emerge for their differing amounts of structural bias along urban/rural lines.

Network-based algorithms build an egocentric network, so a prediction for a given user is

affected directly by her/his social network neighbors and potentially indirectly by other

nearby users (e.g. neighbors of neighbors) through multiple stages of inference. This means

that addition or subtraction of users in one part of the network largely does not impact a

given user elsewhere in the network even though it can boost precision and recall amongst
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their more immediate social network neighbors. Indeed, within our mention network, we

find very high homophily: 90% of edges between users with known ground-truth locations

are of the same type (i.e. for a user known to be in an rural class 6 county, there is a 90%

chance that any of their social network neighbors whose location is known a priori are also in

rural class 6 counties) Boosting data for rural users therefore greatly increases the likelihood

that a rural user in the testing dataset will have neighbors that are located without affecting

most urban users because they would not be closely linked through the network to the rural

users.

Text-based algorithms, on the other hand, see much greater dependencies between users.

Toponyms and language that have broad usage across the country will be skewed towards

being located in urban areas with their higher density of users. Furthermore, when examin-

ing the average number of words per tweet that can be identified as geographic Wikipedia

concepts (i.e., words tied directly to place) through wikification algorithms implemented by

Sen et al. [273], we see that the most urban tweets (NCHS code = “1”) have 25% more

“wikifiable” words per tweet than the most rural tweets (NCHS code = “6”). Since location-

specific words such as these are key to how the text-based algorithm operates, some of the

urban advantage may come from differing language patterns and topics of conversation in

tweets across urban-rural lines [74].

Another common design decision in text-based algorithms that could be a cause of struc-

tural urban/rural bias relates to the fixed distance parameters central to many of these

algorithms’ low-level functionality. These distance parameters, which manifest as grid-cell

sizes or geographic probability distribution ranges, fail to take into account the varying dis-

tances at which the use of a term is predictive in urban versus rural areas. For instance, when

someone tweets a name of a high school mascot in an urban area, that name is predictive
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for a smaller area than the same situation in a rural area (i.e. rural areas have significantly

larger school districts by area). This problem can be understood in geostatistics terms: the

use of a fixed-distance parameter assumes a fixed range of spatial autocorrelation for tweet

usage, which likely is not true across urban/rural lines. In more general terms, this means

that employing fixed distance parameters will fail to capture the full predictive power of each

rural tweet in text-based algorithms, and rural areas already have fewer tweets per capita to

begin with.

5.5.3. Achieving Parity

Though lower overall recall and precision is a barrier to implementation of network-based

algorithms, our work indicates that it may be easier to achieve parity within network-based

algorithms by boosting data collection efforts around underrepresented populations. Al-

though more work should be done to confirm this effect in other types of social media

algorithms, researchers and designers for whom equity is a top priority may want to consider

utilizing network-based methods when doing Twitter-based geolocation.

It is also important to note that the contribution of structural bias to algorithmic bias

we have identified here adds weight to the argument of Sandvig et al. [267] and others that

algorithmic accountability work needs to consider algorithms at levels deeper than simply

inputs and outputs and that algorithmic accountability research teams have people with

“algorithmic skills that allow a facility with the relevant [algorithmic] ideas” [267]. These

skills will be necessary to identify and address bias at the structural level.

Similarly, the notion of structural bias highlights the importance of open-source imple-

mentations of algorithms. Open-source affords the ability to understand and design fixes
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for these algorithmic biases because we are able to examine and manipulate how these al-

gorithms function. Our results show that we cannot rely solely on adjusting the data going

into the algorithm to achieve parity.

5.5.4. A Tradeoff Between Equity and Effectiveness

There is one column in Table 5.1 that we have yet to discuss in detail: the “Overall” column.

This column indicates the performance on the entire randomized population (i.e. data in an

unmodified proportion of users and tweets). In other words, the “Overall” column reports

the precision (and recall) a researcher or developer would expect to achieve if she were to

apply the model listed in each row to all of Twitter.

There is a clear trend in the “Overall” column: for models in which rural performance

is better, the performance on overall population gets worse. From the perspective of a

researcher or developer, this means that in order to improve rural accuracy, one has to

reduce overall accuracy. Furthermore, for the text-based algorithm, we also tested a wider

variety of urban-rural training data proportions to understand the responsiveness of the

algorithm to smaller shifts in data. In doing so, we found that peak performance (21.0%

overall precision at 100 km) came in a model that removed a quarter of the rural training

data and boosted urban accordingly. Rural users performed very poorly in this model (6.8%

precision), but the slight increase in precision for urban users (23.5% precision) along with

their inherently higher proportions in the testing data was sufficient to boost the overall

precision.

Our results demonstrate that, at least in the case of Twitter geolocation, that there is a

clear trade-off between equity and effectiveness, a result for which there is evidence in other

algorithmic accountability contexts as well (e.g., [166, 234]). An important corollary to this
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tradeoff is that using single measures of precision and recall for an algorithm can gloss over

very real, non-random variation in algorithmic performance for different groups of people.

Until better algorithms can be developed that do not compromise equity (or equality) for

effectiveness (e.g., by addressing structural bias), algorithm designers should conduct and

report a more thorough examination of performance across different populations as has been

advocated by many in the algorithmic accountability community, especially when past work

has suggested that there may be population bias or structural bias.

5.5.5. Privacy

We have conducted this research with the assumption that higher precision and recall is a

desirable outcome for a given population. While this is a valid assumption in an application

of geolocation like public health tracking, this is not always the case for social media-based

algorithms and for geolocation specifically. It is important to note that in this light, there

may be benefits to being “disadvantaged” by geolocation algorithms: our results suggest that

rural users are harder to “find” in an automated fashion, preserving privacy. Geolocation

inference is already employed by at least some social surveillance firms, locating tweets based

on the language and metadata [77]. An interesting direction of research (e.g. [125]) is to

invert the goals of this chapter and attempt to find ways reduce the “geolocatability” of a

person or a population (i.e. defend against “inference attacks” [196]).

5.6. Limitations and Future Work

In this chapter, we necessarily binned users into categories along the urban and rural

spectrum. There is without a doubt a tremendous amount of diversity in the people and

behaviors present within each of these categories, and further research may want to address
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this. Categorizing users based on behavior and content as opposed to demographic labels

could provide additional insight into who is likely to be affected by these algorithmic biases.

Following best practices in the Twitter geolocation literature (e.g. [138, 160, 161, 247]),

for our ground truth data, we depended on explicitly geotagged tweets for our text-based

algorithm (i.e. tweet location) and a very conservative (i.e. precision-focused rather than

recall-focused) geocoding of the location field for our network-based algorithm (i.e. user

home location). While doing so was critical to our goal of evaluating bias in the algorithms

as they were published, it is possible that these mechanisms may disproportionally remove

people of one demographic relative to another demographic. Although developing a ground

truth through other means (e.g. a survey) would be a major research project in its own right,

examining Twitter geolocation algorithms through this lens would be a useful addition to

the literature.

Another area of future work would be expanding the focus of this study (the contiguous

United States) to other cultures and geographic contexts. It is known that different cultures

use social media differently (and have their own population biases) so it is not clear how

our results would extend to these areas. Furthermore, building on our understanding of

how different populations use social media (e.g., variation of the use of mentions across

cultures [98] will enable better prediction of where algorithmic biases might arise. Along

the same lines, we sought to choose representative algorithms, but different algorithms may

perform differently and introduce their own structural biases.

Finally, now that this chapter has established the role of structural bias, a very important

direction of future work is finding ways to reduce or eliminate it in important algorithms.

We expect that doing so could lead to an interesting and fruitful line of work.
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5.7. Conclusion

This research improves our understanding of algorithmic biases in social media-based

algorithms. We demonstrated the degree to which these algorithmic biases arise from both

population biases in the training data and structural biases inherent to the algorithms them-

selves. Through the implementation of both a text-based and a network-based algorithm for

geolocation inference, we found that network-based approaches may be less susceptible to

structural biases. We also discussed the implications of our findings for designers and users

of social-media based algorithms. These implications include (1) the need for more work

developing algorithms that avoid the structural biases we observed here and (2) that global

evaluation metrics can mask significant underperformance for certain populations in these

algorithms.
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CHAPTER 6

Transition

The first half of this dissertation focused on the representation of urban and rural commu-

nities within user-generated content in the context of three main consumers of this content:

research (§3), users (§4), and algorithms (§5). Across these three studies, it was shown that

equal participation does not lead to equal representation for these communities. Given that

greater participation and more data does not guarantee equitable technologies, I turn my

attention to the design of these technologies to better understand how they encode struc-

tural inequalities. The hope is that by approaching the design of these technologies from the

standpoint of inequality, we might bring them closer to a place where equal participation

could mean equal benefits.

Specifically, in the second half, I focus on the domain of geographic algorithms, building

most directly on the findings from Chapter 5 about urban-rural bias in geolocation algo-

rithms. The choice to focus on geographic algorithms is motivated both by 1) the large

economic and social implications of geographic algorithms, and, 2) the challenges that being

“geographic” brings when it comes to evaluating these algorithms to determine if they are

“fair” (see §2.4). Through a number of case studies with specific geographic algorithms—

vehicle routing (§7), place recommendation (§8), and geographic representation learning

(§9)—I seek to provide a framework for how to evaluate this class of algorithms and some

early results about how they encode structural inequalities.
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CHAPTER 7

Externalities of Vehicle Routing

In this chapter, we explore how to quantify the impacts (both on drivers and communities)

of vehicle routing algorithms. We use this framework to explore the impacts of changes to

these algorithms given a shift of interest away from providing the fastest route between two

points and towards providing paths that optimize for alternative criteria.1

7.1. Introduction

The simple act of driving from one place to another is an incredibly common part of many

people’s lives. However, it is also a surprisingly complex task: in many cases, there are seem-

ingly countless routes between a given origin and destination pair. While the predominant

focus of the literature and applications in the geographic routing domain has historically

been on minimizing travel time or distance (e.g., [20, 104]), researchers and practitioners

have recently shown interest in alternative routing criteria. For instance, researchers have

developed routing systems that generate “scenic” routes (e.g. [251, 264, 347]), simpler

routes (e.g. [70, 279]), and safer routes (e.g. [92, 168, 277]), among other alternative route

optimizations (e.g. [186, 192, 280, 352]). Similarly, the routing platform Waze has begun

to suggest routes, at least in Rio de Janeiro, that avoid areas deemed to have higher rates

1The work presented in this chapter was originally published in: Johnson, I., Henderson, J., Perry, C.,
Schning, J., and Hecht, B. Beautiful...but at What Cost? An Examination of Externalities in Geographic
Vehicle Routing. Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive, Mobile, Wearable, and Ubiquitous Technologies
(PACM IMWUT / UbiComp ’17). Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 15.
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of violence [245], and Microsoft owns a patent for pedestrian routing that avoids “unsafe”

areas based on crime and weather factors [299].

Despite this growing interest in alternative routing strategies, there has been no con-

trolled evaluation of the externalities that arise when more traditional optimization criteria

such as travel time are superseded by new optimization criteria such as safety or beauty.

Evaluations of these new criteria have solely considered the direct trade-off with travel time

or distance, e.g. increased travel time to achieve more scenic or safer routes. These evalu-

ations, however, miss the externalities that may arise with these new criteria, externalities

that may have significant social, economic, and safety implications. For instance, at the

community level, these routing approaches may lead to increased or decreased traffic in cer-

tain areas. Additionally, at the route level, these approaches may lead to routes with more

turns (directly contradicting user preferences [107, 202], increasing driver stress [310] and

cognitive load [126, 236], and potentially decreasing safety [227, 245]. Moreover, anecdotal

evidence suggests that these externalities may be substantial. Consider, for instance, the

widespread outcry about increased traffic and noise in previously out-of-the-way neighbor-

hoods attributed to routing algorithm changes by Waze (e.g. [143, 208, 337]).

In this chapter, we aim to present a more nuanced and robust evaluation of routing

algorithms that builds on the academic literature and burgeoning societal discussions around

wayfinding and routing technologies. To do so, we developed a controlled experimental

routing platform and used this platform to investigate externalities that arise with three

common approaches to alternative routing: scenic routing, safety routing, and simplicity

routing. Taking into account the importance of geographic context in evaluating geographic

technologies (§2.5.4), we examined routes from four cities—San Francisco, New York City,

London, and Manilla—and asked the following research questions:
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RQ1: Does optimizing on alternative criteria in routing algorithms lead to route-level

externalities such as more complex routes?

RQ2: Does optimizing on alternative criteria in routing algorithms lead to community-

level externalities such as increased or decreased traffic in certain areas?

Additionally, as noted above, at least one routing platform (Waze) has already imple-

mented alternative routing techniques [206], and Microsoft has a patent on similar ap-

proaches [299]. As such, we also saw an opportunity to use our experimental platform to

better understand (and track) the criteria on which popular routing platforms are optimizing

and to assess whether there are any externalities associated with these criteria. Thus, in the

tradition of the algorithmic auditing literature (e.g. [9, 41, 301]), we also asked a third

research question:

RQ3: Is there evidence of alternative routing criteria being used by popular routing

platforms? If so, what are the associated externalities?

Overall, we find that there are large externalities associated with alternative optimization

criteria and that these externalities could have substantial impacts on our communities and

on the nature of the routes we use. For instance, our evidence suggests that scenic routing

removes vehicles from highways (where city planners generally hope to route traffic) and

redirects them to parks, popular areas, and, in some cases, wealthier areas. Scenic routing

also creates substantially more complex routes involving more turns and intersections, both

of which are known to make routes less desirable [107, 189] and are associated with negative

outcomes (e.g. traffic accidents [227], decreased usability [236, 310]. Additionally, safety

routing creates highly local but large impacts, redistributing traffic from pre-defined banned

areas to highways and surrounding thoroughfares.
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Importantly, these externalities can arise even when increases in travel time appear min-

imal, providing evidence that externalities may be transparent under the standard paradigm

for evaluating alternative routing approaches. Along the same lines, we also identified ev-

idence that there is substantial variation in the externalities of a given algorithm across

different cities and areas within a city. As such, our findings suggest that alternative routing

research must involve carefully controlled evaluations across broadly diverse geographies to

fully understand the costs and benefits of an algorithmic change.

The algorithmic auditing component of our work reveals that Google Maps and MapQuest

likely incorporate some non-fastest-path optimizations in their routing algorithm (e.g. they

generate simpler routes that spend more time on highways). However, we found no evidence

(yet) of any major externalities relative to fastest-path routing, indicating, for instance, that

Google Maps and MapQuest have not implemented features like Waze has in Rio de Janeiro

and applied them at scale. Our methods will allow us to easily monitor this result over time

to assess if this changes (e.g. if one of these routing providers begins to route people around

neighborhoods with higher crime rates).

Finally, in the spirit of work such as Jurgens et al. [161], which also sought to standard-

ize the evaluation of an algorithm family (geolocation inference algorithms), we are releasing

our alternative routing and evaluation platform to facilitate improved evaluations and com-

parisons in this domain. In addition to allowing researchers to easily consider externalities

when evaluating new routing algorithms, our platform also addresses issues in the alter-

native routing literature such as a lack of standards, very limited open alternative routing

implementations, and inconsistent evaluation criteria. We have designed our platform to be

completely open-source and easily extensible (e.g., to other optimization criteria, geographic
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Table 7.1. A selection of categorized alternative routing papers.

Category Sub-categories and Papers

Positive Scenic (El Ali et al. 2013, McGookin et al. 2015; Quercia, Schifanella, and Aiello 2014; Runge et al. 2016;

Traunmueller et al. 2013; Zhang, Kawasaki, and Kawai 2008; Zheng et al. 2013)
Negative High Crime (Elsmore et al. 2014; Fu, Lu, and Lu 2014; Kim, Cha, and Sandholm 2014; Shah et al. 2011),

Weather (Y. Li et al. 2014), People (Posti et al. 2014)

Topological Simplicity (Duckham and Kulik 2003; Haque, Kulik, and Klippel 2006; Shao et al. 2014), Health (Sharker,
Karimi, and Zgibor 2012), Efficiency (Ganti et al. 2010)

Personalized Letchner, Krumm, and Horvitz 2006; Delling et al. 2015; Pang et al. 1995; Ziebart et al. 2008

scales, or externalities), with the hope of supporting future research and discussion of what

is important in evaluating geographic vehicle routing.

7.2. Related Work

In this section, we discuss research that motivated this work. This research emerges pri-

marily from four areas: the large literature on alternative routing criteria, investigations into

route preference, evaluation approaches in alternative routing, and the algorithms underly-

ing commercial mapping platforms. Notably, though the research in this chapter focuses on

vehicle routing, we include in our discussion of related work approaches that have considered

other modes of transportation as well.

7.2.1. Routing Using Alternative Criteria

While there is a large and growing literature on developing alternatives to shortest and

fastest path routing, there has not yet been an effort to summarize this literature. As such,

we conducted a survey of the literature and found that the alternative routing approaches

largely fall into four categories: positive, negative, topological, and personalized (see Table 7.1

below for examples of each).

The first two categories, positive and negative, are defined by the work of Golledge [107],

which examines in part the impact of environmental features on route preferences (e.g. parks
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as positive, waste dumps as negative). The third category, topological, encompasses criteria

such as simplicity or driving efficiency that can be derived from basic information about

the road network. The final category is personalized routing, which involves learning the

personal preferences of a driver (e.g. road or turn types) and designing routes that adhere

to these preferences.

Within the routing algorithms literature, positive routing often takes the form of “scenic”

routing. Scenic routing has been implemented in a number of ways, e.g. reweighting edges

based on an assessment of the “scenicness” of their surrounding area [305], adding waypoints

from scenic areas near the shortest-path route [75, 264, 342], by generating many paths

and then choosing the most scenic [251]. Additionally, there are also examples of optimizing

for other positive criteria such as “happiness” and “quiet” [251] and projects peripheral to

alternative routing that propose means of sensing criteria such as desirable smells [252] for

future use in routing.

Negative routing seeks to provide routes that avoid undesirable areas. Though Golledge

used waste dumps as a proxy for this type of routing, the literature largely focuses on avoiding

unsafe areas as defined by high incidences of violent crime [78, 92, 168, 277]. Additional

applications include avoiding dangerous weather [192] or other people [246]. Microsoft owns

a patent [299] for pedestrian routing that avoids unsafe areas. Waze has already included

the option to avoid high-crime areas, specifically in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, ahead of the 2016

Olympics [245]. Waze also defaults to routing individuals around certain settlements that

are off-limits to Israelis [294]. These algorithms start with the shortest path and then either

add waypoints as needed to reroute away from any areas deemed undesirable or reweight

edges in these areas so that they are perceived as very high cost by the algorithm.
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Topological routing describes approaches that seek to optimize on some aspect of the road

network itself (rather than the environment around the road network). The most common

approach in the literature – other than the more traditional travel time and distance criteria

– is some form of “simplicity” routing. At their core, simplicity routing approaches seek to

model the ease with which a driver can follow a route, but they operationalize simplicity

a number of different ways. [107, 202, 189] modeled simplicity as minimizing the total

number of turns. Algorithmic implementations of simplicity routing have taken the approach

of modeling simplicity not just using turns, but as a function of the degree of each intersection

and what action is taken at that intersection (i.e. go straight or turn) [70, 126, 279].

Finally, personalized routing approaches generally seek to learn and model an individual’s

route preferences, i.e. when a user usually deviates from the fastest route and, in some cases,

why s/he does so [60]. These models require extensive positioning (i.e. “GPS”) data from

drivers in order to determine these preferences. A common approach is to learn implicit

preferences for specific roads [186, 352], though a recent approach by Delling et al. [60]

explicitly learns the weights that each individual driver appears to give to various topological

criteria (e.g., number of lanes, type of road).

We included in our experiments the most common form of alternative routing approaches

in each category, with the exception of personalized routing. More specifically: for positive

routing, we implemented scenic routing ; for negative routing, we implemented safety routing ;

and for topological routing, we implemented simplicity routing. We did not consider per-

sonalized routing because the open “GPS” trace datasets that would be required to include

personalized routing in our experiments do not exist.
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7.2.2. Preferences for Alternative Criteria

Researchers have long known that fastest path and shortest path are not the only criteria on

which people want to optimize their routes. Much of this knowledge emerges from a variety

of surveys and field studies. For instance, in an influential paper in the field of geogra-

phy, Golledge [107] sought to quantify the importance of various criteria in route selection.

Golledge identified that minimizing distance and travel time were the most important factors,

but minimizing the number of turns and maximizing the scenic/aesthetic value were also key

criteria that seemed to affect which route a participant selected. Li and Wu [189] surveyed

commuters in Florida and provided support for the findings of Golledge, but also determined

that safety is an important criterion. Similarly, Manley et al. [202] explored which criteria

best explain actual routes taken by taxi drivers in London and found that a combination of

shortest distance and fewest turns was most predictive of route choice. In addition to the

preference for fewer turns, increased route complexity also raises safety concerns [227] and

has been directly tied to greater cognitive loads [236] and stress [310] for the driver. This

literature, though sparse, further motivates our choice of the three alternative criteria that

we consider in this work (beauty, safety, and simplicity).

7.2.3. Evaluation in Alternative Routing

As is often the case in new computing research areas (e.g. geolocation inference [161]),

evaluation in the alternative routing literature is a highly heterogeneous process that makes

comparisons between approaches difficult. Evaluations typically involve examining routing

in 1-2 cities using a small number of routes, with the only evaluation metric being travel

time or distance. Our work is the first to our knowledge that explicitly considers additional
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evaluation criteria. In other words, this work sheds new light on the externalities, or side-

effects, that arise with the use of alternative routing optimization criteria. Hints to the

existence and importance of these externalities come from popular media, as discussed below.

Like was the case in Jurgens et al. [161] for geolocation inference, our goal in this chapter is to

conduct experiments that afford a more direct and nuanced comparison between approaches,

enabling a more robust understanding of the externalities associated with each approach. We

also examine routing in four cities with diverse geographic contexts, affording a broader view

of how geography and algorithms interact that provides important new insight.

7.2.4. Commercial Mapping Platforms

Since MapQuest began providing online directions in 1996, most online mapping platforms

have defaulted to providing the “fastest” route between a given origin and destination. The

exact details of the routing algorithms being used are proprietary, often including whether or

not these algorithms are optimizing on criteria other than just travel time. Some information,

however, has been made public. Delling et al. [60] note that Microsoft Bing’s algorithm

takes into account dozens of topological features such as the type of road, number of lanes,

speed limit, and historical traffic data, and that the algorithm optimizes for simplicity as

well by incorporating turn costs. Waze became infamous for especially accident-prone turns

across traffic (an externality that likely arose as a result of optimizing more heavily than

other commercial routing platforms on minimizing travel time) and has also since begun to

explicitly optimize for simpler turns [245].

The introduction of the avoidance of “dangerous” areas in Rio de Janeiro by Waze [206]

represents a large deviation from the fastest route paradigm. Waze also has incorporated
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avoidance of areas that cannot be entered legally by certain individuals, e.g. various settle-

ments when driving in Israel [294]. Questions have been raised as to whether this type of

safety routing merely enforces stereotypes and unfairly removes traffic (including potential

retail customers) from poorer areas [206, 245]. These concerns were also raised when a

Microsoft patent that describes a means for helping pedestrians avoid areas where crime has

been reported became public [124, 227].

The Waze platform has also been accused of routing its users through many previously

low-traffic neighborhoods. This has resulted in a number of externalities – including extensive

frustration among residents (e.g. [143, 208, 337]) – and has led to calls for regulation of

where mapping platforms can direct traffic [208]. Relatedly, a simulation study found that

near-universal usage of fastest path routing during high-traffic times led to the redistribution

traffic away from highways and onto more local roads [300]. Our research extends our

understanding of traffic redistribution externalities to the large literature on alternative

routing criteria and can help inform the policy debate about mapping platform regulation.

This research also builds on work that aims to provide some transparency to large-scale

geographic systems that inform how we interact with the world, such as that by Soeller

et al. [291], who developed a system for detecting personalization of political borders on

Google Maps, and Chen et al. [41], who examined Uber surge pricing in San Francisco

and Manhattan. This research takes a similar approach, but moves towards detecting the

employment of alternative routing criteria (e.g. crime) rather than political borders or

geographic biases in the sharing economy.
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7.3. Methods and Framework

In order to conduct a controlled evaluation of the externalities associated with alterna-

tive routing criteria, we needed three main components: the routing algorithms for each

alternative criterion (i.e. beauty, safety, simplicity), a set of origin and destination pairs,

and metrics to analyze the different externalities. For each origin-destination pair, and in

aggregate across all origin-destination pairs for a city, we are then able to directly compare

the routes generated by each algorithm. Below, we describe in detail our implementations

of each of these components.

7.3.1. Alternative Routing Algorithms

We implemented three alternative routing approaches as well as a more traditional fastest-

path algorithm to provide context when necessary. For our alternative approaches, we se-

lected scenic, safety, and simplicity routing. As noted in Section 7.2.1, these three approaches

have been validated by Golledge’s work and have been the subject of substantial interest in

the alternative routing algorithm literature. There is no consensus in this literature, how-

ever, on how to operationalize criteria like “scenicness” (which is referred to as “beauty” in

some literature), safety, or simplicity in a routing algorithm. Additionally, there is also a

lack of open implementations of these and other alternative routing approaches.

To address these issues, we developed our own framework that consists entirely of open-

source software components and publicly-available data. We have released this framework

for others to use and improve2. As noted above, the primary goals of the framework are

(1) to make it easy for researchers and developers to consider externalities in their routing

algorithm evaluations and (2) to provide a greater degree of standardization in routing

2https://github.com/joh12041/route-externalities
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algorithm evaluation more generally. Our framework is straightforward and has the benefit

of being easily extensible to include additional alternative routing approaches and additional

externality metrics not discussed in this chapter (e.g. number of stop lights [107] or the

diversity of neighborhoods along the route).

For implementation of our alternative routing and fastest-path algorithms, our framework

utilizes the bidirectional Dijkstra implementation provided by the open-source GraphHopper

Java library3. GraphHopper includes standard pathfinding algorithms and imports Open-

StreetMap4 road networks to build the underlying graph for routing. GraphHopper does not

take traffic into account when determining the fastest path and instead bases travel time

on road speed limits included in the OpenStreetMap data. All of our alternative routing

approaches are included in our released framework.

7.3.1.1. Scenic Routing. Our implementation of scenic routing is designed to replicate

the approach described by Quercia et al. [251], except where required by the nature of our

study. Broadly, Quercia et al. collect the top k shortest paths between two points and then

select the path that optimizes for beauty based on data derived from Flickr photo tags.

We chose this approach because it is scalable to many geographic regions and complements

open-source approaches as it relies on public social media data.

Quercia et al. base their underlying data on a LIWC-based text analysis of the tags on

geotagged Flickr photos. Specifically, they generate a 200m-by-200m grid across the city

of interest in which each grid cell has a score based on its corresponding geotagged photos

tags. They validated this approach with crowdsourced ground-truth beauty rankings. The

notable variations from Quercia et al. in our system are as follows: our grid cells are slightly

3https://github.com/graphhopper/graphhopper
4https://www.openstreetmap.org
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smaller and are not perfectly square (0.001 degree by 0.001 degree to necessarily speed up

the algorithm) and we use Empath [82], a validated open-source replacement for LIWC). In

order to achieve better spatial coverage, we also add geotagged tweets5 to the Flickr [302]

tags that are used to score each grid cell. Despite these changes, as validation we note that

we see similar trade-offs in travel time to those reported by Quercia et al.

In addition to defining scenicness, the Quercia et al. approach also needs a means of gen-

erating and ranking routes based on this alternative criterion. Quercia et al. use Eppstein’s

algorithm, which finds the k -shortest paths between an origin and destination. We do the

same through GraphHopper, but find the k fastest paths where we cap k at 1,000 as Quercia

et al. demonstrated diminishing returns with larger k values (we also examined k=10,000

and found similar results to those presented below, but with greater effect sizes). As is done

in Quercia et al, each route is scored as the average beauty score of the grid cells through

which it passes. The route with the highest average beauty score is selected and returned.

7.3.1.2. Safety Routing. We implement safety routing as closely as possible to descrip-

tions of the technique used by Waze in Brazil. Though the specific details of the algorithm

are not public, Waze notes that it avoids areas that have “higher-than-average homicide, car

robbery, or drug trafficking rates” [206]. We focus our efforts with respect to safety routing

on New York City6 and San Francisco7, both of which provide public crime data. We include

data from all of 2016, retaining only the crimes that overlap with the categories mentioned

above. It was also noted that Waze disregarded areas that had high numbers of drivers

under the assumption that their users considered these areas to be safe [206]. Lacking this

5https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
6http://www.nyc.gov/html/nypd/html/analysis and planning/historical nyc crime data.shtml
7https://data.sfgov.org/
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(private) data, we implemented a proxy: we disregarded highways (speed limit greater than

70 kilometers per hour) when avoiding roads in these areas.

Waze has not released the delineations of the areas in Rio de Janeiro that were desig-

nated “unsafe,” so we tested several thresholds for determining which areas to instruct our

algorithm to avoid. Waze chose 25 areas in Rio de Janeiro that are described as varying in

size between a block and a neighborhood [206]. As such, we aggregate the crime data to

census tracts, which in cities are generally of a size between a few blocks and a neighborhood.

We then define a threshold for the average number of crimes (normalized by the area of the

census tract) such that a certain percentage of census tracts (i.e. those above the threshold)

are marked as “unsafe.” We tested different variations of our threshold such that it removes

25%, 15%, 10%, 5%, or 1% of census tracts8. We report results for the 10% threshold, finding

the results for the other thresholds to be very similar.

With a list of census tracts that exceeded the threshold for crime, we conducted safety

routing in GraphHopper by using fastest path routing but avoiding all road segments that

pass through these census tracts and do not have a speed limit greater than 70 kilometers

per hour. Thus, a fastest path that does not pass through a blocked area will be unaffected

while a path that would have passed through a blocked area is rerouted to the fastest path

that does not pass through a blocked area.

7.3.1.3. Simplicity Routing. We implemented simplicity routing as described by Shao

et al. [279]. This approach scores the simplicity of a route as the sum of the complexity

of each intersection through which it passes. The complexity of an intersection is modeled

based on the degree of the intersection—i.e. number of intersecting roads—and what action

8Actually operationalizing on all areas with “higher-than-average” crime would have blocked far too many
census tracts – i.e. about a third of census tracts in each city.
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is to be taken by the driver—i.e. going straight or turning). We re-use the k -shortest-paths

framework from scenic routing, but instead of selecting the path with the highest average

beauty, our simplicity algorithm selects the path that has the lowest complexity score (i.e. the

simplest route).

7.3.2. External APIs

We also included routes from two external mapping platforms9, Google and MapQuest, to

address RQ3 (evidence of alternative criteria in routes from third-party platforms). We re-

port results for routes that were gathered on weekdays from 5-7:30pm local time for both

platforms, a time of high traffic. We also gathered routes from 2-4:30am local time (week-

days) for low traffic directions, but do not report these results as we found little difference

in the actual routes (i.e. ˜98% overlap in routes, just different expected travel times).

7.3.3. Origin-Destination Pairs

In order to robustly compare the routes provided by different routing optimizations, we

needed a set of origin-destination coordinate pairs in each of our four cities. Ideally, analysis

of routes would be done with a representative sample of route requests (e.g. from Google

Maps or MapQuest server logs). However, this type of data is not publicly available. To

address this issue, we take two approaches: (1) we adopt a common practice in the literature

(e.g., [126, 278, 353]) and test the algorithms on randomly-generated origin-destination

pairs from across a city’s entire road network and (2) we also use publicly-available taxi trip

datasets where available.

9Waze does not provide a public API.
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With respect to our randomly-generated dataset, we generate approximately 5000 origin-

destination pairs each for San Francisco (California, USA), New York City (New York, USA),

London (England), and Manila (Philippines). These cities were chosen to provide regional

variation while still having sufficient English speakers to provide a good source of photo tags

and tweets for our scenic routing algorithm (Empath is currently limited to English).

To provide additional context when possible, we verified the validity of these randomly-

selected pairs by analyzing two datasets of actual route origins and destinations based on

taxi pick-ups and drop-offs, one in San Francisco [242] and the other in New York City10. As

we discuss below, for our route-level externalities (RQ1), we see the same high-level findings

in our taxi-sampled and randomly-generated datasets, and so we only report the results

for the randomly-generated pairs. For our community-level externalities (RQ2), we reach

varying conclusions depending on whether we use the taxi-sampled or randomly-generated

origin-destination pairs. As such, we focus our discussion of RQ2 on San Francisco and New

York City and discuss both sets of results.

7.3.4. Externality Metrics

The first set of externalities that we examine are attributes of a route that are not tradi-

tionally considered in evaluations but that have been found to be important in how people

choose routes (i.e. RQ1, route-level externalities). First, we evaluate the complexity of the

route, which we measure in several ways: number of turns [107, 203], number of left (or

right in London) turns [189], and the metric that we use in simplicity routing [70], which

takes into account the number of intersections passed through by a route and what action

is taken at each intersection (i.e. turn or go straight). We also measure the beauty of all of

10www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip record data.shtml
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the routes [6, 107, 189] — another desired property of routes as determined by Golledge

— doing so in the same way as described above for our algorithmic implementation of scenic

routing. Finally, due to the public outcry around Waze redirecting traffic from the highways

into smaller neighborhoods, we also measured the percentage of time that each route was

on highways (i.e. “motorways” in GraphHopper, which are operationalized as roads with

speed limits greater than 70 kilometers per hour) and the percentage of time that each route

that was on slower neighborhood roads (i.e. streets below “secondary” in GraphHopper, as

operationalized as roads with speed limits less than or equal to 40 kilometers per hour). For

all of these metrics, we compute 99% confidence intervals by bootstrap resampling the routes

1000 times (i.e. sampling routes with replacement from the approximately 5000 generated

for each algorithm and city).

The second set of externalities relates to the community-level impact across all the routes

considered (RQ2), with much of the motivation for these externalities arising from the public

discourse around Waze [206, 208], i.e. analysis of how traffic might be redistributed through-

out a city and whether income appears to be a factor in this redistribution. We specifically

focus on income because concerns have been raised that safety routing would also lead to

the avoidance of poorer neighborhoods [124, 206]. For these externalities, we focus on

the cities in which we implemented safety routing (New York City and San Francisco, both

of which also have detailed census data on income available11). We compute how income

correlates with where an alternative routing algorithm redistributes traffic (as compared to

traditional fastest-path algorithms). Specifically, for road segments that saw significantly

increased traffic for a given alternative routing algorithm, we calculate the weighted average

of household median income based on how much additional distance of roads passed through

11https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
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a given census tract as compared to the GraphHopper fastest algorithm. For example, if

across all origin-destination pairs, there was an additional 8 km of routes in a census tract

with a household median income of $60,000 and 2 km of routes in a census tract with a

household median income of $50,000, then the weighted average would be $58,000 for roads

that saw increased traffic. We do the same then for road segments that saw significantly

less traffic and compare. We again compute 99% confidence intervals through bootstrap

resampling with 1000 iterations on the origin-destination pairs.

7.3.5. Calculating Metrics for Commercial Mapping Platforms

The MapQuest and Google APIs provide the points that comprise the route that they re-

turn (i.e. latitude, longitude of enough points to accurately convey the geometry of the

route). From these points, we can easily calculate the beauty of the MapQuest and Google

routes through the same beauty grid-cell framework as used with GraphHopper. However,

calculating the simplicity for these routes is less straightforward because the details of each

intersection are not provided by Google and MapQuest. To overcome this problem, we use

the map matching process developed by Newson and Krumm [229], which has also been

implemented in GraphHopper12. This process converts the points into a corresponding path

on the GraphHopper road network, from which simplicity can then be calculated as before.

The Newsom and Krumm approach is not perfectly accurate, however, and so we enforce

that the resulting matched route must be within 5% of the length of the original route in

order to be considered in further analyses. Recall is generally around 85%, with the excep-

tion of Manila at 63%, which likely reflects differences in the underlying road networks of

OpenStreetMap and the commercial mapping platforms.

12https://github.com/graphhopper/map-matching
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Figure 7.1. Example routes.
Routes given by each routing algorithm for an example origin-destination pair in San

Francisco.

7.4. Results

In this section, we analyze and compare the routes (i.e. Google Fastest, MapQuest

Fastest, GraphHopper Fastest, GraphHopper Scenic, GraphHopper Safe, GraphHopper Sim-

ple) according to the metrics described in the prior section.

7.4.1. RQ1: Route-Level Externalities for Alternative Routing Approaches

The routes corresponding to the San Francisco origin-destination pair featured in Figure 7.1

are illustrative of the type of route-level externalities that are seen between the different op-

timizations. In general, we see that the Google, MapQuest, and GraphHopper Simple paths
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share many of the same characteristics and are longer than the GraphHopper Fastest, making

more extensive use of highways. The GraphHopper Scenic route looks quite different from

both the simplest and fastest routes, taking a more complicated path that passes through

several popular areas such as Union Square before arriving at the destination. The Graph-

Hopper Safe path also deviates substantially from the fastest path in order to circumvent

the Tenderloin, an area of higher crime in San Francisco.

These trends in the route-level externalities that arise as a result of different optimization

criteria can be seen in Figure 7.2, which shows the results of each route-level evaluation

metric by Euclidean distance between the origin and destination (x-axes) and city (columns).

We walk through Figure 7.2 in the sub-sections below and supplement the trends with

statistics from Table 5 in [156], which contains the actual values for each city and algorithm

when the Euclidean distance is between 10 and 11 kilometers (i.e. one slice of the data in

Figure 7.2). Of note, we present the externalities both normalized to the natural baseline

(e.g. GraphHopper Simple for simplicity measures) and also in absolute units when the units

are readily interpretable (e.g. # of turns).

7.4.1.1. Route Complexity. Optimizing on beauty or safety substantially increases the

complexity of routes, which has implications for driver safety and usability. As can be seen in

rows 1 and 2 of Figure 7.2, the average number of turns and therefore complexity of a route

increases significantly when comparing the fastest path to either the scenic or safer paths.

Specifically, for route distances of 10-11 kilometers, the scenic path takes an additional 4-5

turns over the fastest path and the safer path takes on average an additional turn.

Similar trends hold for the number of left turns (right turns in London) on a route (not

shown) and the simplicity of a route (not shown, as measured by the number of intersections

and action taken at each intersection). The simplest path is then an additional 2-3 turns
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shorter than the fastest path. For the safest path, this increase in complexity is the result

of the added distance to circumvent a given area, but, for scenic routes, there are also

significantly more steps per kilometer as well (third row of Figure 7.2).

7.4.1.2. Beauty. The scenic route is about 2-3x more beautiful (row 4 of Figure 7.2) than

the other routes produced with other optimization criteria depending on the city and Eu-

clidean distance. Notably, neither simplicity nor safety seems to correlate significantly with

increased or decreased beauty.

7.4.1.3. Time on Highways and in Neighborhoods. Given concerns about the shift of

vehicles away from highways and onto smaller neighborhood roads, rows 5 and 6 in Figure 7.2

consider the time spent by each route on each type of road. Scenic routes spend proportion-

ally less time on the highway than the Google, MapQuest, or GraphHopper Fastest routes

while GraphHopper Simple routes spend proportionally more time on the highway. Intu-

itively, this makes sense – many of the scenic spots in cities are not next to highways and

taking a highway generally limits the number of intersections encountered. The magnitude

of the differences varies across cities. On the low end, the scenic routes in London spend

about 0.5% less of their time on the highway than the fastest path. At the high end, in

San Francisco, the scenic routes spend about 9% less of the route on the highway than the

fastest path, which corresponds to a 70% relative decrease in the amount of time spent on

highways.

Scenic routes spend a significantly greater proportion of their travel time on slower roads,

i.e. smaller roads that generally go through residential neighborhoods, foreshadowing their

community-level effects highlighted below. The specific proportion of time spent on these

roads varies greatly by city, but the GraphHopper Fastest, Simple, and Safe routes on average
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spend similar proportions of time on these roads whereas scenic routes tend to spend 25-50%

(relative) more of their travel time on these roads.

7.4.2. RQ2: Community-Level Externalities of Alternative Routing Approaches

Motivated by public concern around the redistribution of traffic and disproportionate impacts

on poor (or wealthy) areas, we also examined community-level externalities that may arise

from optimizing on alternative criteria. Examples of these externalities are visualized in

Figures 7.3 and 7.4, which show the roads that see significantly more or less traffic in New

York City and San Francisco for scenic, safety, and simplicity routing. We show both the

results from the randomly-generated origin-destination pairs, which provide good coverage of

the entire areas, and the taxi-sampled origin-destination pairs, which are more representative

of actual route concentrations.

7.4.2.1. Distribution of Traffic. For scenic routing, areas around parks see greatly in-

creased traffic, as do popular tourist destinations and commercial districts. As can be seen

in Figure 7.4, in San Francisco, the largest increases (>100 additional routes out of the

approximately 5000 analyzed in the random origin-destination pairs) occur around Golden

Gate Park, the Embarcadero (popular waterfront region), Glen Park, and Mission Street

as it passes through the Mission District (popular commercial district). The roads that see

corresponding drops in traffic are often nearby highways or similarly large thoroughfares,

which have high speed limits but are not always scenic. In New York City (Figure 7.3),

scenic routing led to the largest increases in traffic (again >100 out of the approximately

5000 routes in the random origin-destination pairs) on roads that border the rivers, the roads

around Central Park, and in Williamsburg (a rapidly gentrifying neighborhood in Brooklyn).
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Table 7.2. Alternative routing shifts in traffic and neighborhood HMI.

Average household median income of road segments that see significantly increased or
decreased traffic with each alternative optimization criteria. Using origin-destination pairs
derived from taxi routes (i.e. reflective of actual travel patterns as opposed to randomly

generated) often demonstrates a higher income disparity between the types of roads
preferred or avoided by a given alternative optimization. City-specific differences are

evident as well.
Origin-Destination

Pairs

Change in

Traffic

Household Median Income [99% Confidence Interval]

Scenic Safe Simple

New York City (Random) Increase $56,885 [55,484-57,555] $59,110 [59,076-59,379] $61,881 [61,838-62,160]

Decrease $55,902 [55,745-56,233] $60,338 [59,256-62,561] $59,283 [58,992-59,961]

New York City (Taxi) Increase $91,737 [90,997-92,590] $91,870 [91,485-92,505] $77,527 [74,021-78,618]

Decrease $88,209 [87,377-89,607] $98,779 [96,982-101,834] $89,106 [87,877-91,635]

San Francisco (Random) Increase $93,579 [93,024-93,891] $87,352 [86,844-87,498] $94,203 [93,868-94,383]
Decrease $99,039 [98,505-100,387] $72,566 [70,590-73,357] $98,315 [98,002-98,858]

San Francisco (Taxi) Increase $97,639 [97,077-98,528] $76,660 [74,690-77,841] $87,688 [87,543-88,184]

Decrease $92,135 [91,147-94,439] $59,279 [56,607-60,863] $73,772 [70,242-75,430]

Again, it is largely highways and nearby thoroughfares where the greatest decreases in traffic

are seen.

The changes in traffic related to safety routing are much more localized, with increased

traffic in order to circumvent the blocked census tracts being redirected to highways as well

as more local roads that are immediately outside of the blocked areas. In San Francisco,

the region that sees the largest decrease in traffic is the Tenderloin (a poorer neighborhood

very close to downtown). In New York City, the taxi-generated routes show that the bulk

of the traffic redistribution would occur to avoid high-crime areas in Manhattan, though the

randomly-generated pairs indicate that regions of Brooklyn and Harlem would see traffic

shifted to the highways as well.

Simplicity routing leads to a large increase in the amount of traffic on highways, as they

have fewer intersections, but does not appear to favor or avoid any specific areas.

7.4.2.2. Income of Neighborhoods. Given concerns about safety routing criteria avoid-

ing poorer neighborhoods, we also computed the weighted average of the household median
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income for roads that saw significantly increased or decreased traffic. The results are pro-

vided in Table 7.2.

Across the different algorithms and cities, we see mixed but persuasive results that alter-

native optimization can lead to large and disparate externalities in the types of areas that

receive increased or decreased traffic. Scenic routing favors wealthier areas in both cities. The

taxi-sampled (and arguably therefore more representative of actual traffic patterns) origin-

destination pairs indicate that traffic on average moves towards wealthier regions - i.e. the

average household median income of areas that see increased traffic is significantly higher

than that of areas that see decreased traffic. For instance, in San Francisco for the taxi-

sampled origin-destination pairs, the household median income of road segments that saw

increased traffic was $97,639 while it was only $92,135 for road segments that saw decreased

traffic. The randomly-sampled pairs in New York City indicate no significant correlation

with traffic changes and income, though scenic routing causes traffic to move to less wealthy

areas in San Francisco when using the randomly-sampled pairs.

Safety routing results in mixed effects across the two cities. In San Francisco, for both

the taxi-sampled and randomly-generated origin-destination pairs, we see that safety routing

moves traffic towards wealthier areas. The average household median income of areas that

see increased traffic is $15,000 higher than that of the areas that see decreased traffic. In

New York City, we see smaller disparities in the income of areas where traffic is redistributed,

but the safety routing approach actually seems to cause traffic to shift on average towards

less wealthy areas. Adding to the robustness of these results, we note that we see the same

trends if we look at alternative metrics such as the proportion of increased and decreased

traffic in areas with a household median income below a given threshold, e.g. $40,000.
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7.4.3. RQ3: Alternative Criteria in External Mapping Platforms

Our results suggest that Google and MapQuest are likely incorporating simplicity as an

optimization criterion in addition to travel time (like Bing [60]), generating simpler routes

than would be expected under a pure fastest-path approach. For instance, Figure 7.2 shows

that both Google and MapQuest provide routes that are similar to the GraphHopper Fastest

and GraphHopper Simple routes. Interestingly, we calculated the percentage overlap between

each combination of the various GraphHopper and external platform routes and found that

MapQuest and Google are most similar to each other but that the highest overlap between

Google or MapQuest and the GraphHopper routes is with GraphHopper Simple and not

with GraphHopper Fastest.

Importantly, however, we do not see evidence of Waze-style safety routing being applied

in either platform, i.e. neither Google nor MapQuest appear to be excluding any neighbor-

hoods from their routes. More generally, we also observe no major externalities relative to

GraphHopper Fastest in either commercial platform, aside from an increase in simplicity.

This can be seen in Figure 7.5, which shows the significant differences (at 99% confidence)

in the number of routes that pass over a given road segment when comparing Google and

MapQuest Fastest versus GraphHopper Fastest. While many roads show different levels

of traffic, there is no clear geographic concentration in roads that are favored or avoided.

Looking back at Figures 7.3 and 7.4, we see that scenic and safety routing resulted in areas

in the city where many roads all saw an increase (e.g. a popular and pretty neighborhood

in scenic routing) or a decrease in traffic (e.g. an “unsafe” area in safety routing). We do

not see these patterns appear for Google or MapQuest in Figure 7.5.
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7.5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the implications of the above findings for both the design of

routing algorithms and for public policy.

7.5.1. Societal Impacts of Alternative Routing

A clear high-level finding in the above results is that alternative optimization criteria are

associated with important externalities that have not been previously considered. For in-

stance, our results suggest that scenic routing (and safety routing to a lesser degree) led to

substantially more complex routes involving several more turns on average. Turning, and

specifically turns against traffic, are known predictors of collisions [210] and are less pre-

ferred by users [107]. Additional turns also present a usability challenge, with more complex

routes leading to greater cognitive load [236], increased driver stress [310], and a greater

likelihood of wrong turns and increased driving distance [126].

We also found that, if widely deployed, alternative optimization criteria such as beauty

and safety would very likely lead to some of the externalities that have been a matter of public

discourse and frustration with Waze [143, 206, 208, 337]. Scenic routing redistributes

traffic from highways into parks, popular areas, and onto slower, neighborhood roads. This

raises concerns that optimizing on beauty could further contribute to the frustrations about

increased traffic in previously low-trafficked neighborhoods [208]. These traffic increases

on local roads have already led to calls by city council representatives in several cities to

limit where mapping applications can direct their users [143]. Alongside the frustration and

potential safety concerns of residents, high levels of traffic have also been tied to negative

health outcomes [235].
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By design, current safety routing approaches remove traffic from specific communities,

which clearly could lead to economic and social impacts on those communities. While im-

portant to recognize, that this occurs in safety routing is not surprising. More surprising,

however, is that traffic is not always just redistributed to surrounding (and likely similar)

communities, but instead has far-reaching impacts and often is moved to highways and major

thoroughfares that circumvent the larger area. Just as concerns have been raised about filter

bubbles associated with the personalization of information consumption (e.g. [291, 172]),

safety routing may perform a similar function, allowing people to avoid areas that they do

not want to see [206] and potentially shaping how we perceive the world [99]. A more bal-

anced approach to safety routing might implement the avoidance of these areas only at times

of low traffic and, during high-traffic times of the day, actually favor the “dangerous” areas

so as to reduce the potential economic and social impacts of decreased traffic and visibility of

these areas. Additionally, rather than focusing on high rates of crime, safety routing might

instead focus on reducing the risk of collision by avoiding more dangerous driving maneu-

vers or crowded areas where accidents are more likely to occur. Finally, simplicity routing

might be considered as an approach that keeps drivers on highways away from neighbor-

hoods in general without having disparate impact on just a few neighborhoods designated

by a mapping platform.

In this chapter, we explored previously-proposed alternative routing criteria with the

concern that these could lead to adverse and disparate impacts in specific areas. One can also

imagine, though, alternative routing criteria that lead to a greater diversity of experiences

for the driver and more uniform impact on neighborhoods. We invite further discussion

of what other alternative criteria might be considered that would arguably lead to positive

externalities.
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7.5.2. Towards Improved Routing Evaluations

Our results also suggest that traditional routing algorithm evaluations are insufficient to

capture the potential for externalities. Specifically, the sole focus of traditional routing algo-

rithm evaluations has been on potential increases in travel-time or distance, but this can hide

important negative outcomes such as increased complexity (and its associated safety effects)

and undesirable traffic patterns. Additionally, focusing just on travel-time and distance can

lead to the conclusion that the trade-offs of an alternative optimization diminish rapidly

with distance whereas we find externalities whose effects are relatively constant across dis-

tance. As can be seen in the final row of Figure 7.2, the increased travel time costs for the

alternative optimizations diminish as the route distance increases (this matches what is seen

by Quercia et al. [251] as well). However, this drop-off in magnitude of the trade-off is not

nearly as immediate or does not occur when examining certain externalities, such as the

number of turns or what types of roads comprise the routes.

7.5.3. Algorithmic Auditing

In this chapter, we provided some of the first audits of routes generated by major mapping

platforms. We did not find any evidence of major negative externalities associated with

Google and MapQuest routes, with values for the externalities that we studied generally

falling in the same range as those for GraphHopper Fastest and GraphHopper Simple.

As more commercial mapping platforms take steps like Waze has done to include no-

tions of safety or other alternative optimizations in their algorithm, it is important that the

research community continue to analyze the routes that these platforms are providing to
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ensure that any negative externalities are monitored. This is especially critical given the ex-

tent to which these platforms increasingly define the movement patterns of millions of people

around the world. We have built our platform to accommodate the evaluation of routes from

any external source by incorporating the map-matching component that converts a series of

latitude-longitude coordinates to a route on the OpenStreetMap-based road network used

internally by GraphHopper. Furthermore, the dataset of routes collected in the course of

this research can serve as a baseline for future evaluations in order to detect changes in the

routes provided by commercial mapping platforms.

7.5.4. Geography and Algorithms

In this research, we found that the externalities associated with a given routing algorithm

varied across our four cities. For route-level externalities, we saw different effect sizes in

each city, but the broad trends remained consistent. Among community-level externalities

though, the nature of the trends changed from city to city. For instance, safety routing

redistributed traffic to less wealthy areas in New York City and to more wealthy areas in

San Francisco. The dependence of externalities on local geography extended to our choice

of origin-destination pairs as well — i.e. randomly-generated vs. sampled from taxi routes.

For route-level externalities, the choice of origin-destination pairs did not affect the trends,

but the different sets of origin-destination pairs did lead to different conclusions for our

examination of community-level externalities.

These results indicate that the interaction between routing algorithms and geography,

especially when evaluating community-level effects, is highly dependent on the underlying

urban structure and on origin-destination patterns within that structure. Care should be

taken when generalizing results from one or two cities to other settings. Especially given
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the ubiquity of these algorithms (e.g. Google Maps alone has over a billion unique monthly

users [65]), expanding alternative routing research to incorporate more geographic contexts

will be important for guiding the design of these algorithms and supporting continued public

discourse. We hope that our evaluation platform can assist in this endeavor.

7.6. Future Work and Limitations

One of the large questions raised by this work is how might we design alternative routing

algorithms in such a way as to realize their promised benefits while reducing the associated

negative externalities. The literature provides some hints that are worth exploring. For

instance, the simplicity routing literature notes that hybrid, multi-criteria approaches (e.g.

balancing how much weight is given to simplicity and how much is given to travel time)

often greatly reduce the complexity of routes while incurring minimal time costs [126, 279].

Further study could examine whether multi-criteria optimizations, or other approaches that

might directly consider externalities as a cost, show promise for reducing externalities. While

we mentioned one way in which safety routing might be implemented in a more balanced

form in Section 7.5.1, further insight might be gleaned from the social science literature (e.g.

Jane Jacobs).

While the public discourse around Waze inspired some of this work, Waze currently

does not provide a public API. Future work might pursue alternative means of collecting

Waze routes, in part as an automatic means of detecting whether Waze routes are avoiding

new areas. Furthermore, future work could also take advantage of open-source traffic data

(e.g. [216]) to better understand the behavior of commercial mapping platform routes and

explore how alternative routing algorithms react to changes in traffic as well.
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We chose four cities as our geographic context for this study and sought to include cities

from around the world. However, as noted in the discussion of geography and algorithms in

Section 7.5.4, it is very probable that different impacts would be seen in other geographic

contexts, such as in new cities or in suburban and rural areas. An interesting line of work

would involve categorizing different cities based on how these algorithms perform so as to

build a better understanding of how to more effectively target areas for study. In other

words, are there classes of urban structures in which routing algorithms tend to have similar

externalities? Of course, repeating our research in suburban and rural areas is also an

important direction of future work.

We view this research as a first step towards understanding the externalities associated

with various routing criteria. We sought to design our alternative routing algorithms based

on actively-developed open-source libraries (e.g. GraphHopper, map matching) or published

and validated methods (e.g., Empath [82], the k -shortest path approach developed by Quer-

cia et al. [251]). However, there are many parameters and possible approaches to alternative

routing, which, if executed differently, might lead to different results. Similarly, we analyzed

the routes provided by Google and MapQuest for an initial directions request, but it is pos-

sible that these routes would be updated as they are driven in order to take advantage of

shortcuts off of the highways. Finally, we built on previously-published methods to generate

our alternative routes, but incorporating in human assessments of the resultant routes would

provide additional certainty that the routes would be perceived as more scenic or simpler or

safer.
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7.7. Conclusion

In this chapter, we provide the first robust assessment of the externalities associated with

different alternative optimization criteria in geographic vehicle routing. We show that these

externalities are substantial and would not be detected by traditional routing evaluations.

For instance, we find that scenic and safety routing lead to more complex routes — increas-

ing accident risks and other negative effects — as well as substantially increased traffic in

various communities. The community-level impacts vary across different cities, however,

demonstrating that evaluation across multiple geographic contexts is necessary in order to

understand the impact of alternative routing approaches and highlighting the complex re-

lationship between geography and algorithms more generally. We do not find evidence of

negatives externalities arising in Google and MapQuest but release our evaluation platform

so as to support continued evaluation and monitoring of commercial routing platforms. Fi-

nally, we discuss how algorithm designers might better balance the benefits of alternative

optimization criteria with the externalities that can arise through their use.
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Figure 7.2. Routing externality graphs
Comparison of the route-level externalities (rows) by city (columns), distance between the
origin and destination pair (x-axis), and routing algorithm (lines). 99% confidence intervals

calculated through bootstrap resampling. Average travel time (bottom row) for Google
Fastest and MapQuest Fastest routes are not shown because any differences between them

and the GraphHopper routes likely arise from variation in the underlying data for
calculating travel time
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Figure 7.3. Route differences in New York City.
Comparison of alternative routing algorithms and GraphHopper Fastest algorithm, showing
road segments with a significant change in the number of routes that pass over them across
all origin-destination pairs for GraphHopper Scenic (left), Safe (middle), and Simple (right)

routing in New York City. Results for random origin-destination pairs are shown on top
and taxi-sampled origin-destinations are shown on bottom. Blue road segments had more

routes pass over them with the alternative routing algorithm as compared to the
GraphHopper Fastest algorithm, and red road segments had fewer routes pass over them
with the alternative routing algorithm as compared to GraphHopper Fastest. The specific

color thresholds were set by quantiles with the constraint mentioned above that blue
represents increased traffic and red represents decreased traffic. Darker colors indicate a

greater magnitude in the difference in number of routes passing over a given road segment.
Black slanted lines in the GraphHopper Safe maps indicate blocked areas in safety routing.
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Figure 7.4. Route differences in San Francisco.
Comparison of alternative routing algorithms and GraphHopper Fastest algorithm, showing
road segments with a significant change in the number of routes that pass over them across
all origin-destination pairs for GraphHopper Scenic (left), Safe (middle), and Simple (right)
routing in San Francisco. Results for random origin-destination pairs are shown on top and

taxi-sampled origin-destinations are shown on bottom. Blue road segments had more
routes pass over them with the alternative routing algorithm as compared to the

GraphHopper Fastest algorithm, and red road segments had fewer routes pass over them
with the alternative routing algorithm as compared to GraphHopper Fastest. The specific

color thresholds were set by quantiles with the constraint mentioned above that blue
represents increased traffic and red represents decreased traffic. Darker colors indicate a

greater magnitude in the difference in number of routes passing over a given road segment.
Black slanted lines in the GraphHopper Safe maps indicate blocked areas in safety routing.
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Figure 7.5. Audit of Google and Mapquest routes.
Comparison of third-party mapping platforms and GraphHopper Fastest algorithm,

showing road segments with a significant change in the number of routes that pass over
them across all origin-destination pairs for Google (left) and MapQuest (right) routing in

San Francisco (top) and New York City (bottom). Results are shown for random
origin-destination pairs. Blue road segments had more routes pass over them with the

alternative routing algorithm as compared to the GraphHopper Fastest algorithm, and red
road segments had fewer routes pass over them with the alternative routing algorithm as

compared to GraphHopper Fastest. The specific color thresholds were set by quantiles with
the constraint mentioned above that blue represents increased traffic and red represents

decreased traffic. Darker colors indicate a greater magnitude in the difference in number of
routes passing over a given road segment.
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CHAPTER 8

Place Recommendation and Locality Bias

In this chapter, we explore the degree to which geographic collaborative-filtering models

(commonly used in place recommendation) encode location. We develop methods for evalu-

ating the biases embedded within these models and test methods for reducing this locality

bias.1

8.1. Introduction

Place recommendation—i.e. providing users with (personalized) recommendations to

visit places such as restaurants—is an increasingly powerful and commonplace technology.

Foursquare2, Yelp3 and Google4 all have large user bases and provide or have announced that

they will be providing personalized restaurant recommendations. Researchers have studied

variants of place recommendation extensively, such as predicting the rating a user will give

a restaurant [134], next point-of-interest (POI) visited by a user [233, 84, 331, 326, 336,

343, 313, 199, 133, 269, 329] or the next visitors for a given point-of-interest [83, 345,

335].

Collaborative-filtering-based models are a common and straightforward approach to per-

sonalized place recommendations (e.g., [331, 197, 83, 269, 334]). At their simplest, these

1The work presented in this chapter builds on research conducted while I was an intern under the mentorship
of Chris Welty.
2https://www.eater.com/2014/7/23/6182431/foursquare-reveals-overhaul-of-its-recommendation-app
3https://www.digitaltrends.com/social-media/yelp-collections-announced/
4http://www.travelandleisure.com/travel-tips/mobile-apps/google-maps-percentage-match
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models represent users based on which POIs they visit and POIs by who visited them. Rec-

ommendations can then be made for a given user based on what POIs are visited by similar

users. Collaborative filtering is also a natural approach to personalized recommendation in

that it leverages a user’s past history of POI visits to predict their future visits.

There is anecdotal evidence, however, that user-visit collaborative filtering (CF) strongly

encodes location. For instance, the mobility of most people resembles Lévy-flight behav-

ior [32, 45], where the vast majority of their visits occur within a relatively small region.

Places that are nearby are much more likely to have overlapping users (and therefore similar

representations) than places that are further away, regardless of how similar they are. Many

place recommendation approaches explicitly encode geographic location to take advantage of

this (e.g., [331, 197, 83]). Furthermore, as we show, the common approach in the literature

to evaluating place recommendation models—calculating the predicted rank of a held-out

visit against all or a random subset of POIs—strongly favors models that encode location.

While collaborative-filtering models that strongly encode location seemingly have higher

precision at recommendation, we raise a number of concerns about this “locality bias”. It

is not clear to what degree a place recommendation model should encode location and we

could refer to this aspect merely as “spatial representation”, but we refer to this as “bias”,

which carries connotations of deviation from a standard level, for a number of reasons: 1)

as we show in this work, models with higher locality bias do not in fact perform better at

predicting which restaurant an individual attended within a given neighborhood, 2) this lo-

cality bias inhibits model generalization and means that collaborative-filtering-based models

do not make meaningful recommendations in regions outside of where a given user spends

their time distant regions (see §8.2.1), and, 3) given strong patterns of residential segregation

within countries like the United States [2, 286], there is reason to be concerned that models
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that strongly encode location will also reinforce these patterns. Together, these three factors

suggest that the strong encoding of location in collaborative-filtering-based place recommen-

dation models should not be treated as a natural component of these models, but instead a

more spurious relationship between people and locations that these models reflect due to a

reliance on user-visit trace data.

In this paper, we use public data on restaurant visits from Yelp to explore the degree

to which locality bias is in encoded by CF-based methods for place recommendation. We

find strong locality bias in user-visit CF. To overcome this bias, we exploit the intuition that

entities that appear in multiple places but that are semantically similar can serve as bridges

across this locality bias: 1) users who travel more extensively, and 2) chain restaurants

that appear in multiple locations. To evaluate our findings, we propose a new method of

evaluating place recommendation models that does not reward models that encode locality

bias and examine the relationship between locality bias and fairness.

Specifically, we ask the following research questions:

• RQ1: How strongly do user-visit collaborative-filtering embeddings encode location

over other concepts such as a restaurant’s category?

• RQ2: How might we reduce this locality bias in user-visit collaborative-filtering

embeddings?

• RQ3: What is the relationship between locality bias, recommendation accuracy,

and recommendation fairness?

We make the following contributions:
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• Locality Bias: We provide a robust quantitative evaluation of the degree to

which collaborative-filtering-based techniques encode physical location as opposed

to content-based metrics such as restaurant category.

• Place and User Bridges: We demonstrate two approaches for reducing this local-

ity bias within a region without substantially decreasing recommendation accuracy.

• Place Recommendation Evaluation: We introduce a new method for evaluat-

ing place recommendation models that does not favor models that strongly encode

locality bias.

• Provider Fairness: We show that reducing locality bias in the embeddings and

each user’s recommendations does not lead to increased provider fairness—i.e. a

more equal spatial distribution of recommended restaurants across all recommen-

dations.

8.2. Related Work

This work builds on extensive literature learning feature embeddings from co-occurrence

data and how these methods can encode bias that is present in the underlying data. This

bias is explored in the context of place recommendation and provider fairness (see §2.4.2).

8.2.1. Place Recommendation

Personalized place recommendation (also known as POI recommendation, next place pre-

diction, and location-based recommendation) has attracted substantial interest from the

research community.5 At its simplest, this task requires representations of users and repre-

sentations of POIs such that a model can recommend a likely POI for a given user based

5See [333] for a survey of methods.
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upon what is known about them. A common approach to this task is collaborative filtering

over user-visit data (e.g., [331, 334, 133, 42]), where users are represented based on where

they have visited and restaurants are represented based on who has visited them. Intuitively,

the model recommends a POI to a user if similar users have visited that POI. These models

often incorporate additional structural variables such as time-of-day (e.g., [334, 269]) or

inferred categorical preferences (e.g., [343, 133]) and alternative models for performing di-

mensionality reduction (e.g., Bayesian methods [257], metric embeddings [84]), but at their

core they all model users based on their past visit behavior and users who visit the same

POIs are represented similarly.

A major challenge for these recommendation models is whether they simply learn the

areas that a user frequents or can effectively generalize what is inferred about a user’s

tastes in their main area of activity to more distant areas. This question is important to

understanding how well these models generalize and adapt to users who move or wish to

explore outside of their normal patterns. Models that primarily learn location would also

be in danger of reinforcing existing patterns of segregation. User mobility data—i.e. the

locations of the POIs visited by a particular user—displays strong spatial regularity, with

most visits happening within a small physical region [233, 331] and only occasional long-

distance deviations, as modeled by Lévy-flight behavior [32, 45]. Many POI recommendation

models explicitly leverage this locality bias, or the fact that the majority of a user’s visits

happen in a small region, to favor nearby POIs (e.g., [331, 84, 336]).

The most related body of research to the question of whether geographic recommendation

models are truly learning user tastes or largely memorizing location is that of multi-region

recommendation. Research that has explored these questions has largely moved away from

user-visit CF models and depended on topic modeling (e.g., cuisines or other tags associated
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with a POI) or non-personalized attributes such as time-of-day. Yin et al. [332] introduce

their location-content-aware recommender system (LCARS), which builds a topic model for

each POI and models a user’s preference for these topics, allowing them to make predictions

in new cities for a user. Zhang and Wang [341], Xu et al. [327], and Wang et al. [315]

also model places based upon tags associated with them and use this information to make

predictions in distant regions for which traditional user-visit CF methods would fail. Maeda

et al. [199] make predictions in unfamiliar areas (to the user) based upon a place’s overall

popularity, distance to the user’s previous location, and contextual factors such as weather,

but do not take a user-visit CF approach that could leverage a user’s past history of visits.

Ference et al. [85] build a user-visit CF model but also incorporate a user’s social network

in determining similar users for making more distant recommendations.

This body of research is unsatisfying for two reasons. First, it approaches this challenge

primarily from the standpoint of recommendation accuracy. Thus, solutions are judged

effective if they accurately predict check-ins when a user travels but are not evaluated for

how strongly they encode existing spatial patterns. Second, the shift to content-based topic

modeling means that little attention is paid to the root problem, that of the strong locality

bias encoded within user-visit data (and therefore presumably any model trained primarily

on this data). This is a problem that would also likely pertain to other types of models built

on user data with a strong spatial component, such as embeddings trained from local search

queries or page view history.

8.2.2. Embeddings and Bias

Collaborative-filtering approaches to place recommendation generally rely on some form of

dimensionality reduction (e.g., matrix factorization [197], word2vec-style model [83]) such
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Table 8.1. Aggregate statistics for users and restaurants from Yelp dataset
included in the analysis.

Aggregate statistics for users and restaurants from Yelp dataset included in the analysis.

Region # of Reviews # of Users # of POIs # of Chains (# Locations)

Phoenix, AZ, USA 692,124 70,724 12,657 948 (5,897)
Charlotte, NC, USA 136,543 11,941 4,323 361 (1,729)

that each place and user is represented by a low-dimensional vector—i.e. embedding. While

these vector representations allow for efficient predictions, they also provide a way of ex-

amining what a model has learned about a given user or POI. For instance, in language

modeling, word embeddings can encode valuable semantic relationships such as between

“cartography” and “maps”. However, these techniques also preserve undesirable associa-

tions that exist in the data, such as gender- [29] or age-related [63] stereotypes. Researchers

have explored methods of imposing constraints on what is encoded in these word embed-

dings (e.g., [29, 248]). This affordance of embeddings has largely been unexplored in place

recommendation though.

8.3. Data and Methods

The goal of this work is to explore how different choices for representing data about users

and restaurants lead to embeddings that encode different types of relationships and bias.

Thus, for all of the embeddings in this work, the underlying co-occurrence data is represented

as a two-dimensional matrix and we hold the factorization algorithm (and hyper-parameters)

constant across all experiments.
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Table 8.2. Co-occurrence statistics for Phoenix, AZ.

Aggregate statistics for different approaches to representing restaurants and users via
co-occurrence statistics for Phoenix, AZ. For instance, from the first row, we see that there

are 67,977 users with an average of 10.1 reviews and median of 5 reviews, where reviews
are taken as evidence of a visit.

Co-occurrence Row Vocab Size Avg (Med) Row Sum Column Vocab Size Avg (Med) Col Sum

User-Visit CF Users 67977 10.1 (5) Rest. 12657 54.7 (22)

Restaurant-Review Unigrams 32793 449.8 (69) Rest. 12657 1165.4 (836)
Restaurant-Attribute Attributes 164 2357.1 (578) Rest. 12657 30.5 (36)

8.3.1. Yelp Open Dataset

All embeddings are learned from data from the Yelp Open Dataset6, a public dataset pro-

vided by Yelp that contains reviews for restaurants across 11 metropolitan areas as well as

aggregate data about the Yelp venues and users who provided reviews in the dataset. We

focus on Yelp reviews for restaurants7 in the Phoenix, AZ, USA, and Charlotte, NC, USA,

metropolitan areas. Hereafter, we use “Phoenix” and “Charlotte” to refer to these metropol-

itan areas, which also include suburbs such as Scottsdale, AZ, and Concord, NC. Only users

and restaurants with at least five reviews are included. Aggregate statistics are provided in

Table 8.1.

8.3.2. Collaborative Filtering Approaches

For this study, we are primarily interested in learning embeddings for each restaurant, so

as to measure locality bias and explore the ability of the embeddings to capture similarities

across regions. We also need to build representations of each user in order to evaluate

the quality of the restaurant embeddings for personalized place recommendation. For each

research question, we compare three main sources of co-occurrence statistics from which

6https://www.yelp.com/dataset
7Restaurants were defined as all Yelp venues with at least one of “Restaurants”, “Bars”, “Coffee”, or “Food”
in their list of Yelp-defined categories.
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we learn these embeddings, as described below and with descriptive statistics for Phoenix

provided in Table 8.2.

8.3.2.1. User-Visit Collaborative Filtering. For standard user-visit CF, each row cor-

responds to a unique user in the dataset and each column to a unique restaurant. A cell has

a value of one if that user visited that restaurant, otherwise zero. In this straightforward

CF-based approach, users are similar if they go to similar restaurants, and restaurants are

similar if they are visited by similar users. This represents restaurants not by their content

(i.e. what they are), but by who attends them, and therefore tends to capture the relatedness

between restaurants but not necessarily similarities. For example, two restaurants that serve

very similar food and have similar ambiance could share very few visitors and therefore be

represented very differently.

8.3.2.2. Restaurant-Review Content-Based. In this content-based approach, each row

corresponds to a unigram (e.g., “tasty”, “lettuce”) that can be found in the text of the restau-

rant reviews generated by users, and each column corresponds to a unique restaurant (as

with user-visit CF). The cells contain the counts of how many times that unigram appeared

in reviews about that restaurant. The reviews were lower-cased and split into tokens based

on whitespace and punctuation. Stop words were removed from the reviews as well as the

name of the restaurant for that review (e.g., the unigrams “burger” and “king” are removed

for reviews left at “Burger King”). Only words that appeared at least 20 times across the re-

views were retained. This is a content-based approach, where each restaurant is represented

by what has been said about them, so restaurants with similar menus and ambiance likely

will be represented similarly assuming that users discuss these aspects in their reviews.

8.3.2.3. Restaurant-Attribute Content-Based. In this content-based approach, each

row corresponds to an attribute (e.g., “Has-Wifi:True”, “Good-for-Groups”) that Yelp has
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identified for that restaurant, and each column again corresponds to a unique restaurant.

The cells have a value of one if that restaurant was identified as having that attribute by

Yelp, otherwise zero. This is a more high-level content-based approach to representing the

restaurants given that the vocabulary is restricted to a small set of concepts identified by

Yelp.

8.3.3. A Framework for Measuring Bias

There are three clear stages at which bias could be measured in place recommendation: the

underlying data, the representations of restaurants and users learned by the model, and the

recommendations made by the model. For each stage, we design methods for quantifying

the degree to which location or restaurant-specific qualities are being encoded. Then, for a

given change to a geographic hyperparameter (discussed in the next section), the effect can

be measured in terms of how it changes what is or is not learned by the model.

8.3.3.1. Underlying Data. To measure how strongly the underlying data encodes physi-

cal location and restaurant-specific attributes, we compute several descriptive statistics: 1)

average likelihood that any two of a users visits are in the same neighborhood, 2) average

distance between sequential visits by a user, 3) average overlap in restaurant categories be-

tween any two of a users visits. These statistics serve as a baseline against which to check

whether a given place recommendation approach reduces, simply encodes, or amplifies bias.

8.3.3.2. Model Embeddings. Locality or content bias is straightforward to measure in

the underlying human mobility data as described above. It is more ambiguous, however, as

to how to measure these biases in a vector embedding, so we take several, complementary

approaches:
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The first set of metrics directly measure correlations between the embeddings and at-

tributes of the restaurants, and are therefore useful for understanding how strongly the

embeddings encode patterns in the underlying data. Specifically, we measure the average

correlation between the cosine similarity of two restaurant embeddings and 1) distance be-

tween the two restaurants, 2) overlap of neighborhoods8 of the restaurants, and, 3) overlap

between restaurant categories.

To provide insight into the relative prominence of restaurant location vs. attributes in

the embeddings, we design a fourth metric that leverages chain restaurants—i.e. restaurants

with the same name (and therefore generally ownership, menu, atmosphere, etc.) but with

multiple locations. Given that two locations of the same chain restaurant should be very

similar with the only difference being physical location, we can compute the average cosine

similarity of chain locations and compare this to the average cosine similarity between a chain

location and other restaurants in its neighborhood (locality bias) and other restaurants of

the same category (restaurant-attribute bias). If the highest cosine similarity is between

a chain and its other locations, that indicates than an embedding is primarily capturing

categorical concepts like food type or ambiance. If the highest cosine similarity is between

a chain and other restaurants in its neighborhood, however, that indicates high locality bias

as location is embedded more strongly than type of restaurant.

8.3.3.3. Model Recommendations. Finally, we can also look for bias in the outputs of

the algorithm. The standard evaluation of place recommendation algorithms within the

research literature is designed to value models that can readily learn a users location habits.

We design an alternative evaluation that effectively removes this signal and focuses on the

8Neighborhoods are not consistently annotated in the Yelp dataset, so we augment it with neighborhood
boundaries from https://github.com/blackmad/neighborhoods
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restaurant-specific qualities. For instance, if a place recommendation model is trained and

evaluated on data from a given city, there are K restaurants (typically several thousand)

that a user could potentially visit. If each user has ni visits, the model might be trained

on each users first ni−1 visits and evaluated on how well it predicts the nth visit. To do so,

for each user,9 a ranked list is generated based on the likelihood of visiting each of the K

restaurants according to the model. Precision-@k is then reported, where if k = 10, this

would be the proportion of the time where the held-out nth restaurant is in the first ten

spots on the ranked list. By comparing the models predictions for all restaurants despite

the fact that most people visit restaurants in only a few areas that are close to them, this

evaluation approach requires models to effectively learn which areas a user visits.

We design an evaluation approach that does not reward models for learning physical

location (as an extension to [332]). Though evaluation metrics are not a geographic hyper-

parameter in the actual model (i.e. they do not figure into supervised learning), they do

dictate what sorts of approaches researchers take to improve place recommendation tech-

nologies in general. In practice (e.g., Google Maps, Yelp, TripAdvisor), place recommenda-

tion models generally know a users current (or desired) location and provide a ranked list

of nearby restaurants. This approach highlights how well a model learns a users specific

tastes in restaurants, not their preference in location. To recreate this approach in offline

evaluations, this work adjusts the evaluation to only ask the model to rank the k (we use

15) restaurants that include the restaurant visited by the user and k − 1 physically closest

restaurants.

9For the embeddings that do not have users as a component (i.e. restaurant-review and restaurant-attribute
embeddings), we inferred an embedding for the user based upon the average embedding from the restaurants
that they had visited. We also experimented with a weighted average of their visits with more recent visits
receiving more weight but saw little difference in the results.
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By comparing a models precision in the classic evaluation versus the alternative, location-

agnostic evaluation approach, we can see how changes to geographic hyperparameters might

affect how well the model learns location vs. aspects of the restaurant that are not connected

to location. Specifically, if a model performs worse on the classic evaluation but equally well

or better in the alternative evaluation, this indicates that locality bias is not pure signal but

also contains noise that does not improve recommendations while still reinforcing existing

mobility patterns.

8.3.4. Bias vs. Accuracy and Fairness

Finally, in RQ3, we examine the relationship between bias in the model, as measured in

the ways described above, and the accuracy and fairness of recommendations. Accuracy

is straightforward: we simply compare the precision-@k for each model in the alternative,

location-agnostic evaluation. Provider fairness (P-fairness, see §2.4.2) is a measure of how eq-

uitable is the distribution of recommendations—i.e. does the model consistently recommend

the same restaurants or a more diverse selection?

Unlike traditional metrics for item diversity, which focus on the diversity of a given

ranking for a user, P-fairness is an evaluation of the diversity of all recommendations over

a representative set of users. Lacking a dataset of local search queries, we take our test

set of Yelp users as a representative set of queries. We look at P-fairness in two ways: the

entropy of restaurants recommended and entropy of recommendations in each neighborhood.

Higher entropy values indicate a more uniform distribution of restaurants / neighborhoods

recommended and therefore greater P-fairness. We calculate these metrics based on the

rankings produced by the traditional place recommendation model. We use the traditional
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place recommendation model so as to understand whether the model is favoring particular

restaurants or neighborhoods when location does not constrain the recommendations.

8.3.5. Geographic Hyperparameters

This section provides a foundation for thinking about geographic hyperparameters (see §2.5

for a more general overview) in place recommendation. For our first research question, we

leave these geographic hyperparameters at their default settings and measure the resulting

bias in the embeddings and recommendations. For our second research question, we build on

two intuitions described below, and corresponding interventions, into how to reduce the mag-

nitude of locality bias in the user-visit CF embeddings. We simply re-run the bias evaluation

tasks from RQ1 on the bias-adjusted embeddings and compare. Because both sets of embed-

dings have the same training set of users and restaurants for which embeddings are learned

as well as held-out test set of visits for recommendation evaluation, direct comparisons can

be made.

8.3.5.1. Distance Decay. At first glance, the simplest approach to place recommenda-

tion is rather geography-agnostic. Just as might be done with movie recommendation via

user-item collaborative filtering, matrix factorization (e.g., Funks SVD) is used to learn

embeddings of restaurants and users based on a user-restaurant co-occurrence matrix and

then the dot product of a given user embedding and restaurant embedding indicates the

relative likelihood that that user would visit that restaurant. This description hides some

implicit geographic choices though that were made, specifically distance decay both in the

co-occurrence statistics and evaluation.

In movie recommendation, it is presumably just as easy to watch one movie as any other,

so the overall frequency with which all users watch a movie is a good proxy for how much
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to weight the surprise when an individual user does or does not watch it. Within place

recommendation and user-visit data, this assumption is more tenuous. If the data covers

even a somewhat large geographic region—e.g., more than 10 kilometers across [233]—

the distance between a restaurant and where a user generally goes in the course of their

day will lead to user-specific costs for each restaurant that may not correlate with the

overall frequency with which users attend a given restaurant. This imbalance between global

frequency and user-specific frequency leads to the model more heavily weighting visits to

restaurants close to a user even if they are quite convenient (and would be much more

surprising if they had not happened) while likely underweighting more distant visits made

by the user that might indicate a specific interest.

8.3.5.2. Reducing Locality Bias through Users. Our first approach to reducing locality

bias in place recommendation manipulates the underlying data at the user-level. We amplify

data from users who do travel, building on the intuition that visits that are further from

a user’s dominant locale indicate greater effort, and thus should be weighted more than a

nearby visit. For each user, we compute their “home location” as the geometric medoid of

their visits. Rather than representing a user’s visit to a restaurant as a simple one in the

co-occurrence matrix, we represent it as one plus whichever of these two distances is smaller:

the distance between that restaurant and the user’s home location, or, the distance between

that restaurant and the user’s previous visit. We refer to this approach as distance-weighted

CF. This should reduce locality bias by more strongly connecting distant restaurants.

8.3.5.3. Reducing Locality Bias through Places. Our second approach to reducing

locality bias in place recommendation manipulates the underlying data at the restaurant-

level. We note that certain restaurants have more than one location—i.e. franchise chain

restaurants, such as McDonald’s or Ruth’s Chris Steak House, as well as local restaurants
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that have a few locations. The different locations of a restaurant receive a different set of

users, but we hypothesize that that is mainly a function of convenience and not reflective

of strong differences in food, ambiance, or other qualities between the locations. Therefore,

we define all restaurant names that are associated with at least two locations as chain

restaurants.10 When a user visits a chain restaurant, we randomly choose one of the locations

for that chain restaurant to record as the visit. We refer to this as chain-swapped CF. This

should reduce locality bias by geographically spreading out a user’s visits without changing

their “expressed tastes.”

8.3.6. Representation Learning Algorithm

To learn the CF embeddings for the different representations of users and restaurants, we

take a common approach of matrix factorization over co-occurrence statistics (e.g., [43,

327, 197]). Specifically, to learn user and restaurant embeddings via matrix factorization,

we use the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) loss [257] and as implemented in [176]. To

verify the trends we saw with BPR, we also tested singular-value decomposition (SVD) and

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF), both of which we found produced qualitatively

similar results and identical conclusions. Both SVD and NMF have been validated for place

recommendation (e.g., [197, 333]).

8.4. Results

In RQ1, we examine bias within the standard user-visit CF approach to place recommen-

dation (examining the underlying data, model embeddings, and recommendation accuracy

10We examined this list and verified that this simple heuristic indeed largely captures restaurants that are
directly related to each other, both classic chain restaurants like McDonald’s and local restaurants with
multiple locations.
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as detailed in §8.3.3). In RQ2, we explore how the user bridges and place bridges reduce

this locality bias. Finally, in RQ3, we explore how locality bias then relates to recommen-

dation accuracy and fairness. For all estimates, 99% confidence intervals are bootstrapped

via resampling with 1000 iterations. Chain restaurants are excluded from the analysis of

locality bias and recommendation accuracy because they were directly manipulated in the

chain-swapped embeddings. We focus on Phoenix, AZ, and Charlotte, NC, here, but found

similar results across the other metropolitan areas that we tested: Las Vegas, NV, USA;

Cleveland, OH, USA; Pittsburgh, PA, USA; Toronto, ON, Canada.

8.4.1. RQ1: Baseline Underlying Data

As baseline data against which to measure the bias in embeddings, we calculated location

bias in the underlying Yelp data (Table 8.3). This baseline data includes both lower limit

to location and category overlap, which is computed as average relationship between two

restaurants that are selected at random. It also includes the likelihood of overlap as com-

puted from the Yelp check-in training data, which is the average of the overlap computed

individually for each user. We note, as expected, that users demonstrate strong spatial and

category homophily, consistently choosing restaurants that are in a small geographic area

and of similar type. If the bias in the embeddings fall between these two estimates, the model

has decreased the bias in the underlying data. If the bias in the embeddings is approximately

the same as in the underlying data, the model has simply encoded the what exists in the

data. And if the bias in the model is greater than in the underlying data, it has amplified

the bias.
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Table 8.3. Baseline bias in Yelp check-in data

Baseline data for location and category overlap between restaurants. Each measure has
low-end estimates (“Random”: selecting two restaurants at random and computing the

metric) and likelihoods based on the user-visit data (“User Average”: average of the metric
computed for each user). Neighborhood overlap is the proportion of time two restaurants

are in the same neighborhood. Physical Distance is the average distance in kilometers
between two check-ins. Category overlap is the proportion of the time two restaurants are

in the same main category per Yelp.

City
Neighborhood Overlap Physical Distance (km) Category Overlap

Random User Average Random User Average Random User Average

Charlotte, NC 0.062 0.438 21.423 km 10.066 km 0.073 0.357

Phoenix, AZ 0.070 0.588 25.865 km 12.963 km 0.079 0.395

8.4.2. RQ1: Locality Bias in Model Embeddings

We find consistent evidence of locality bias within user-visit CF-based embeddings as com-

pared to our content-based embeddings. Figure 8.1 shows the proportion of time for which

a given restaurant and its k-th nearest neighbor, based on cosine similarity of embeddings,

are in the same neighborhood for the data from Phoenix, AZ. If the embeddings did not

encode location at all, the likelihood that two restaurants are in the same neighborhood

was determined empirically to be 7% in Phoenix (Table 8.3, Neighborhood Overlap - Ran-

dom). For the Restaurant-Review and Restaurant-Attribute embeddings, the likelihood that

a restaurant’s nearest neighbor is in the same neighborhood is slightly above this baseline at

14% and 11% (Pearson correlations ρ of 0.046 and 0.014, which are significant at 99% confi-

dence but also reflect minimal locality bias). A restaurant’s nearest neighbor in the standard

user-visit CF embeddings is in the same neighborhood 50% of the time though (ρ=0.268),

substantially higher than baseline, but also still lower than what we see in the underlying

data. This suggests that the model did not fully encode the locality bias in check-in data.

We see supporting trends when examining the physical distance separating a restaurant and

each of its k-nearest neighbors.
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Figure 8.1. Locality Bias for embeddings from Phoenix, AZ, USA metropolitan
area.

Locality Bias for embeddings from Phoenix, AZ, USA metropolitan area. Content-based
embeddings (Restaurant-Review and Restaurant-Attribute) demonstrate very little

correlation between embedding similarity and a restaurant’s neighborhood. User-Visit
Collaborative-Filtering embeddings demonstrate more positive correlations, though

chain-swapping and distance-weighting decreases this locality bias.

Figure 8.2 provides additional evidence of locality bias in user-visit CF embeddings.

Within the user-visit CF embeddings, the average cosine similarity between a given location

of a chain restaurant and that chain’s other locations, which one might expect are nearly

identical, is significantly less than the average cosine similarity between a given location of a

chain restaurant and a random restaurant from the same neighborhood. This indicates that

the user-visit CF embeddings encode location more strongly than content-related concepts

such as menu items or price.

8.4.3. RQ2: Effect of User and Place Bridges

In RQ1, we determined that user-visit CF embeddings encode strong locality bias, so we now

turn towards understanding how we might overcome that locality bias. We examined two
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Figure 8.2. Chain-based comparison of locality bias in embeddings.
For each embedding, comparison of the average cosine similarity between a location of a

given chain restaurant and other locations of that chain, restaurants in the same
neighborhood, and restaurants in the same category. Higher cosine similarity with other

restaurants in the neighborhood as compared to other locations of the chain or restaurants
in the same category indicates greater locality bias, at the expense of identifying

“semantically-similar” restaurants.

potential mechanisms for reducing the locality bias within the embeddings while (hopefully)

retaining the valuable signal about people’s tastes for restaurants. The first mechanism was

through user bridges, or people who visit restaurants across multiple areas. We amplify

this signal by recording a visit in the co-occurrence matrix from which the embeddings are

learned not as a one for all visits, but as the distance between that restaurant and the user’s

“home” location or previous visit, whichever distance is shorter. The second mechanism that

we tested was through place bridges, or restaurants with multiple locations in a city. For

a user’s visit to a given chain location, we randomly choose one of the chain’s locations to
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record in the co-occurrence matrix, reducing the degree to which a user’s visits tend to be

focused in a physically-constrained region.

We find encouraging results that we can decrease the locality bias of the embeddings. We

see in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 that the user bridges and place bridges both significantly decrease

the locality bias encoded in the embeddings. The Spearman correlation between neighbor-

hood overlap and embedding similarity reflects this decrease in locality bias, dropping from

ρ=0.268 with the user-visit CF embeddings to ρ=0.245 for the chain-swapped embeddings

and ρ=0.235 for the distance-weighted embeddings.

8.4.4. RQ3: Bias, Accuracy, and P-fairness

In RQ3, we start by asking whether our interventions to reduce locality bias also reduced the

accuracy of place recommendation. We examine two evaluations of the place recommenda-

tion model’s performance: the traditional approach, which preserves location by evaluating a

model within the context of an entire region, and the approach proposed in this work, which

controls for location by restricting the model evaluation to a much smaller region containing

just 15 restaurants. We posit that performing well on the location-controlled evaluation is

the better measure of the efficacy of a place recommendation model. If a model has better

performance on the location-preserved evaluation, then that indicates that it has encoded

locality bias that does not actually help to distinguish which restaurant best aligns with a

user’s tastes in an area.

Figure 8.3 shows the recommendation accuracy per each evaluation approach for each

of the embedding methods in Phoenix, AZ. We immediately notice the poor performance of

the Restaurant-Attribute embeddings, which is not surprising given the simplicity of their
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underlying data. We ignore them for the rest of the analysis. In the location-preserving eval-

uation, we see the standard user-visit CF embeddings perform best, followed by the locality-

bias-reduced embeddings and content-based embeddings. In fact, the relative differences in

performance match remarkably well with the degree to which each model encodes location

(Figure 8.1). These results mirror many studies that find that content-based embeddings are

less effective than collaborative-filtering embeddings. In the location-controlled evaluation,

however, the other embeddings all perform equally well. This includes the content-based

Restaurant-Review embeddings, which is a surprising result. This indicates that the locality

bias encoded by the standard user-visit CF embeddings is largely noise in the sense that it

is not predictive of what restaurant a user will visit when location is already fixed.

We now explore whether these interventions, by reducing locality bias, led to a more

equitable distribution of recommendations across the region—i.e. greater provider fairness.

We look at the entropy of recommendations that a model makes sat a given rank across

all of the users. We measure entropy in terms of the individual restaurants as well as

the neighborhoods where the restaurants are located. High entropy values would indicate

that a model recommends many different restaurants across many neighborhoods when its

recommendations are viewed in aggregate.

Table 8.4 shows the entropy of recommendations at different ranks. Higher entropy

values indicate a more uniform distribution of neighborhoods (first three columns of results)

and individual restaurants (second set of columns) in the traditional place recommendation

rankings. We see that chain-swapping, despite reducing locality bias, actually leads to a less

uniform distribution of restaurants and neighborhoods in its predictions. Distance-weighting

leads to a higher entropy (more equitable distribution) in terms of neighborhoods, but lower

entropy for individual restaurants. This suggests that while it leads to recommendations
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Table 8.4. Provider fairness: entropy of place recommendations.

This table shows the entropy of recommendations at a given rank across all the test users.
The entropy is calculated both by neighborhood—i.e. are restaurants from many different

neighborhoods recommended or just a few—and restaurant—i.e. are many different
restaurants recommended or just a few. Higher entropy values indicate greater distribution

and therefore greater provider fairness.

entropy@rank
Neighborhood All Restaurants

Simple Chain-Swapped Distance-Weighted Simple Chain-Swapped Distance-Weighted

entropy@1: 3.269 3.007 3.288 5.349 5.139 4.783

entropy@2: 3.369 3.128 3.572 6.082 5.821 5.908
entropy@3: 3.436 3.221 3.604 6.489 6.232 6.276

entropy@4: 3.479 3.28 3.682 6.768 6.505 6.535
entropy@5: 3.503 3.313 3.688 6.97 6.737 6.744

entropy@6: 3.512 3.324 3.667 7.164 6.916 6.894

entropy@7: 3.522 3.34 3.672 7.356 7.095 7.058
entropy@8: 3.533 3.359 3.678 7.506 7.243 7.182

entropy@9: 3.55 3.374 3.652 7.648 7.381 7.303

entropy@10: 3.555 3.387 3.683 7.756 7.499 7.408
entropy@11: 3.558 3.418 3.7 7.866 7.617 7.537

entropy@12: 3.568 3.437 3.695 7.953 7.725 7.631

entropy@13: 3.585 3.43 3.704 8.054 7.803 7.708
entropy@14: 3.583 3.47 3.709 8.124 7.899 7.787

entropy@15: 3.582 3.465 3.696 8.182 7.955 7.841

across a wider range of neighborhoods, it consistently elevates specific restaurants in these

neighborhoods. Though these trends hold across the first fifteen ranks, the entropy at the

first positions is of utmost importance given that users have a strong bias towards clicking

on the top-ranked results [154]. These results indicate that reducing locality bias within

the embeddings and a given user’s rankings does not immediately lead to a greater spatial

distribution of recommendations and improved provider-fairness.

8.5. Discussion

8.5.1. Balancing Locality Bias

While it is not clear what magnitude of locality bias is ideal in representations of users or

POIs, there are good reasons to not directly encode the locality bias exhibited in past mobility

behavior. Additional research should further explore this balance. In this research, we have

demonstrated instances in which it may be beneficial to reduce locality bias. The strong
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(a) Location-Preserving Evaluation (b) Location-Controlling Evaluation

Figure 8.3. Place recommendation precision for each embedding in Phoenix,
AZ. The location-preserving task evaluates a place recommendation model on
its ability to rank all restaurants in a large region while the location-controlling
task focuses on a small neighborhood. For both settings, the task is to choose
which of the restaurants is the held-out visit for a user. Baseline accuracy, the
straight diagonal line, is the random chance of ranking the held-out restaurant
in the top k places. 99% confidence intervals are shown, but can be very tight.

degree to which user-visit CF encodes a POI’s location hindered useful comparisons across

large distances and we found that reducing locality bias did not decrease recommendation

accuracy. There are also strong arguments that people’s spatial patterns are not purely

choice, but, at least in the United States, have been driven by governmental policies as well

(e.g., [263, 2]). Allowing for greater flexibility in place recommendation algorithms, such

that do not purely reinforce dominant past mobility behavior, is then an important direction

of study. This has been explored in related domains, such as Hirnschall et al. [145], who

examined how to incentivize Airbnb users to stay at homes with fewer reviews, and Ensign

et al. [80], who demonstrated that feedback loops in predictive policing due to historical

patterns in crime data could direct police resources disproportionately towards certain areas,

missing the true geographic spread of crime that occurs in a city.

This work also uncovers a pitfall of bias-reduction techniques. By focusing on reducing

locality bias within the embeddings and a user’s recommendations, the model did not produce
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more equitable recommendations across all users. In fact, the top-ranked restaurants after

bias reduction were more concentrated in fewer neighborhoods. This suggests that new

techniques may be needed to account for provider-fairness directly.

8.6. Future Work and Limitations

This work provides an initial exploration into how to measure bias within geographic

embeddings and reduce locality bias within user-visit collaborative-filtering embeddings. Our

dataset was specific to US cities, so expanding to other countries and datasets (e.g., composed

of trace data such as phone GPS or click-streams from web queries) would provide insight into

how this challenge of locality bias surfaces in other sources of geographic data. Additionally,

given the ubiquitousness of map and place recommendation applications (e.g., Yelp), these

datasets are likely affected by past implementations of place recommendation algorithms.

User experiments would be necessary to truly understand the quality of recommendations.

We tested a few simple approaches to learn embeddings, but other approaches, such as

graph-based techniques, might introduce different biases.

Further study should expand on the mixed results from debiasing in this work. Better

results might be achieved through adapting more advanced techniques for debiasing [29] or

adversarial objectives [248] to removing locality bias in place recommendation embeddings.

Additionally, techniques that promote diversity in rankings (e.g., [231]) should be explored

to determine whether they might improve provider-fairness.
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8.7. Conclusion

We explore locality bias in user-visit collaborative filtering, a common approach to per-

sonalized place recommendation models. We find that user-visit collaborative filtering ap-

proaches strongly encode physical location when compared to content-based approaches.

While this locality bias derives from the nature of human mobility data and is often a core

aspect of place recommendation, it is also not clearly a desirable feature as it encodes ex-

isting patterns and reduces the effectiveness of comparing users and restaurants separated

by larger distances. We introduce two techniques for controlling this locality bias: user and

place bridges. Within a city, amplifying users who bridge neighborhoods (i.e. users who

further from home) and places that bridge neighborhoods (i.e. chains) reduces this locality

bias while maintaining recommendation accuracy. We find, however, that these locality-bias-

reduction techniques do not lead to greater provider-fairness. That is, the distribution of

restaurants and neighborhoods in the top-most recommendations across all users actually is

less equitable after applying these corrections.
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CHAPTER 9

Geographic Embeddings

In this chapter, we adapt techniques from natural language processing to support geo-

graphic representation learning and explore how we might evaluate the bias encoded in the

resulting embeddings.1

9.1. Introduction

There is an acknowledged disconnect between, on one hand, the rich literature in the

field of human geography on how people and communities vary in their characteristics across

space, and, on the other hand, how we often operationalize geography in spatial computer

modeling and prediction [8, 220, 281, 110]. Representing places (e.g. a city) is an important

consideration because the characteristics of a place are critical context in understanding and

predicting how individuals will behave—e.g., how people vote [100, 159, 287], where they

might visit [22, 233, 331], adoption of ride-sharing services [47, 259, 301].

Approaches to statistical modeling of spatial processes have largely represented geography

at its simplest—i.e. as space with distance determining the similarity of two places—and

ignored the richness of details that determine how related one region is to another—i.e.

place. However, when attempts are made to extend representations of geography beyond

distance (e.g. by incorporating in population demographic variables), the models often are

complex, constrained to a scale and region that has the requisite data, and therefore do not

generalize outside the specific bounds of the study. Determining the most effective variables

1The work presented in this chapter builds on research in collaboration with Brent Hecht and Shilad Sen.
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and scale at which to study a phenomenon (e.g. via grid search) is often intractable due to

the complexity of point-in-polygon or nearest-neighbor operations.

Recently, there has been an exploration of methods that go beyond distance and popula-

tion demographics and seek to take advantage of the large volumes of (open) geographic data

to help to characterize the complex ties between different places—e.g., social media such as

photos [251, 270], tags [22, 162, 252], or location check-ins [55, 59, 185, 309, 349], peer-

produced content such as OpenStreetMap [59, 212, 309], Yelp [8], and Wikipedia [272],

sensor data such as mobile phone metadata [28, 59], satellite imagery [152, 297], or Google

Street View imagery [69, 100, 226]. This body of research has demonstrated the promise

of large, noisy geographic datasets to provide useful signals in specific geographic problems

such as POI recommendation, predicting demographic attributes, learning flexible regions,

or determining the similarity of places.

Furthermore, by departing from sources such as census statistics that may be infrequent

or highly aggregated to trace data that is more real-time and fine-grained, these approaches

have shown promise for bringing the benefits of research and internet technologies to these

regions that traditionally have lacked data—e.g., many countries in Africa [28, 69, 152].

Assuming that these models are carefully developed, this is a valuable opportunity to help

reduce the burden of contribution in these regions as opposed to merely reflect existing

structural inequalities.

There is tension, though, between what patterns a designer intends a model to learn,

and the patterns that the model actually learns. That is, are these new sources of data truly

replacements for more structured and direct measurements like censuses or rather fragile

or problematic proxies for the patterns that we actually seek to predict? An illustrative

example is Penny, an AI system trained to predict a neighborhood’s median income from
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satellite imagery [26]. Penny was designed to be interactive and encourage users to explore

their and the models’ biases (the online platform allows users to add elements to a region

and see how the predicted income changes) [26]. News coverage of the platform discusses

limitations such as correlation does not imply causation and the the lack of explanations for

the predictions, but a glance at the headlines (e.g., “An AI That Predicts a Neighborhoods

Wealth From Space” [108], “A Mapping Machine Identifies Wealth From Space” [26]) reveals

that it is accepted that the model has learned to identify wealth from satellite imagery.

While predicting wealth is the goal, the potential biases or other patterns that the model

might have learned and end up reinforcing if this type of model was actually used to track

wealth (e.g., [152]) would appear manifold. For example, there are very strong correlations

between wealth and race in the US [174] and a long history of residential segregation (see

§ 2.2), separate models for Penny had to be trained for each city [108] and related models

have found that many of these signals are only robust predictors in their local context [320].

If Penny actually encoded race as opposed to income, this could result in a greater burden

being placed on minority communities to prove their wealth, which would be problematic

for contexts like predicting the value of homes2 or economic opportunity [149]. It is not

clear, however, how one might evaluate to what degree Penny, and related models, may be

encoding these biases.

The goal of the research contained within this chapter is to help balance 1) the general

promise of using geographic trace data to build useful predictive models, with, 2) the chal-

lenge of understanding what additional patterns are encoded in these models. To satisfy

these two goals, we develop general methods for learning from geographic trace data that

also afford direct evaluation of their biases. Specifically, we build on past work that uses

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/zillow-prize-1
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open geographic data, but focus on the challenge of learning general representations—i.e.

embeddings—of places from this data. While incorporating open geographic data directly

to solve specific tasks (as outlined above) will generally lead to higher performance than

building general embeddings as an intermediate step, general embeddings have the following

important properties that support both of our goals:

• General embeddings provide a unique tool for exploring the nature of large datasets

(e.g. biases) and developing methods for removing some of these negative aspects.

That is, they are highly extensible.

• Openly-available general embeddings can greatly reduce obstacles to incorporating

geographic context into spatial models and allow fine-tuning from smaller datasets

without overfitting. Many machine learning frameworks are developed to incorpo-

rate embeddings as a standard input.

• With careful choices regarding a minimum level of aggregation, general embeddings

learned from sensitive data (e.g. mobile phone location traces, which might be the

only or most representative data available for a region [28] can still be distributed

openly.

These benefits have been validated in the natural-language and image-processing commu-

nities. Openly-available, pre-trained general representations of words (e.g. Google News em-

beddings [219] have provided an incredibly valuable tool for tackling complex challenges such

as image captioning (e.g. [165]), making natural language processing tutorials far more acces-

sible (e.g. [46]), and understanding the nature of different text corpora (e.g. [16, 29, 63]).

Likewise, openly-available, pre-trained image processing models (e.g. VGG16, which was

trained on ImageNet [288]) have allowed researchers to focus on specific image processing
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tasks where there is much less supervised data available (e.g., economic prediction from

satellite imagery in African countries [152]). These benefits have not been without draw-

backs though: word embeddings have been widely shown to encode gender biases [29, 38],

which then are incorporated into downstream technologies like machine translation tech-

nologies until platforms acknowledge the issue and develop solutions that account for these

biases—e.g., Google Translate [158].

Specifically, in this chapter, we adapt natural language processing methods to learn

representations of place (geographic embeddings) from two different datasets of geographic

traces: 1) OpenStreetMap tags and 2) Flickr photos. user tags from Flickr photos. We

explore how findings from prior chapters can guide choices of geographic hyperparameters

(see §2.5) in the preprocessing and learning algorithms.

We evaluate what is encoded within these geographic embeddings by evaluating their

effectiveness at predicting various demographic attributes. We find that:

• Embeddings learn sufficient information: all are better than random but generally

fall short of the amount of content encoded by three census attributes.

• Race is an outlier: the embeddings encode more information about race than aux-

iliary census attributes.

• Generalization: While OSM tags perform best under standard testing where census

tracts are randomly held-out, there is some evidence that Flickr tags may best

generalize when entire regions are held-out.

Finally, given that these geographic embeddings represent a novel way of encoding and

understanding geography, we discuss their limitations as well as how concepts from the
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geography and machine learning communities might further extend their development and

potential uses.

9.2. Related Work

On top of the extensive background contained in Section 2.5, we provide more context

about representation learning below.

9.2.1. Representation Learning

Over the last several years, large gains have been made in natural language modeling in part

due to improvements in the ability to learn general, unsupervised representations of complex

entities such as words—e.g. skip-gram modeling [219]) as vectors that can be efficiently fed

into neural networks [23]. That any individual who is building language models can start

with a pre-trained set of representations (e.g., word embeddings) greatly reduces the volume

of data (and therefore training costs) necessary to achieve high accuracies in other language

tasks such as word sense disambiguation [148, 165].

Within geography, there is no common set of place representations or method of learning

embeddings that are available to researchers or practitioners. Researchers have focused on

specific tasks such as applying clustering techniques to learn unsupervised regions (e.g. [55,

340, 162]), sequence modeling techniques such as word2vec to place visits to support place

recommendation tasks [83], and image-processing techniques to satellite imagery to predict

human attributes (e.g. [152]). We seek to extend representation learning to geography such

that the resultant embeddings can be readily incorporated into a wide variety of geographic

prediction tasks.
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Table 9.1. Representation learning datasets.

Descriptive statistics of each dataset from which geographic embeddings were learned.
Dataset Filtering # Unique Tags # Total Tags
OpenStreetMap Default (all tags) 7,034,615 40,982,241
OpenStreetMap Filtered 119,207 15,384,843
Flickr YFCC100M User tags 461,189 23,828,323
Flickr YFCC100M Machine-learned tags 1,570 21,457,049

9.3. Data and Methods

Below we motivate and describe the choices that we made in constructing the pipeline

through which we learned and evaluated our geographic embeddings. Just as machine learn-

ing algorithms often have important hyperparameters that determine their efficacy (e.g.,

learning rates, regularization), we have geographic hyperparameters, which are design de-

cisions that directly relate to the how a place is represented in the final embeddings. Ge-

ographic hyperparameters present a unique challenge in adapting methods developed for

language corpora to a geographic context. We describe these choices as well as the represen-

tation learning algorithm that we adapted for use and how we evaluate the impact of these

choices through a demographic prediction task.

9.3.1. Data Sources

Perhaps the most important geographic hyperparameter when building embeddings is the

choice of dataset. The resulting embeddings, as a dimensionality reduction, will encode the

biases contained within the dataset. For an overview of potential choices, see Table 2.1. In

this work, we build embeddings from two very different sources of geographic data: Open-

StreetMap and Flickr. Details of each dataset are provided in Table 9.1.
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9.3.1.1. OpenStreetMap. OpenStreetMap (OSM) is an open, crowd-sourced map of the

world that contains information about the physical world (e.g. locations of administrative

boundaries, buildings, roads, trees) as well as structured tags that describe these entities

(e.g. addresses, business types, road speeds, tree species) in the form of key:value pairs like

“amenity:church”. Because OSM is an openly-editable platform, it accepts all types of data

contributions with minimal guidelines as to what information is expected. OpenStreetMap

tags should provide a rich source of data for learning representations of places based on

what exists there and the attributes of these objects. They also present many challenges

though. For instance, OSM has accepted bulk uploads of governmental datasets throughout

its history and thus much of the tag data pertains to metadata that has a more tenuous

connection to geography (e.g. upload dates, information source). Additional challenges

include variable coverage [275], propensity towards bot-generated content in rural areas

(§4), varying conventions about how to select tags [123], and other biases that commonly

appear in online systems [293].

Given these data quality challenges, we explore two sets of tags from OpenStreetMap: 1) a

default approach where no tags are filtered out with the intuition that the default parameters

for the representation learning algorithm (described below and uses negative sampling, which

downplays the importance of high-frequency tokens) would be sufficient to filter out much

of the noise, and, 2) a theory-motivated approach where one author went through the 1000

most common key values in OpenStreetMap tags for North America (representing 73% of

total tags) and removed any tags that did not refer to general characteristics of places

(i.e. removed tags such as place names, administrative codes, miscellaneous identifiers that

would only have a coincidental tie to geography such as upload dates or data sources). The

remaining tags encode both aspects of physical geography (e.g. information about land
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cover, bodies of water, trees) and human geography (e.g. types of roads, businesses, zoning),

which are important components of place [25]. While there is a degree of arbitrariness in

this procedure, it reflects a first-principles and best-effort approach to remove noise and only

include information that should reasonably inform the paragraph-vector model about the

nature of a given place.

9.3.1.2. Flickr. In order to better understand the effects of selecting OSM tags, a peer-

produced dataset, we also examine Flickr tags. Flickr is a social media photos platform.

We use a public dataset of Flickr photos (YFCC100M [302]), selecting just the photos

that are geolocated to the regions for which we build embeddings. Each photo is labeled

with two types of tags that we consider: user-provided tags, which are unstructured but

potentially provide much more insight into how people view a place, and automatically-

generated tags (and probabilities) from a deep-learning AlexNet model fine-tuned to classify

each photo based on 1570 different concepts (e.g., architecture, lake, quirky). Though both

tag datasets reflect the same underlying photographs, they represent two very different means

of representing them. As with OpenStreetMap, we build separate embeddings for each type

of tag.

9.3.2. Unit of Aggregation

A major decision made in spatial modeling is the scale at which the data will be represented.

As discussed in Section 2.5.3, different units encode different burdens of producing content

and map better or worse to the spatial process being studied. We can choose between

administrative units, which generally better reflect human geography, and grid systems,

which are much more computationally efficient but ignore political and social boundaries.
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We can also choose the scale at which we aggregate the data. In this work, we implement

and compare both options: a grid-based system and administrative units.

For the grid-based system, we use OpenLocationCode (OLC),3 a hierarchical grid system

with constant-time operations for determining which grid cell contains a given latitude-

longitude coordinate. The first five levels of the original OLC hierarchy have grid cells with

lengths of approximately 2200km, 110km, 5.5km, 275m, and 14m. The OLC scales were

designed to simplify address geocoding though, not to optimally model human geography.4

For the administrative units, we select census tracts. Census tracts were chosen for

several reasons: 1) they are the smallest-level units for which there is comprehensive census

data available (necessary for the task described below), 2) they are relatively consistent in

population, which ensures a more even amount of content for each census tract, and, 3)

they are of a size that tends to capture residential segregation dynamics per [286], which

is a strong motivation for understanding how geographic trace data captures potentially

undesirable patterns.

9.3.3. Representation Learning Algorithm

We adapted methods from the natural language understanding community to learn our

geographic embeddings. Given that all of our datasets are in the form of tags that are asso-

ciated with a given spatial unit, we can apply a consistent representation learning algorithm

to each dataset. Specifically, we use Paragraph-Vector (or doc2vec) [184], with adaptations

as described in this section to make it more suitable to the geographic realm.5

3http://openlocationcode.com/
4To capture a wider range of scales, we also redesigned and tested an OLC hierarchy that only scaled by
a factor of 5 at each step (as opposed to 20). Specifically, the grid cells in our version lengths of 625km,
125km, 25km, 5km, 1km, and 200m. We found minimal difference.
5We also tested LDA models but found that they performed less well.
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Le et al. [184] introduce a technique to learn vector representations for variable-length

documents—i.e. not just a single word as in word2vec [219] but a collection of words that

together define a document such as a movie review. Paragraph-vector is an unsupervised

technique where the model learns a fixed-length vector representation of a given “document”

iteratively through backpropagation by attempting to predict words contained within that

document using that document’s representation and other words in the document as context.

We adapt this technique to each of our four datasets of tags by collecting all of the

tags from that dataset that are contained within or intersect a given geographic boundary.

For OpenStreetMap, tags can be applied to nodes (points), ways (lines), and relations,

and we include tags from all of these geometries. For Flickr, tags are associated with a

photo with specific coordinates, making the calculation of intersection trivial. These tags

are the equivalent of the words in paragraph-vector and the geographic boundary of the

place is equivalent to the document. A vector embedding is then learned (we used the

implementation provided by genism [357] and set the embedding length to 64) for that area.

In our implementation, we largely depended on the default hyperparameter values from

Le et al. [184]. Specifically, we use the distributed bag-of-words (DBOW) implementation

(word-order does not clearly apply to a collection of tags) with the following hyperparameters:

negative sampling (5 samples drawn), down-sampling of words with a frequency greater than

0.001, 4 iterations, a minimum count of 5 for a given tag key or value to be included, initial

learning rate of 0.1 dropping to a minimum of 0.0001.

A useful side-effect of paragraph-vector is that, during training, it also learns embeddings

for the words that define the documents (i.e. OpenStreetMap tags). These tag embeddings

provide insight into the effectiveness of this technique for learning a notion of similarity
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between geographic entities. For example, the most similar tag to “Burger King” (a fast-

food burger chain) is “McDonald’s” (a very similar fast-food burger chain) as one might

expect. However, because this notion of similarity is a largely function of geographic co-

occurrence (appearing in the same spatial unit), Burger King also has a higher cosine-

similarity to “CVS” (a pharmacy) than “In-N-Out” (a fast-food burger chain, but one that

is trendier). In this case, CVS is learned to be more similar to Burger King because it is

common for strip malls or other commercial districts with Burger King restaurants. We

further quantitatively test the quality of the OpenStreetMap tag embeddings by comparing

the cosine similarities between them with a crowd-sourced ground-truth dataset of semantic

similarity between OpenStreetMap concepts [15] (no equivalent task exists for Flickr tags).

We achieve a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.426 with the unfiltered OSM census-tract

embeddings, which is lower than the performance achieved by their ensemble of natural-

language models (r = 0.737) [15], and the performance of a domain-specific geographic

semantic relatedness algorithm trained on a combination of natural language and geographic

signals (r = 0.813) [272]. Given that it is an unsupervised method that is based solely on

spatial co-occurrence, it is not a poor result.

9.3.4. Tasks

We selected the task of census prediction for evaluating the resulting geographic embeddings.

In this task, a model is built to predict the demographic data for a given census unit. For

example, embeddings can be learned for census tracts and then an appropriate model can be

trained that predicts the census demographic for the census tracts from their embeddings.

This type of task has been undertaken in the past through a variety of methods such as via

satellite imagery [152], mobile phone data [28], and Google Street View Imagery [100, 106].
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Table 9.2. Demographic Variables

Categories of each ACS 2016 5-Year variables used in census prediction task. The
categories for each demographic are represented by proportions of the population and sum

to one in all cases, so the models used in predicting them all used a softmax activation
function as the final layer.

Demographic ACS Categories

Race White; Black or African American; Asian; Some other race; Two or more races

Income $1 - $9,999 or loss; 10,000 to $14,999; 15,000 to $24,999; 25,000 to $34,999; 35,000 to $49,999; 50,000 to

$64,999; 65,000 to $74,999; 75,000 or more
Education Less than high school graduate; High school graduate; Some college; Bachelor’s degree; Graduate or profes-

sional degree
Age (years) Under 5; 5 to 17; 18 to 24; 25 to 44; 45 to 54; 55 to 64; 65 to 74; 75 and over

Specifically, we learn embeddings for census tracts across 14 different counties comprising

8 cities: Boston, MA, New York City, NY (5 counties), Chicago, IL, Twin Cities, MN (2

counties), San Francisco, CA, Los Angeles, CA, New Orleans, LA, Houston, TX. For each

census tract, we download the 2016 5-year American Community Survey (ACS) data from

Table S0601 and extract variables related to race, educational attainment, income, and age

(see Table 9.2 for specifics).

For each demographic category (race, education, income, age), we train a neural network

to predict the attribute and evaluate their performance via 10-fold cross-validation until

the accuracy on a held-out validation set did not increase for three epochs. For the census

tracts, there is a direct mapping between the embedding and demographic information. For

the grid cells, we identify the census tract that contains the center of the grid cell and use

the demographics from that census tract. KullbackLeibler divergence is used for the loss

metric as each demographic category is represented by a set of buckets and corresponding

proportions of the population for that census tract that sum to one. The models are evaluated

through computing the Spearman correlation between the actual proportions and predicted

proportions for each demographic bucket.6

6Absolute error was also examined and produced the same results. Spearman correlation is reported as
it captures how well the model can rank the held-out census tracts by a given demographic—e.g., highest
proportion Asian to lowest proportion Asian.
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We explore two methods of splitting training/validation/test sets. The first is a random

split 80:10:10 across all spatial units. This results in each city having proportionate numbers

of spatial units in the training, validation, and test sets. Given that geographic prediction

models often struggle to generalize to new areas (e.g., [66, 226]), we also experiment with

holding out a state at a time—e.g., train/validate on Boston, New York City, Houston, Twin

Cities, New Orleans, Houston; test on San Francisco and Los Angeles. Performance on this

evaluation should give a better indication of how well a given embedding generalizes.

9.3.5. Baselines

In order to evaluate how strongly the embeddings were encoding various demographics, we

need interpretable baselines against which to compare. Specifically, we compare the results

from the embeddings models (average of the five folds) against the following baselines:

• Random (lower bound): predictions made with an analogous model that takes as

input embeddings that are just random noise, which should approximate the inter-

cept or the average of the training data for that demographic. This would indicate

that the embeddings hold no information about that demographic.

• Census (middle bound): predictions made with an analogous model that took as

input the values for the three other ACS demographics—-e.g., for predicting race, a

model was built that took as input that census tract’s age, income, and education

values.

• Neighbors (upper bound): the median of the values from that census tract’s neigh-

bors. Due to segregation and spatial homophily, this heuristic is actually quite

effective. Notably, this baseline is not possible for the held-out state evaluation

because each unit’s neighbors are also held-out.
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(a) Race

(b) Income

(c) Age (d) Education

Figure 9.1. Each figure contains the average Spearman correlation for a given
model for that demographic variable. 95% confidence intervals given as calcu-
lated by mean and standard deviation across 10 folds.

9.4. Results

We walk through the comparisons for each geographic hyperparameter below. We begin

with aggregation unit as it allows us to narrow down the rest of the comparisons. Higher

Spearman correlations indicate that a given embedding encodes more information about the

area—i.e. will likely achieve greater performance in a predictive model—but also that the

embedding is encoding more information about the demographics of the individuals who live

in that region.
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9.4.1. Aggregation Unit

Figure 9.1 shows the results for the comparison for embeddings aggregated to grid cells

(OpenLocationCode) and administrative units (census tracts). It focuses on the results for

the OpenStreetMap filtered tags and all other hyperparameters are kept constant between

the models. The census tracts consistently have higher Spearman correlations, indicating

that the census tract boundaries are more effectively capturing aspects of place than the grid

cells used here. We will focus on the census tract results for the rest of this section.

9.4.2. Data Source

Figure 9.2 shows the results for each of the demographic categories using the embeddings

aggregated to census tracts and based on random training/validation/test sets. Each of

the three baselines are included in the figures to provide context for how strongly a given

embedding is encoding a given demographic variable.

A few general trends emerge. The performance of the OSM and Flickr embeddings sub-

stantially out-perform the random baseline (equivalent of no information encoded). This

indicates that the general embeddings strategy is successfully capturing systematic differ-

ences between different census tracts. The performance of the each embedding, however,

is generally significantly lower than both the census baseline (information encoded is the

equivalent of the other three demographic categories considered) and neighbor baseline (in-

formation encoded is the equivalent of averaging a given census tract’s neighbors). For race

and age, the neighbor baseline encodes the most information. For education and income,

the census baseline encodes the greatest information. These results do not show why this
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(a) Race (b) Income

(c) Age (d) Education

Figure 9.2. Each figure contains the average Spearman correlation for a given
model for that demographic variable. 95% confidence intervals given as calcu-
lated by mean and standard deviation across 10 folds.

is true, but it would seem that it is some mixture of residential segregation more strongly

encoding race and age while other demographic features not being as highly correlated.

Within the geographic embeddings, we tend to see the highest to lowest performance in

this order: OpenStreetMap (No Filter) and OpenStreetMap (Filtered) are generally equiv-

alent followed by the Flickr User Tags and then Flickr Machine-Learned Tags. This is a

trend we return to later as it is highly dependent on the evaluation. Specifically, this trend

holds when random census tracts are held-out, which means each city has proportionately
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the same amount of training data and every census tract in the held-out set likely has a

neighboring census tract that was included in training.

There are also a few notable exceptions in the results. For race (Fig. 9.2a), we see that

both OpenStreetMap embeddings more strongly encode race than the census baseline. While

there is no significant difference at 95% confidence between the three three embeddings (OSM

and census) for predicting the proportion of the population that is “White” or “Some Other

Race”, the OSM embeddings both significantly outperform the census baseline for “Asian”

and “Two or more races”. For “Black or African-American”, there is some indication that

the embeddings outperform the census baseline but the difference is not significant. For

“Asian” in particular, the OpenStreetMap embeddings substantially out-perform the other

embeddings and census baseline.

9.4.3. Type of Evaluation

Figure 9.3 is the equivalent of Figure 9.2 as discussed above but using a held-out state as

evaluation. Comparing the two, we can immediately see that the average performance of the

embeddings drops substantially and the variance of performance greatly increases. Though

there are not significant differences in the different embeddings, we see a reversal of the gen-

eral trend of OpenStreetMap outperforming Flickr user embeddings in turn outperforming

Flick machine-learned embeddings. That is, the embeddings that performed worse in the

random held-out evaluation show some indication of performing best when being forced to

generalize to new regions.
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(a) Race (b) Income

(c) Age (d) Education

Figure 9.3. Each figure contains the average Spearman correlation for a given
model for that demographic variable. 95% confidence intervals given as calcu-
lated by mean and standard deviation across 10 folds. Test sets are held-out
states as opposed to random splits.

9.5. Discussion

9.5.1. General Geographic Embeddings

One takeaway from this work is that unsupervised general embeddings of place do successfully

encode information that can be harnessed by predictive models. Adapting methods from

natural language processing to geography was sufficient for at least one task: predicting the

demographics of the population who live in a region. There is certainly still much tuning and
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development of methods to achieve comparable utility to word embeddings, and this work

provides a groundwork for that continued development. Different forms of geographic trace

data will require alternative approaches (see Table 2.1), and hopefully adapting methods

from other fields such as image processing will also prove effective.

9.5.2. Evaluating Embeddings

This work explores the tension between viewing effective performance of embeddings in pre-

dictive tasks as both a marker of quality and potential liability through encoding potentially

spurious and damaging relationships. It sought to bring some transparency to the question of

what information is encoded is large-scale geographic trace data. There are some takeaways

from the experiments that demonstrate both potential pitfalls and potential approaches that

might yield more effective embeddings.

For the random-split evaluation, the OpenStreetMap embeddings actually encoded race

more strongly than additional census demographics—i.e. income, age, and education data as

per Table 9.2. This is worrisome in that models that replace more transparent information

like information about a neighborhood’s demographics with geographic trace data may very

well end up encoding race more strongly than before.

The experiments also provided indications of how to build more robust embeddings that

would hopefully be more transparent as well. While OpenStreetMap, which has significantly

more tags and unique tags, outperformed Flickr in the random-split evaluations, this trend

reversed in the heldout-state evaluation. This suggests that the OpenStreetMap embeddings

learn highly local tags that relate nearby neighborhoods, effectively encoding residential

segregation. The Flickr machine-learned tags, which had many fewer unique values but

overlapped more across cities, generalized more effectively. This warns against building
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geographic prediction models with trace data that has highly local patterns as this will

not force the model to learn general patterns. Having fewer unique tags from which the

embeddings are learned also makes inspecting and explaining the underlying data much

simpler.

9.6. Future Work and Limitations

This project is a start to exploring bias and means of controlling for bias with geographic

algorithms (and representation learning more specifically). Some future work and limitations

are discussed below.

9.6.1. Towards General Embeddings

This work began the exploration of general geographic embeddings. This approach was

undertaken primarily because it affords the evaluation of what is encoded in large-scale

geographic data. General embeddings also bring a lot of promise though, especially in sup-

porting the inclusion of data-poor regions in modeling. Expansion should explore additional

approaches, more regions, and new data sources. Ideally, future work will also follow several

guiding principles that informed the choices in this work:

• Global coverage: avoid datasets that are specific to only a few countries, which

would limit the scalability of these methods to areas that already often lack rich

geographic data (e.g. census data).

• Open datasets: use publicly-available data to improve the replicability of the work.

Eventually when methods are more refined, publishing embeddings based on propri-

etary data may allow for dissemination of data that otherwise would be too private

to share but that contains rich signals regarding place.
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• Flexibility: starting from point data as opposed to areal data allows for aggregation

to any scale or geographic boundary as appropriate.

• Variety of geographic signals: selecting datasets that provide different perspectives

on what comprises place—e.g. both physical and human geography—may lead to

more robust embeddings. It is possible that separating these two signals and building

separate embeddings would also allow engineers and researchers to evaluate and tune

for their relative importance for various prediction tasks.

9.6.2. Reducing Demographic Signals

Looking towards the natural language processing field, an approach that has been tested

for removing biases such as those associated with gender from word embeddings is debi-

asing (see [18]). For debiasing, the goal is to learn the desirable features while removing

problematic associations encoded within the embeddings. One approach to this is through

adversarial learning objectives [248], which would allow, for example, one to learn an em-

bedding that encodes features such as income while explicitly not encoding race. Given the

systematic nature of residential segregation, this very well may not be possible, but future

work should explore this challenge. Even asserting that it is impossible to effectively achieve

both goals provided above would be useful for guiding development of geographic predictive

models.

9.7. Conclusion

We explore how to build general geographic embeddings from large-scale geographic

trace data: OpenStreetMap and Flickr tags. We demonstrate how choices about geographic

hyperparameters associated with the representation learning affect the resulting quality of
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the embeddings. The quality of embeddings is evaluated in a way that explicitly discusses the

tension between high performance and encoding of problematic demographic associations.

We show that embeddings that appear to be effective might actually be encoding hyper-local

signals that do not generalize well and that strongly encode race compared to other features

such as age, education, or income.
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CHAPTER 10

Conclusion and Future Work

Across the six studies described within, this thesis presents a number of best practices

and lessons learned from studying geographic user-generated content and algorithms. Each

individual chapter presents recommendations specific to the domain under study but there

are also a number of higher-level contributions that this dissertation makes. We strive to

not base any conclusions off of a single data point, city, or platform to ensure the robust-

ness of these contributions. The majority of this work focuses on the United States, as the

region in which I am most aware of the history and context, but we also include China (§4)

as well as London and Manila (§7). We evaluate a wide variety of platforms across social

media—Foursquare (§3), Twitter (§§3,5,7), Flickr (§§3,7,9)—peer production—Wikipedia

(§4), OpenStreetMap (§§4,9)—and online services—Google Maps (§7), Mapquest (§7), Yelp

(§8). Research that I was involved with and informs this work, but is not explicitly described

here, has also studied geographic biases in Airbnb and Couchsurfing [170], cross-platform

relationships in Google Search, Wikipedia, Reddit, and StackOverflow [311, 214], and al-

gorithmic bias in sentiment analysis algorithms [63]. Together, these studies consider the

questions of inequality (or alternatively, bias or fairness) across many different contexts.

10.1. On Determining the “Representativeness” of UGC

The main contribution from Part I is demonstrating that equal participation across online

communities does not ensure equal benefits from these platforms. We reach this conclusion by
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quantifying online representation in the context of the end consumer of the content. Much of

the literature and discussion about the representativeness of online platforms (see §2.3) had

been focused on participation rates (i.e. differences in the proportion of demographic groups

that use a given online platform) or coverage (i.e. amount of content produced in a given

area or about a given topic). As a result, achieving equal representation was often framed

as achieving equal participation rates or coverage across all groups. While a random sample

would then be representative of the general populace, this proposed end-state ignores other

structural biases associated with online platforms (see [155]), whose importance can only be

understood in the context of how the data is being consumed. Acknowledging the barriers

to equal online representation motivates the need for algorithms and evaluations that are

more flexible to these realities.

For instance, despite the promise of the World Wide Web as the “great equalizer”, we

empirically demonstrated that online platforms have largely preserved structural inequalities

such as population density in who receives the benefits of this user-generated content. In

Section 4, we found that the practice of each town in the United States having a separate

Wikipedia article has preserved the low population density of rural areas. This has resulted in

a large per-capita burden to generate content in rural areas and generally much lower quality

articles. In Section 3, we saw that using counties to aggregate content (as a spatial unit that

preserves population density) results in a lower proportion of content being produced by

local individuals and often insufficient content to be included in social science research. In

Section 5, we saw this same pattern for geolocation inference algorithms. All three of these

findings demonstrated that equal participation alone would not lead to equal benefits across

urban and rural areas.
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We did not explicitly test how to overcome this challenge of population density in these

systems, but this work does point towards some potential solutions. In Section 2.5, we dis-

cussed geographic hyperparameters that dictate how place is represented and the degree to

which physical and human aspects of space are preserved. Choosing approaches to aggre-

gation and similarity that do not preserve population density is a good first step towards

addressing these challenges. For instance, researchers and engineers should consider adopting

the S2-cell approach used by Weyand et al. [321], which are global, efficient, and naturally

scale to reach a consistent number of data points across each cell, or census units that have

been designed for the same task (e.g., census units, congressional districts). Instead of using

physical distance, we have shown that measures like ordinal distance [272] can be more effec-

tive in measures of geographic similarity as they account for population density. Improving

the quality of rural Wikipedia articles is a different challenge, but approaches that reduce

the isolation of these articles and account for the shared history of these many towns—e.g.,

automatically detecting related sections in articles for entites that geographically contain a

place—would be a large step towards reducing the higher per capita burden in rural areas.

Similar approaches may help support languages with fewer speakers as well, making these

solutions not just about rural regions.

A complementary theme arose in Part I that reflects an additional challenge to achieving

representative coverage: local content often provides greater value. An important compo-

nent of the success of online platforms like Wikipedia has been the ability for anyone to

contribute content from or about anywhere [136]. We found, however, that for geographic

user-generated content, this non-local content was insufficient in many contexts. This sug-

gests that non-local contributions are not the full solution to achieving equal representation,

and therefore we can hardly say that areas with large proportions of non-local content are
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well-represented online. In social media (§3), we found that a substantial proportion of

content was from non-local contributors in rural areas and that this content could alter

the conclusions of research about these areas. In peer production (§4), we found a strong

reliance on non-local contributors and bots allowed many rural areas to achieve excellent

coverage but that local content was generally of higher quality. The research in those chap-

ters suggested that filtering out non-local content, while not always important in urban areas

given the wealth of local content, can be a key step to better representation of these areas.

Kariyaa et al. [164] delve more deeply into this theme, but it complements discussion of

the value of localness as expertise in neogeography [109] and additional research such as

the distribution of local sources in Wikipedia [274] and the value of local contributions on

OpenStreetMap [73].

10.2. On Evaluating Geographic Algorithms

The second half of this thesis focused on evaluating geographic algorithms. Again,

alongside specific findings—e.g., no evidence of neighborhood avoidance in Google Maps

or Mapquest (§9)—a few higher-level contributions are discussed below.

10.2.1. Hypothesizing about provider-fairness is challenging in geographic con-

texts.

The studies of place recommendation (§8) and vehicle routing (§7) focused on provider-

fairness—i.e. not just whether these systems are accurate and unbiased for their users but

also what is their impact on the items that they are recommending, be they the restaurants

being recommended or the neighborhoods through which drivers are being directed. In both

cases, alternative approaches to the standard approach to these algorithms were tested in
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order to understand how they might affect provider-fairness. Neither sets of results were

straightforward. For place recommendation, transforming the individual input user-visit

data to reduce locality bias—i.e. less strongly encode neighborhoods—actually resulted in a

lower diversity of neighborhoods being recommended across the universe of users. For vehicle

routing, optimizing for a concept like “safety”, which correlated with avoiding low-income

neighborhoods, or “beauty”, which correlated with high-income neighborhoods, resulted

in mixed effects across New York City and San Francisco regarding the median income

of neighborhoods through which the routes traveled. The deviations in routes required to

avoid certain areas or prefer others led to inconsistent overall effects even if there were shared

characteristics associated with those areas.

Together, these two studies suggest that provider fairness does not have straightforward

ties to the biases encoded in the underlying data or model. This has two implications: 1) it

suggests that, much as approaches to fairness-based machine learning have been developed

for concepts of consumer fairness, the same will have to be true for provider fairness, and,

2) it demonstrates the importance of having representative datasets of inputs into these

economically and socially impactful algorithms, as robustly evaluating their fairness relies

on a representative set of queries.

Further exploration of provider fairness is essential in other recommendation domains

such as whether music recommendation technologies such as Spotify or Pandora are equi-

table to the artists, product recommendation technologies such as Amazon are equitable to

the sellers, loan or crowdfunding technologies like Kiva and Kickstarter are equitable for

different regions or projects, or article recommendation technologies on Wikipedia are eq-

uitable for different types of article categories. It is likely that each domain will require

specific evaluations and interventions, but developing methods and a vocabulary to discuss
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provider fairness will be key to furthering the discussion of who these technologies should be

benefiting.

10.2.2. An algorithm or sociotechnical system that works one way in one area

will not necessarily work the same way in another area.

As first discussed in Hecht and Terveen [141], we find that evaluations of the efficacy and

fairness of geographic technologies reach different conclusions depending on the setting in

which they are studied. In this dissertation, we saw this with urban and rural performance

in geolocation algorithms (§5) and the relationship between alternative routing algorithms

and wealth (§7). Other researchers have seen similar effects, as discussed in Section 2.5.4.

This means that there is no single “representative” region in which an algorithm can be

evaluated. This conclusion raises a number of interesting questions, namely how to identify

a tractable number of areas in which to study the effects of a given algorithm. It might be for

a mapping platform like Waze, that making adjustments to their algorithm requires careful

evaluation of all major cities and rural areas. It would be useful to determine, however,

if there are regions that are prototypical of a particular context and should be carefully

examined at a minimum. The field of geography, with its many subfields and long history

of classifying regions, would be able to guide some of this development.

10.2.3. Auditing geographic algorithms should not be limited to the descriptive.

Geographic algorithms are very challenging to audit and propose alternative approaches.

They often involve highly sensitive data such as directions or restaurant queries that are

difficult to anonymize and can reveal private details of individuals’ lives. As such, datasets

of how these services are used are not largely available and the algorithms themselves are
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generally black boxes. As discussed in the prior sections, these algorithms neither have

consistent impacts that are independent of place nor straightforward relationships between

their biases and fairness of recommendations—i.e. these fine-grained details about usage are

incredibly important to evaluating the impact of these technologies.

In our work, we have provided a blueprint for this approaching this challenge: for each

algorithm, we have implemented it via open-source code and developed a reasonable proxy

for data. For instance, we developed a version of Waze’s safety routing algorithm per de-

scriptions made by them in the media and used taxi routes as a proxy for driving directions

origins and destinations (§7). We implemented a common approach to place recommenda-

tion and used Yelp reviewers as a proxy for queries from Yelp users (§8). We implemented

two geolocation inference algorithms (§5) and collected supporting Twitter datasets. Im-

plementing the algorithm instead of just relying on APIs (though often we examine both

in the research) has allowed us to explore how manipulating specific components of the al-

gorithm directly changes the impact. While our implementations and data sources almost

certainly differ in important ways from what is being developed by industry, our approach

still provides important data points to fuel discussions about what these algorithms should

be optimizing given that they often are components of very impactful but largely black-box

platforms.

10.2.4. Geographic hyperparameters should not just be left to default choices.

This thesis contains extensive related work (§2.5) on the choices that are made in representing

geographic place and similarity. I detail how these choices encode structural inequalities in

social science research (§3), geolocation algorithms (§5), place recommendation (§8), and

geographic representation learning (§9). I also discuss alternatives to these choices in terms
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of the data used to define place, how distance is defined, and how the data is aggregated.

This framework provides a method for carefully considering how geography is encoded within

technologies.

The difficulty and ad-hoc nature of spatial analysis is a recurring theme that, while

evident to the researcher, is not necessarily evident in the publication of research that entails

this type of work. For projects in which point data—e.g., Wikipedia articles, geolocated

tweets, Yelp reviews—is to be related to place data such as socioeconomic statistics, there

are many choices and preprocessing steps to link these two data sources. These choices

are often driven by data availability—e.g., urban-rural codes are readily available for US

counties but not other units such as census tracts. The goal of developing this framework is

enumerate the choices available and provide some guidance for making these decisions from

the standpoint of fairness. I hope to be part of continued work to help communicate the

effects of choosing different geographic hyperparameters, much as has been done with related

concepts of model fairness.1,2

10.3. Future Directions

There is an unanswered question in this thesis about what approach to take when a

geographic technology is determined to be unfair. Chapter 8 explores how place recommen-

dation technologies might be redesigned with an eye towards locality bias (not so strongly

encoding location) and fairness (a more equitable distribution of recommendations). While

I do believe strongly that we need robust means of evaluating the fairness of these sorts of

technologies, I do not necessarily believe that when inequalities arise in these technologies,

we should rely on the designers of these algorithms to balance the outcomes. There will

1https://pair-code.github.io/what-if-tool/
2https://research.google.com/bigpicture/attacking-discrimination-in-ml/
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likely be simple fixes that are worth implementing—e.g., any geographic hyperparameters

that strongly encode population density, such as aggregating to counties, or location, such

as a dependence solely on trace data, should likely be avoided or carefully structured and

evaluated. The larger challenges around segregation and the degree to which geographic

technologies reinforce these patterns is a broader societal discussion though.

There are many reasons to believe that a top-down algorithmic solution is not the solu-

tion. Approaches that exclude sensitive attributes that seek to debias the data either through

removing sensitive attributes [127] or explicit debiasing [76] have generally be found to be in-

complete, with the problematic information—e.g., gender bias—still being encoded in other

aspects of the model and difficult to impossible to remove in full. Optimizing for certain

definitions of fairness in machine learning can harm the very groups that were supposed to be

protected [53]. In general, any definition of fairness imposes some cost in terms of accuracy

or invalidation of another component of fairness [54, 171], meaning that the design of fair

algorithms requires an explicit weighing of costs. Given these potential pitfalls and difficult

decisions around which definition of fairness to optimize for, it is not clear that merely push-

ing designers of technology to explicitly consider fairness would lead to an improved societal

outcome. Likewise, policy may be a potential solution, but it is not clear that ideas like

those raised around regulating where Waze could direct vehicles [208] would clearly lead to

a beneficial outcome. These technologies are complex and their effects vary by region as

shown in Chapters 7 and 8.

An alternative approach is value-sensitive algorithmic design [350], which is a process for

developing algorithms to more effectively match the needs of a given community through an

iterative process that takes the community’s feedback into consideration. This type of process

is happening in systems like Wikipedia, where community-managed bots [103] are core to
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its functioning and open APIs where users can easily define their own thresholds and costs

around precision and recall [120] are available, open to discussion, and iteratively improved

based on feedback. These are powerful examples of algorithms that have been developed

openly and with priority given to feedback and flexibility to mean a given community’s

needs.

The solution may also not be algorithmic in many situations. A carefully-designed user

interface can be very powerful for counteracting biases. NextDoor, a neighborhood-level so-

cial network, is a powerful example of this: they were seeing a large number of racially-biased

police reports being filed through their app, but instead of seeking to filter these reports out

algorithmically or through content moderation, they added friction to the submission pro-

cess. This change in design successfully forced people to submit more carefully considered

claims and resulted in a substantial drop in racist reports [142].

The intended goal of this work then is less about proposing a more fair design of ge-

ographic technologies and more about providing a framework for evaluating the impact of

these technologies that can help guide the discussion about what they should be optimizing.

The takeaways from these case studies in Part II suggest that reconsidering how we evaluate

these technologies will not be straightforward. Much more research and collaboration with

the communities affected by these technologies is needed before making decisions about how

they should be designed, but I hope that the research contained within this dissertation

demonstrates that the choice to retain the default approaches to technologies like place rec-

ommendation is one that continues to encode inequality to the detriment of communities

already at a structural disadvantage.
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10.4. Concluding Remarks

As stated in the beginning, this dissertation is motivated by concerns about the role of

internet technologies in deepening societal inequality. Through three different studies across

multiple platforms and regions, the first part provides a detailed accounting of how structural

inequalities associated with the urban-rural divide have been preserved in the consumption

of online content by users, research, and algorithms. We demonstrate that achieving equal

participation on these platforms would be insufficient to achieve equal representation. Un-

derstanding that these systems preserve structural inequalities motivates the second part

of this dissertation: in-depth evaluations of three major types of geographic algorithms, as

a subset of technologies with widespread social and economic implications. We provide a

framework for geographic hyperparameters that shows how structural inequalities arise in

these technologies and what alternative choices might counteract these inequalities. We de-

velop methods for evaluating the impact of several of these technologies from the standpoint

of provider fairness—i.e. their impact on the communities that they represent.
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